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The May meeting of the City Council was
held Monday evening, June 4th, Mayor
I Hinton presiding. The records of the last
meeting were read and approved. Roll of
accounts No. 3 was passed.
Following are
the amounts under the various appropria-
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'_ Mrs. E. C.

Rur-

KateS., widow of Austin Drinkwater of
••ring
obituary ...City
Meeting
.Wedding Hells. Xorthport died recently in Somerville,
Personal ...county
Mass., where she was visiting her daughter,
'udence.
.Mrs. D. E. Kelie}. Her death resulted from
of
*
Medal
,-rrespondence
Maine Sunday School a paralytic shock. Services were held in
arm Condi
Stock and
u
Somerville, Rev. Bradley Whitney of the
it..i Taliaferro of Florida
T
at
Baptist church officiating, and the remains
-gus.
Day
were brought to Xorthport and the funeral
Letter ..Sunday School
Memorial Day in Unity.
Deyel- held at the church at Saturday Cove, with
-••ts in Heal Estate
>,■*.

.■*

..

tions

Contingent.
Highways.

...

Fire Department.
Free Library.
School contingent.
Free Text Kooks.
General school purposes.

Rev. E. S. Philbrook of Belfast in attendThere was a large attendance and
many beautiful floral offerings. The bearers were Hudson
Brown, Emery Brown,
James T. Knights and R. A. Packard. Mrs.
Drinkwater is survived by her mother,
Mrs. Sarah Elwell of Xorthport, and two
sisters, Mrs. Rosa Snow of Xorthport and
Mrs. Fred Smith of Rockland, and by two
daughters, Mrs. D. E. Kelley of Somerville,
Mass., and Mrs. Carrie Hill of Lincoluville.

kl«m Springs.
Waldo
County Demovention.
cf Belfast.
n:\.» ment Society.... stampa
oaine’s Best
Fever
\
The (treat Drink
:■■ u-ii
>-ei moiD.
:

ance.

Wobthen-Heal. A very pretty uune
took place in this city at high

wedding

nooD, Jane 2nd, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Amasa Heal on C edar street, when
their oldest daughter, Lora Belle Heal, was
married to Edwin B. Worthen of Lexington, Mass. The house was charmingly
decorated for the occasion, pink and green
being the prevailing color scheme. The
wedding party were grouped under an arch
of pink and green, where Rev. Ashlej A.
iSmith of the First Vniversalist church performed the double ring ceremony very impressively. The bride, who was attractively gowned in white crepe de chene over
taffeta, trimmed with point de \euise lace,
carried bride roses, and was attended by
her sister, Miss Geneva M. Heal, who also
wore white crepe de chene and carried car
nations. Mr. Edward W. Stone of Boston
acted as best man, and Miss Eleanor B.
Worthen of Lexington, a sister of the

:

Cemetery.

S 691 16
3,442 65
152 75
277 36
1 75
38 95
315 33
67 50

Total. 8 4,987 45
The report of the Road Commissioner
I
was read, accepted, and ordered on file.
He reported that he had expended 83,105.61
■•••!
Navy.The Missing
i. ei ary News and Notes
on the highways and walks for the month I
riant
ending May ..1st. and that he had carted
:.' .stf« k;.u.
Spi iugs..
Deaths. Ship News.
: saue3,558 loads of gravel onto the roads.
1
The report of the Committee on Lights
and ordered on file, i
t was read, accepted
:AL DAY IN LIBERTY.
Mrs. Louisa D. Shorey, one of the lirst
j They reported unfavorably on the petition 1
After
summer cottage ow ners at Temple Heights,
groom, played the wedding march.
Liberty passed oft in a died of pneumonia last Sunday evening, for an arc light at the corner of Cedar and
the ceremony, which was attended only by
The d.iy alter about two weeks' illness, at the sum- Pine streets.
i* i.'factory to ail.
j
the immediate families, luncheon was
The Committee on Sidewalks reported :
Liiice large, the address mer home of Mr. and Mrs. Collins McCarty
served.
hv an informal reception.
.it
Kp.tiisf.
Thp tipf»pa>p(l was almost 78
on the petition for a sidewalk on
I
In the ch dr was beau- |
favorably
yeais of age and had been in good health
Mr. and Mr*. Worthen left on the noon
The deco- until tliis illness. Some three weeks ago Charles street. The report was accepted.
;(1 inspiring.
...
train, to which they were escorted by a
An older was passed that the salary of :
ii w ere of the very best, with her daughter she went to the heights
party of friends, who gave them an enfrom her home in Waldo and opened her
fixed
at
a
be
Si.50
themselves
the
two night police
: expressed
j thusiastic send off w ith the usual showers
cottage and was soon after taken ill, going
!
amount
for
of
the
and
paid
,-~il w ith the exercises,
night, exclusive
to ;t neighboring cottage where she passed
j of lice and confetti. They are to take a
1
fllTMlish
address, which thrilled away. Mrs. shorey was born in Monroe, the smnluv wurvioii aibl thp Itil'ifP
short trip, after which they will go to Lexof .John and Drusella Durham,
daughter
1 r-.: riuirei s’ ends, and
| their own uniforms.
she married Wellington Shorey, who died
w here they are to begin housekeep
Ordered that the City Treasurer beau-; ington,
:> ».f the pr. pie assembled
about eight years ago, and of eight children,
ing. Mrs. Worthen is a popular Belfast
.•
been .■'tilled before uii a ; seven survive them, who are, John D., of thorized to convey by quit claim deed to !
White Sulphur springs, Mont.; James W\, Geo. \Y. Ryder the interest acquired by the girl w ho attended the schools here, afterand Raymond 0., of Kismet, Mont.; B. G.,
ward going to Boston and graduating from
decorated
a" many graves
City of Belfast iu a parcel of real estate asof Hillings, Mont.; Mrs. Jennie D. McGray
Miss Pierce’s School of Stenography. Alfor
the
sessed
Simeon
the
Ryder
year
vote
of
against
of Knox William shorey and Carrie Emma
.; P\ reas<»ii of a
| shorey,
who lived on the home place, she 1598, under the collector’s sale of Dec. 4, though she has been in Boston for some
a* should be sent out from
\
friends here who exr of Frederick Ritchie grange,
wasaniemb
the payment into the treasury of years, she has many
•••!> to decorate the graves of
i
Patrons of Husbandry, of which she was a 1599, upon
Mr.
tend their heartiest good wishes.
The funeral was held 5.02, the amount of said tax, costs and
..eteiie? in localities where charter member.
Worthen is
engaged in the insurance
f our order who do not take yesterday afternoon and the interment was charges, being the same real estate assessed
business in Boston. The out-of-town guests
in Waldo.
as aforesaid, viz., lot 35, div. 2, acres 3;
._h in our order to come and
Mrs. George Worthen of
were aMr. land
:.uch less attend the services
Capt. Charles J. Jameson of Rockland undivided half of homestead on east side of
the groom’s parents; his sister,
a well known retired mariner, died at the
Lexington,
road.
Tide
of
Head
themselves
but
content
day,
Knox hospital May 30th from a shock folMrs. Mary BurOrdered that the compensation of the Miss Eleanor B. Woitheu,
many flags, giving us the lowing an operation for rupture
|
Deceased
Mr. Edward W.
and
rows of
Cambridge
for
the
current
Taxes
of
municipal
buy ing the flags and perhaps was o_' years of age and a native of Rock- Collector
He sailed 3s years as master mariner, year be fixed at 8-10 of one per cent on the Stone of Boston.
\press on them. Such requests port.
is a
for A. J. Bird & Co.
Following
always
dollar (the city to pay for the bond, postage,
—ived for flags for two cemeOwens-Prescott. One of the prettiest
complete list of the vessels he commanded;
liave not been honored and Laura E. Messer, Gertrude E. Smith, Rich- and usual advertising and printing) on the
of the season took place Wednesweddings
amount actually collected, and said colleche flags are here, ready when mond, Sardinian, Hattie Coombs, Superior,
afternoon,
May 30th, at the residence
day
William
Rice, tor is to collect all the poll taxes and taxes
.Hii for m person by some com- Susannah, Eliza Ann, Helen,
of Capt. W. T. Holmes of Toplar street,
George \Y. Glover, Olive Pecker aud Wil- on
to collect and
and
property,
A R.
personal
liam H. Pratt.
The Gertrude Smith, a
Brooklyn Hills, N. V.. when Miss Maude
He re- pay in to the City Treasurer all taxes on
was built for him.
;:,e was formed in the street
| three-master,
Prescott, formerly of Northport, Me., sisa
after
the
to
enforce
tired
from
sea
suits
the
or
to
ago,
real
eight
years
estate,
begin
but
A. R. hail which included
ter of Mrs. Holmes, was united in marriage
faithful aud successful career. During the
in chapter 314, pubunrades, but a large delega- i past year or two he had been night watch- lieu claims as provided
to Mr Glynn Owens of Richmond Ilill. The
full
settlement
to
make
and
of
1893,
■:
i.f the several granges who man at the plant of the Camden Anchor- lic laws
|
was performed by tne Rev.
ceremony
the
date
of
one
childwithin
from
with the city
year
ted, and the school children, Rock iand Machine Co. Almost
hood lie suffered from a serious physical ail- of the commitment, provided, however, Thomas Williams, pastor of Pilgrim ConI
: nrigo band and led by Comchurch, of which both the
ment, which he bore patiently although at
shall not be required to gregational
Knowiton, marched to the the last it had made life a burden almost to ! that the collector
The house
young people are members.
sur- ! make full settlement so far as relates to
is
Jameson
heav\
to
be
borne
Capt.
orders
of
e alter the reading
was prettily and patriotically decorated in
vived by his wife,"former!} Mi?s Ellen Pen- I
the
until
on
real
taxes
estate,
non-resident
: fr<un national and depart- j
red, white and blue, befitting the day. The
dleton, and by one daughter, Mrs. A. J.
time provided by law for the sale of said
and listening to an elo-j Bird.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
bride entered the room with her sister, Mrs.
|
thereof
taxes
for
real estate
non-payment
Rev. K. II. Renslow of
Holmes, who acted as matron of honor, and
shall
THE
said
collector
GRANGES.
NEWS OF
In such settlement,
on.
and the reading of the roll |
was met by the
groom attended by his
for
taxes
; be relieved from further liability
,.>:ened to one of the ablest,
brother. The happy couple received conof
W
Northern Light Grange
interport i on real estate for which he has begun to
d mo?i eloquent and ntgratulations under a wedding bell of red,
held its annual men orial to the soldier dead enforce the lien, and all expense of such
-i given before a G. A. K.
j white and blue. Miss Prescott looked very
j
on it4 regular meeting Thursday evening,
the
be
borne
shall
suits
city.
by
of
A.
Smith
Rev. Ashley
lovely in a simple gown of white point de
May ;ist. The services were appropriate
Ordered that the city clerk be authorized j
v. a> an able second to the
with trimmings of satin and lace.
the readings given breathed I and directed to advertise for building a j sprit
throughout;
s fui r.i>heil by the UniverThe ceremony was followed by a short re>rtli a spirit of solemnity, and patriotism;
street
to
from
Church
street
on
Main
sewer
}
of He] fast, eoliipos...
ception, after which the friends were invitthe choir interspersed war songs, patriotic
Congress street, and also on C euar street ed t«> partake of a light luncheon consisting
person?: Miss Wells,
that
added
and
memorial
marches
Franklin
near
to
road
hymns
j of chicken salad, cold welsh rarebit, stuffed
Mr Hal R.
j from Main street
a: to.
k a ’>.
to the impressivenes s of the meeting.
street, as per plans of Parks 3c Wheeler.
•.
i.
Moi>e, tenor ; Miss much
M
olives, icecream and cake and after dinner
th
amend
Secwas
a
line
and
one,
very
.An ordinance was passed to
1 hey made no The program
._'a:,i"t.
coffee, the color schemes being carried out
decorations of dowers, wreaths an
tion <: of Chapter 18 of the Ordinances of the
ather pretty
a no; ate in usic, but
Mr. and Mrs.
in the table decorations.
that were arranged by Mrs
of
Belfast.
plants
potted
City
hranc
than laft fnr n <;linrt hriihi 1 trin tn
u 1 c. w eil executed, which
Aldermen
Clement. Mrs. Edmonds and other>
the
Hattie
ordained
Be
it
Mayor,
by
■'
of tlie old veterans. The
:
Boston and the home of the groom on the
j merit special mention.
and Common Council of the City of Belfast, j
'!.. night," bass solo by Mr.
Hudson, and on their return will reside in
0 of
section
that
assembled,
council
in
j
city
u? by the choir, brought
.seaside Grange, Belfast, has adopted the
Jersey City. They were followed by the
18 of flic ordinances of the City of
following resolutions on the death of Bro. Chapter
Mrs.
best wishes of a host of friends.
amended
Belfast be and the same is hereby
5
Owen's going away gown was a brown
jut!.; ise of the handker- Howard Murphy:
it:
clause to
t-ntire audience because the I
Death, the common lot of us all, has once by adding the following
Sicilian mohair, with luit tu match. The out
nevertheless that it shall be
more entered our peaceful inclosure, and | “Provided
of town gue?>ts were Mr. and Mrs. William
member
1 taken the oldest and only charter
I
to occupy for the
merchants
for
lawful
any
was
beautifully decorated of Seaside Grange.
Owens of Jersey City and Miss Cora B.
of the
In the death of our brother Howard I display of merchandise a portion
;1 .wei's by Mr. ,1. P. Griffis
j
Hills of Rockland, Maine.
not
exstoi°
his
loss
in
next
a
order
has
sustained
our
I sidewalk
adjoining
i
ha.-- a temporary home here Murphy
Until within a : ceeding eighteen inches in width; so that
irrepairable.
ways
The wedding of Mr.
many
Moore-Roix.
1
Idered it a labor of love. He few months
preceding his death his ab- 1 said ordinance as amended shall read as Arthur A. Moore and Miss Edna G. Roix
> ctf the veterans. Pirigo CorI
sence from Grange meetings was very rare.
took place Tuesday evening, June 5th, at
His interest in everything pertaining to the follows:
i
: in shed some stirring martial
welfare of the Grange was intense and his
No person shall deposit or cause the home of the bride on Spring street.
sec. 0.
!
and after the service, which
exerand
intellectual
of
in
all
social
bale
auv
box, barrel,
pleasure
to be deposited
Only the relatives of the family in this city
I
-ilarating. Neither Mr. Smith cises very remarkable.
goods or other article on anj sidewalk, or I
11 is whole life and daily walk ha? ever | in any of the streets or highways within the were present. Rev. David L. Wilson, pas:
demanded any pay for their
been worthy of emulation and his presence I limits aforesaid, except for the purpose of j tor of the Congregational church, performoa) ing their expenses, and the
j
within our Grange circle an inspiration.
removing and delivering goods into or from ed the ceremony. The parlor, where the
--1
But the people on
no pay.
Seaside Grange extend to his bereaved any store, slurp oi other place, for which ;
decorated
and to his
al- j ceremony tooK place, was prettily
our beloved sister,
mv esteem it a privilege to couwidow,
purpose a reasonable time only shall be
[
and sincere sympathy. As lowed. Any person who shall be guilty of with po:ted plants, apple blossoms and tudaughter,
deep
and
their
toward
support
ching
a token of our respect for our deceased
The bride was becomingly gowned in
a violation of any of the provisions of this : lips.
was taken up and the sum of
brother, the undersigned committee would section shall be punished by a line of not 1j a light gray nun’s veiliug trimmed with
to
the
be
sent
hereof
that
a
copy
less than one nor more than five dollars.
;>ed, which was very gratifying suggest
family, and be published in The Republi- The penalties provided for in this section j white lace and passementrie and carried a
made shower bouquet of bride roses.Refreshments
can Journal and Bangor Commercial.
may be recovered upon the complaint
-■ now few
in numbers, and the
William P. Thompson, \ Committee
to the judge of the police court of this city, were seived after the ceremony. They were
on
ke the leaves of autumn) are
Mrs. H. E. Ei.lis,
Provided, nevertheless, that it shall be law- remembered with
many useful and pretty
Resolutions. ful for auv merchants to occupy for the disJohn T. Frost.
falling by the wayside, it may
j
play of merchandise a portion of the side- I presents, consisting of furniture, sterling,
the Providence of God this is
walk next adjoining his store not exceeding linen and cut glass. They will make their
ISLESBoRO.
emorial day service to be held
eighteen inches in width.
home with the parents of the bride. Mr.
Mr. Charles Clayton of Bangor, aged To
Bradstreet
E.
ii.
of
auspices
At the May meeting of the city council it I
Moore has lived here a number of years
died
at his sister's cottage, ilewes’
years,
have
we
the
case
f such is to be
was moved to ..mend Section 14 of Chapter
at seven
and conducted a fi ll market in Hayford
last
evening
Saturday
Point,
our
that
-■atisfac.ion of knowing
18 of the city ordinances by striking out the
lie has made many friends and
block,
o’clock. Mr. Clayton had with him two sis:r best.
following Clause:
and
his
merits the respect and esteem of all. The
Mrs.
and
Davis,
Mrs.
ters,
Whitney
,1. o. Johnson.
shall any person unless the one cm- j
“Nor
brother, Major Clayton, the latter arriving ployed by the city or some parish, at any bride is the only child of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Til SKAKSI OKT ITEMS.
from Bangor Saturday afternoon. The de- time, except in ca<e of an alarm of fire or ! A. Roix and one of Belfast’s most estimable
of j
B. Thompson is in Belfast visityoung lacies with a wide circle of friends.
ceased was well known in this section of until after sunrise on the Anniversary
American Independence, ring any of the
the town, having spent several summers church bells in the city ;" so that Section 14, The Journal and all interested extend conviews has sold his farm to ('apt.
!
gratulations. No cards.
He as amended, shall read as follows:
here with his sister, Mrs. Whitney.
key.
Section 14. N'o person shall injure any
was a genial gentleman of the old school and
Shorey-Thomas. Harold P. Shorey and
or shall draw off or take
reservoir
Black 1 as bought thirteen head many will miss him. The remains were public
in case of fire,
Miss EdnaE.Thomas,both of this city, were
any water therefrom, except
parties in Brooks.
taken to Bangor Monday.... Rev. George E. or unless authorized by the Mayor or chiel
united in marriage by Rev. E. E. Morse at the
'1 l.ompson has gone to Moxie Tufts left Tuesday morning for Newton,
engineer of the fire department.”
parsonage in Morrill,June 1,in the presence
was givlias
a situation.
lie
amendment
where
the
evening
exercises
the
Monday
anniversary
j
Mass., to attend
of a few relatives and friends of the bride
at Newot
.seminary
and
Newton
Theological
second
reading
its
passed.
en
■via Triggs of Belfast has been
I ton Center, which takes place this week
and groom. Mr. Shorey was born in Phi 1for
Mrs.
Callie
asked
tl.e
of
cent
on
sidewalks
gue>t
iy,
The committee
|
j Charles K. Harris' theatrical company
orook, Montana, the son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
of
the
consider
advisability
played at the town hall Monday, Tuesday further time to
\V.
Shorey. 11 is father owns a large sheet
ui
this
week.
Mr.
G
>inart has
to
been engaged
ami Wednesday nights
building a sidewalk on Green street.
ranch at Kismet, Montana, but Mr. Shore}
Uiaaj*
chapel at Temple Heights Sun- ; Hill life IS
the taxes of Belfor
collecting
Proposals
The Hark Harbor
tot h.
has resided with his mother in this city foi
| points his audience
as folschool closed a most successtul term last fast for 1900 were opened and read
so the years, although for the past year emMr>. Havid Moody of Swanville
Miss Nellie Giikey has
lows: C. F. Thompson, 8-10 of 1 per cent.,
Friday afternoon
ployed in Massachusett and New Hampto Prospect to visit a H mml of Castine
gone
for
advertising
bond,
to
postage,
«
lenit-nts.
pay
E.
city
shire. Hegraduated from the Belfast Iligl:
| school days_Dark Harbor is waking up.
7-10 of 1 per
A.
L.
Mudgett,
and
printing.
'J hoiiipson a lid daughter, Miss
Quite a number of cottages are open now.
school in 1904. The bride is the daughtei
j
the Gibsons of Acie lsiautl are to be in
cent., city to pay, etc. C. II. Sargent, 8-10 of M,- ..,,.1 \l,o 1 I
:: llii-gliam, Maine, visiting Mrs.
Tlmnitunf Morrill
it is said that the new
ami
result
this
The
to
etc.
Mrs.
Italy
yeai
Johnson.
of 1 per cent., city
pay,
daughter,
I
but lias made her home in Belfast for some
Mrs. Aster and husband will occupy their
F.
C.
as follows:
was
j years. Mr. and Mrs. Sliorey left on the
niuaiists of Nortli Sear sport and i
Mrs. Laughurne-Sliaw-Astor is of the balloting
cottage.
veins,
hoid an a 1-day meeting in the a sister of Mrs. Charles Hana Gibson
inompsou o rules, a. r-. -uuugen.
Boston boat Friday afternoon for Sunapee,
Noith Searsport, Sunday, June The stmr. silver Star will begin her two C. 11.
Sargent 3 votes. C. F. Thompson was X.
11., where Mr.'shorey has a fine position.
trips a day schedule June loth_Quite a declared elected.
a big
They beth have the best wishes of a host ol
Thewdate Merithew has closed crowd had gathered last week to see
ou fire departthe
committee
that
Voted
out
some
a
from
stump
friends.
at Park and is now at home pair of horses pull
near the town road.
To ment be empowered to buy the articles reouse for her father, William M. | private grounds
i no avaii did the horses pull and tug. The
the
department.
by
quired
SECRET SOCIETIES.
; question of giving it up was being considerVoted to permit the extension to the shoe
..w arrived Saturday from New
ed, when along came a small, sorrel, sorry
|
j
in
a
The
he
has
had
-re
A stated convocation of Timothy Chas*
employment
factory.
| looking horse drawing a dump cart.
■hop. He is visiting his mother, owner halted a moment, then with an exThe claim of William McCabe for $25 for Lodge, with work in the Master Mason's
ie Dow.
clamation jumped out and began taking Ins
was
to hack sustained on highway
degree, will be held in Masonic Tempi*
horse nut the cart. The pair of horses were damages
hyline Moody, who has been stop- led away and the one horse hitched on. read and referred to the city solicitor.
this, Thursday, evening.
per sister, Mrs. E. E. Clements,
There was a word of encouragement, a “The committee on sewers reported that in
The 14th annual meeting of the Depart;tl weeks,
has returned to her
moment’s pause and the stump was up—aud
their opinion the sewer system should be ment Council, and Field Day of the Pat
>wanviile.
there were three long cheers then for
extended as follows: On Main street from riarcbs Militant, I. O. 0. F., will be held
s
Corner. Mrs. C. L. Chapin Auburn—the owner of the winning team...
|
The new State road is being put in between Church street to Congress street; on Cedar in Portland June 19th, 90thand 91st.
i^n arrived Saturday to spend her
Ac
I
diday with her son, Capt. George the 2nd fiaptist church ami the old grid- street from Main street to end near Frank- interesting program lias been arranged for
l. 'M 'ii. She was accompanied by her iron bridge.Miss Florence Prouty of lin street.
and the Maine Central is to give specia
Mrs. C. W. Sattle, who visited Worcester, Mass., w ill start a Nature study
The petition of Dutch Brothers for per
Mrs. class next Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock
'■'Jier and family a lew days
rates.
between
the
n
All
at
the
tow
of
sent
the
rear
library.
girls
of
Bradford, Pa.,
mission to enlarge the stable at
Magner
llowers for the grave of her ages of 11 and 17 years are invited to join
their store ou Main street was referred to
YACHTS AND BOATS.
Mrs. D. A. Fernald, Memorial day. and are asked to bring note-book and penj
revverealso sent by friends in Mas- cil. The class will be taken on walks, and the fire department to investigate and
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Matthews the tree, flower, bird, insect and shell will port at a special meeting of the city council
Fred V. Cottrell has his catboat, the Rat
come under consideration. A fine chance.
u driving Friday when the horse
June 6th at 8 p. m.
tier, in commission.
to
Mrs.
Matthews
in
and
trying
p
Adjourned.
Mrs. J. M. Whittier and daughter MarCapt. T. I). Barr has his sloop Fiona ir
J "as thrown out and sprained her
verely....Henry A. Dodge came guerite, of Searsport, visited old Fort FairU. S. Gushee and F. A. Danforth went fine condition for the season’s business.
! -in
Mr.
Orono Saturday to spend Sun- field friends Friday and Saturday.
brook in Freeman
on the Gilkey
Capt. Roix has taken the Edna from hei
ii.•‘■mining Monday by train.Mr. Whittier came np Saturday to Houlton to fishing
catch of 45
E. A. Mathews and family of Bel- attend the Sunday meeting of railway con- Thursday, and returned with a
winter’s berth and she is at moorings oil
28
brook
trout
and
respectively.—FarmingSaturday night and Sunday with ductors of northern Maine.—Fort Fairfield ton Chronicle.
the Roller Bushing plant.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Matthews. Review, May 30th.
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31.

Helen

Miss Francis Drinkwater of fangor is
be married at high noon, dune l- h. in
the Central churcji at Bangor to Dr. d. Alfred Anderson of Augusta. Although MissDrinkwater is to reside in Augusta she
will continue to sing in the Central church
choir, Bangor, and will be one of the soloists at the Musical Festival in Bangor iu
October.

Bird

Helen Weymouth of Troy is a member of
the class of l*J0t>, Maine Central Institute,
Pittsfield.

Miss Maude F.. Barker was called to Banlast week by the death of a relative,
Mr. John F. Whitney.

itrs. S. B. Cunningham and Mrs. John
Dolloff went to Boston last week for a visit
of several weeks with friends.
Dr. Hills of Henry Ward Beecher's old
church in Brooklyn, X. Y., has rented a
cottage at Castine for the season.
Wm. M. Welch, who has been employed
the State Farm in Massachusetts, is at
home for a two weeks' vacation.

at

Henry Davis, who has had two attacks of
rheumatic fever, is able to sit up and the
doctor thinks he is out of danger.
Mrs. Ed. A. Richardson, who spent the
winter and spring in Quincy, Mass., has
returned to her home in Deer Isle.

Religious services will be held in the
chapel at East Northport Sunday, June 10,
at 10.30 a. m.. w ith sermon by the pastor,
Rev. G. G. Winslow; at 11.30 a. m., Sunday
n

in.,

sprviops

Miss Maude E. Mathews went to Auburnto attend the reunion of her class at Lassell Seminary.

dale, Mass., Wednesday

Him WnrwVc

schoolhouse.
Quarterly meeting at the
Wood’s schoolhouse this, Thursday, evening at 7.30 by Presiding Elder H. B. Haskell.

Miss Florence Clough, who is employed
in the office of Leonard ,v Barrows, is enjoying a two weeks vacation in Massachusetts.

Cross Lodge, K. of P., attended
Divine worship at the Methodist church
last Sunday forenoon. The exercises included the anthem, “Guide Me, 0 Thou
Great Jehovah, by the choir; responsive
reading, “Gloria,” by the choir; hymn,
“The Faith ot Our Fathers,” by the choir
and congregation ; prayer; response, “Beyond the Smiling and Weeping;” Scripture
reading ; offertory, Bai ziel’s “Celebrated
Marcia;” soprano solo, “The Heavenly
Harbor,” by Miss Isabel Ginn; sermon,
“Friendship, Its Source and Its Truths,”
by the pastor, Rev. J. W. Hatch; hymn,
Silver

j

“Nearer, My God,

to

10.45
11.15

a. m.

a. m.

port May

m.

2.15 p.

m.

2.45

p.

m.

Clough,

3.15 p.

in.

3.45 p.
4.00 p.

m.

4.30 p.

m.

m.

Rev. W. J. McNeil

EVENING SESSION.

7.00 p.m. Praise Service.
7 15 p. m. Business.
Move7.30 p.m. Address, The Forward
Rev. T. P. Williams
ment,
Rev. Charles A. Moore
8. p. m. Address,
8.45 p.

m.

Adjournment.

The graduation sermon for the Belfast
High school will be given by Rev. Ashley
A. smith, pastor of the Universalist church,
next Sunday morning. The service will begin at 10.45 a. in., and will be as follows:
Dubois
Organ Voluntary, Offertoire,
Mis. Herbert F. Drink water.
Minister, “The Lord is in His holy temple,
let all the earth keep silent before Him.”
Universalist Church Choir
Gloria,
Minister. Beloved in the Lord, we have
again assemDieu together us the disciples
of Jesus Christ, to lender thanks to God
for all His mercies: to confess our manifold transgressions: to renew our good
resolutions: and to recommend ourselves
and all our concerns to our Heavenly
Father. Draw near to God and He will
draw near unto you. Put your trust in
Him and you shall not be disappointed.
With humble and contrite hearts let us
approach the throne of heavenly grace, in
the name and spirit of Him who taught
us to pray.
Chant, Lord’s Prayer,
Universaiist Church Choir
Minister and People
Pslam, No. 103,
Anthem,
“Lord Thy Glory Fills the Heaven.”
Universaiist Church Choir,
Miss Marian Wells, soprano; Miss Kinma
Skay, contralto; Ralph Morse, tenor;
Hal R. Eaton, baritone.
Scripture Lesson, The First Chapter of the
First Epistle of James.
Baritone Solo, Selected, Mr. Hal R. Eaton
Pastor
Prayer,
Greene
Response, “Come Unto Me,”
Universaiist Church Choir.
Hymn, No. 1, Church Harmonies.
Baccalaureate Sermon, The Open Door,
Rev. Ashley A. Smith
Hymn No. 477Church Harmonies.
in
Calkins
Postlude, March
C,
Mrs. Herbert F. Drink water.
Benediction,
by the pastor
Mrs. E. C.

Burleigh Recovering.

..

vaca-

Mst.

Liberty.

in

SANRYPOINT.

Capt. P. F. Rice has arrived here after
several months’ absence in New York,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island ...Mr
and Mrs. Lauristou Smith are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Smith. Mr. Smitl came
from St. Augustine, Fla., and Mrs. smith
from Los Angeles, California. They met in
Poston and came by train to Samly point.
_Miss Jessie Morrison has been it. "earsport for a few days—Mrs. Loon. Fames
of Searsport is visiting relatives be:e
Mrs. Fred Perkins and Mrs. Olive Merrill
have gone to Seboeis for several weeks....
Mrs. Julia Littlefield of Prewer vi>:*ed here
has
recently—Miss Vera Rollins, wk
been ill several weeks, is new imp:, ving.
_Mrs. Fred Grant ai d child;
have
emmoved to Guilford, where Mr. (!:»:
Mrsployed in a lumber mill... Mrs. E
oa.-t
kine from Pucksport has been here
r
the
two weeks—The Mansur cottagPoint is opened for the summer... iked \
Hairiman of Waterville has been a :h Mr
11
and Mrs. Alvah Clith if
Mrs. Martha Partridge and daught-: have
Mr. George 1>. Dan, _>*r of
as their guest
New York.... Miss Edith Crown. : Mk> is
visiting her grandparents Mr. a:.d Mrs.
Mills.lohn Prewer and W.1I M G.-.wge
n the
have rented 11. M Gridin’* h<u>.
hill. .11. H. Morin and wife were ,:i Panfrom
for
the
day...
gor .'Saturday
>
here went to 1 »elfast last wet
Mrs. J*'red Planchard
ghter,
-k for
; Miss 1.aura, were ;u iktngot kt.-; v
n are
a short visit—Mrs. Wlri| pie ami
j now
d by
va»
the
house
lately
occupying
j
Poy
| Rev. F. A. Foote-Mr. and M
G
k
m-e.
Ingalls have rented M:. 1-k ed ran:
\
i
Iot
of
Ward
Ira
Pi<»spei*t
[_Mrs.
1‘he
! sister, Mrs. Mary French. la.-t w
with
aft'-:!
! Ladies’ Aid met Wednc-duy
1
tl:»‘
Mrs. Fred Planchard.. s.'c:ab'<IdaT;i
j 1 fall Thursday evening, ntJune
He*
lineat
mail
arrived
Sandy pe
I
i i'.ao a. m. train.
—

...

—

I

\

SW

AW II. IF.

\ b.nt
Mrs. Mary D Nicker.- n and
visited Mr. S. D. Greeley'.- fan:
Damp
:\\ has
! den last week.Albert < unna
Mr. and Mrs. T. George ltoilworth ar ! bought a new piano for his .iaughtt: arne.
t:«»ni
rived from New York last Thursday and .Mr. Alfred Maddocks i- at h •:
on the North
who
are at the Roberts cottage
Pelfast.Miss Katherine Serth:
i Mrs
shore, N'orthport for the season.
has been visiting her parents, M:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury arrived 11. T. Scribner, in Searsport, ha- i-tHined
!
home by Sunday morning's boat from Bos- to Mr. 11. P. White's. Mrs. He: !-:t C
In sin; of the
several
been
Maddocks is quite sick.
have
months,
away
ton.
They
unfavorable weather Sunday the Sunday
most of the time in New York city.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Cross of l’ongapog, school had the Memorial concert a- p aimed
Mas;., arrived last week to spend the sum- for the previous Sunday, with Cue lk owing
in N'orthport
Camp program: Singing by all, “Home, Sweet
mer,
principally
Home;" roc.. Miss Carrie Cunningham,
Ground, where they have a cottage.
Master Emery Cunningham ;aging,
Hon. F. S. Halls of Vinalhaven was at dec..
‘The Plue and the Gray
tec.
N'orthport recently getting liis cottage quartette,
Miss Mabel Hassell; rec., Mis.- Dorothy
ready for summer occupancy. Delias a adNickerson :dec.,Master 1 Imei Cunm; gham ;
foot boat with a 40 li. p. engine with which
nr
an,
j Mllgilig U
to navigate the bay.
I ner;” rec!, Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson rec..
: solo, Master McKinNickerson
Miss
Alice
Miss Mary Mason, principal of the liridgMiss Margaret Nickerson;
ton Grammar school, has been in Waterville | ley I)amm;rec.,
Miss
Lillian
I
Phillips; dec.. Master
for a couple ot days. Miss Mason has been solo,
NtckerMiss Pot
elected as the principal of the South Gram- iI Clarence Curtis; rec..
.di>uiti-. t>son; rec., Mi-s Florence
mar of that city but lias not as >et accepted
Mi>> A ice (L
Annie
Nickerson;
reading.
the otter.—Bridgton News.
>

Address, Rev. Charles Harbutt
Address, The Problem of the Unchurched Masses; how shall we

Rev. David L. Wilson
The Lord's Supper.

days'

Mrs. Anna Lancey of Pittsfield is spending the summer in N'orthport with her sisMrs. Lancey reter, Mrs. Carolyn Kice.
cently passed her sTth birthday.

Devotional Service,
led l>\ the Moderator
Organization and Business.
Address, The Spiritual Life,
Rev. Thomas H. Derrick

solve it2

ten

Mrs. Betsy Bassiek of No. s> Union street
celebrated her S4tli birthday by inviting a
goodly number of friends and treating
them to a bountiful dinner.

Tliee;” benediction

Address, The Winning of Youth
to Christ,
Rev. J. W. Vaughan
Address, The Christian’s Responand to his felto
Christ
sibility
Rev. J. F. Schneider
lows,
Discussion of preceding topics
Conference Sermon,

a

Mrs. Sarah A. White of Brockton, Mass.,
arrived last Thursday to spend the summer
here and with her sister, Mrs. Hattie A.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

1.30 p.

returned to Boston

3Ir. and Mrs. Henry Pendleton and Miss
Martha Pendleton, who spent the winter
in Boston, returned to their home in North-

MORNING SESSION.
a. m.

Brown

tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
W. Brown.

Congregational Conference.
The
38th annual meeting of the Congregational
churches of Waldo county will be held in
Freedom, Tuesday, June 12, 1 DOG. Following is the program:
Ui 30

Ruth

Miss

Saturday, after spending

and post!ude.

|j

—

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Watkins of Boston
are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Price, at Saturday Cove.

N. II. Rev. .Mr. Mower is secretary of the
Maine Baptist Missionary Convention.

•’.(‘Hi

Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Ellis of '-t ckton
visited Mr. and Mrs. L. IE Perry last Sunday_Miss Evelena Pierce has b-ei. juite
sick the past week but at this wr:r;ig >
better. She is attended b„. Dr. G. N. fowle
ne to
of Pucksport—G. \\. Silver haMrs. Mary A. Hairiman
Pangor to work
and Misses Angelia and Kate II..:: man
went to Pangor last Friday, shopping.
Robert and James Prown of Prosp-t: spent
the day with Master Evander ilaniman
last Saturday—Willard Harding has so
far improved as to be our of doors.

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Holt of Fort Fairfield
have been the guests of Rev. and Mrs. D.
L. Wilson, High street.

Rev. Irving B. Mower of Waterville will
supply the pulpit of the Dexter First Baptist church during the coming summer, the
church being left pastorless after June 2,
when Rev. Henry B. Woods completes his
term of service and goes to North Stratford,

At

PROSPECT FERRY.

Miss Anne M kittredge went to Rockland Wednesday to attend the wedding of
Miss Helen Knowltou.

Sunday services, June 10th, at 10.45 a. ni.
and 7.30 p. m., conducted by Mr. Hosea W.
Rhoades; Sunday school at noon ; Christian
Endeavor meeting at 6.30 p. m.

schnnl

County Correspondence.

gor

the Baptist church, High street, the
public will find free seats and a cordial
welcome. Meeting for prayer, praise and
conference this, Thursday, evening at 7.30.

Searsport.

to

spent a tew days
this week with friends in Rockland.

in.;

-•

‘''"HI

nravpr

At

j

—

m.

“Half-baked Folks" will be the subject of
by Rev. J. W. Hatch at the Methodist church next Sunday at 10.45 a. in.; Rible
school at noon ; Junior League at 3.30 p m.
and 7.30 p. in. The pastor will speak from
the subject, “The l’eople who are Motheaten.” First quarterly conference to-morrow, Friday, evening at 7.30. All seats free
and the public invited.

_

••

it.

sermon

1

—

MMO

Mr. Willis S. Hatch went to Rangor 3IouAt the Mission, 58 High street, prayer
meeting Sunday morning at 9 o'clock; day to serve as grand juryman in the l*.
preaching at 2.30 and 7 o’clock p. in. Meet- S. Circuit Court.
ings during the week Wednesday, ThursMrs. John Macdonald of Brockton, JIass.,
day, Friday and Saturday at 7.30 p. m. is with her mother, Mrs.
G. Bicknell,
who is seriously ill.
Everybody is invited to attend.

|

j

at.

went to

Maurice W. Lord of Belfast is entered in
the Boston Globe automobile contest.

Christian Endeavor at 6.30 p. in.;
evening service at 7.30 p. m.

a.

1

|

weather penniting.

Thursday at 7.30 p. in.; morning worship
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12

1

IP.

Mr. Clarence E. Mclntire has resigned his
position as superintendent of the Duplex
Holler Bushing Co., and disposed of his inHe will take a vaterest in the company.
cation before engaging in other business,
and with Mrs. Mclntire will spend the
summer on Long Island, one of the group
in Hancock county forming Long Island

Tlinrsriav

j

*»

Major Benj. Pitman of Lynn, Mass., wh°
delivered the Memorial day addres> here,
was accompanied by Mrs. Pitman and by
Mr. and Mrs. H. VV. Burrell of Hartford,
Conn. Major and Mrs. Pitman went front
here to Bangor for a short visit before returning home and Mr. and Mrs. Burrell

Services next Sunday in the Universalist
Miss Frances J. Dyer is at home for the
church at 10.45 a. m. Sunday school at 12 summer.
o’clock.
Mrs. A. C. Burgess visited friends in
Rev. J. W. Hatch will preach at Poor’s Boston last
week.
Mills schoolhouse next Sunday at 2 p. m.,
Mr. William X. Todd of Portland spent
standard time.
Sunday in town.
The 81st annual meeting of the Hancock
Mrs. A. C. Elliugwood returned last week
conference
will
be
county Congregational
from a visit to Boston.
held in West Brooksville, June 13 14.
Miss Eva Knowlton of Boston is visiting
Evangelist W. W. Laite of Malden, Mass.,
in this city and Xorthport.
with helpers from Belfast will conduct a
J. Lee Patterson is spending a two weeks'
meeting in the Beech Hill school house,
Northport, Thursday evening at 7.30o'elock, vacation in Boston and vicinity.
Services at the North church: Junior C. E.

..

..

PERSONAL.

THE CHURCHES.

WEDDING BELLS.

CITY GOVERNMENT MEETING.

OBITUARY.

2:i~

j

..i.

a

Elon Gilchrest, who made the voyage
from Belfast to Swan's Island and New
Y'ork in the sell. Willis Ar Guy, Capt. Ralph
Pattershall, left the schooner in New York
and arrived home a week ago.

I
was
Kane; singing America, by a
agreed by all that the church ";i> ? ••-;! >o
prettily decorated except at the t no of the
t-uns,
double wedding.
Flags, wreatl
tiowers, evergreens and potted pi in'- were
artistically arranged ail about tin* hnreh.
itorts
special credit isdueto the persist**:
<

nan
1
Charles H. Nicker>on, M
’In*
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Kimball returned last i Phillips and M iss Margaret Pilling- :
> hanks
and
of
tin*
decorat
ions,
Friday from East St. Louis, 111., where they arrangement
-ted
are due to the ladies who so kindly
went to settle the affairs of the late Charles
them and loaned tlieii potted plant-on the
0. Clark. Harry McFarland is to run tlie
ecasion. Lev. A. A. Smith of P> a- dci i <* only
American House for tlie estate and the 1 livered a line Memorial address,
i thing to be regretted w as tin* shown: w hich
Royal Hotel interest will be sold.
I prevented a larger attendance... Mi. and
visitMr. and Mrs. W. 11. R'uimby went to BosMrs F.rnest Patterson of Poston a:
suninghis brother, James < b Patte:-o’
ton Tuesday to attend the wedding of Miss
u
and
school
next Sunday at 1
p
day
Wilkins, a niece of Mrs. Sanborn. They
i'
in.,
at
preaching by Pev. A. A. Miiitii.
will return by way of Portland, and Mr. standard time... T lb Nickerson
.Jit a
Quimby expects to come from therein bis big tish the other day in Swan 1
at 'In*
There were several exclusion pa:
ntfw auto, arriving here Sunday.
lake last Saturday.
As the result of the lu^et at Riverside,
Mass., May doth, Dr. C. G. Weld retained
CATARRH FRCM CHILDHOCD
It

A

A

oi

Mrs.

sliiint inc fli:i in itimishin. hrpsik-

Dr. Weld is a summer
of 150.
res ident of Noith llaven aud has frequently v i.sited Belfast in the past, in the days of
the Belfast Gun Club.

ing

1

14;** out

Jefferson L. Alexander arrived in town
Monday from Orono, where he has been
taking a special course at tin* University of
Maine, and left Wednesday for Boston,
where he has a tine position with Stone AWebster, lie was the guest while here of
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore.

Cur«*«I by llyomei,
Catarrh that li.
li uarautce.

tie
II.

Only

Moody

r\I«* i..
i-

.m*

I'm

Mitlinif

t<*

The popularity and growth ot
iyomei
Hm*
unique in the annals "l a d
extia'
demand for the llyomei outiit ;u d
bottles in Pelfast has been .-oim-:l, g phenomenal, and 1L II. Moody .-ay > that he
never sold any other remedy whn-h gave
such universal satisfaction and u..oie so
remarkable cures.
] many
The fact that llyomei cures cat.uih in
the only natural and sensible way. that is,
through breathing medicated air. not by
taking drugs into the stomach, no doubt
has helped in the introduction of the treatment. There is certainly no othei icmedy
for catarrhal diseases that is so effectual as
llyomei, and its discovery has realized in
part Pasteur’s prophecy “We shall one day
! rid the world of all diseases that are caused
are

■

Karl McDonald, U. of M., ’07, got tin
only hit for Malue in tlie 1 to Ogame which
Colby won last Saturday. Every man t<
get a hit was promised a new baseball
Captain “Jack" Frost of Rockland pitched
his last game for Maine, and, though it was I by germs.”
IIIIIMi I'llUMIK' IM>»*> III I'il
Jilt* « HI M it IM1
a pefeat, it was a game to be proud of.
tarrh readily yield to the use of ll\omei.
Mr. and Mrs. George Worthen and Miss
People who have suffered from childhood
have been cured by this remedy. .1. S NuEleanor ti. Worthen of Lexington, Mass.
gent, treasurer of the American I'nion InMrs. Mary Burrows of..Cambridge, Mass,
surance Co., New York, writes: “Ilyomei
and Mr. Edward Stone of Boston, guests ai
has completely cured my daughter of cathe Worthen-Heal
wedding, returned ti tarrh, from which she had been su tiering
for years."
Massach usetts by Saturday’s boat.
So many remarkable results have attendRev. and Mrs. A. A. Smith, Mr. and Mrs ed the use of Ilyomei among the customC. E. Glover, Mrs. Benjamin Kelley, Mrs ers of Pelfast that 1\. II. Moody feels justified in using the strongest possible lanSarah E. Pierce, Mrs. S. L. Milliken, Misj guage in sneaking of its virtues, and w hen
Frisbeeam
Sarah R. Gardner, Mrs. George
you read that they sell it under an absolute

Washington, D. C., June 4. Representative Burleigh has recently been able to
resume his work at the Capitol, as Mrs. Burleigh has recovered from her serious illness
sufficiently to permit of his absence from the
hotel a portion of the day. He was cordially
greeted by numerous friends, both in the
It is expected that
Senate and House.
Mrs. Burleigh will be able, in a few weeks, to
go to the seashore, where, her pjiysician
says, she will be much benefitted by the salt Mrs. Charles Johnson went to Rocklnm
air. She has been sick for eight weeks and Monday to attend tlie Universalist State
I Conferance. They will return today.
is n ot able to sit up in bed at present.

guarantee to refund the money if it does not
cure, you will see that he fully believes in
its curative row ers. A complete cut lit costs
only one dollar, extra bottles 50 cents.

The Frankfort creamery opened for business Monday, June 4th.New carpets
have been laid in the First Congregational
church, which ^ill be open for summer service Sunday, June loth...Miss Rose Tucker
of Winchester, Mass., visited friends in
Mr. C. R. Kenny of
Frankfort last week
Bangor was in town last Sunday—S. T.
Sprague has opened his store with a full |
line of groceries. He will sell Switzer’s,
soda, ice cidd, and next week will have
Freeman
fruit phosphates aud ice cream
Batehelder wishes to say that carriage!
painting is one of his specialties.. .Farmers I
in this section have been unable to do but
little farming on account of the wet
weather..'..Five train loads of lumber will
pass through Frankfort each day during
the summer season to Stockton. This looks
like business.

PROSPECT.

Mr. Freedom Ward of Bangor was called
home two weeks ago to bury his mother,
Mrs. 8. J. Ward. Mr. S. J. Ward is very
sick. Miss Ella Cole has employment in Belfast.. lliram Clark was in Stockton Springs
last Friday.Mr. and Mrs. James Clark
were guests of Charles Grant in Stockton
llson
Springs Thursday and Friday.>' .Ar•Clark is going into the lien business...
to
Stockthur Boyd, who moved from here
of
ton, has sold his business to Jasper Gray
this town... John Boyd and Gray will erect
haif
road
the saw mill on the Sandypoint
Point....
way between l’rospect and the
Daniel Dunaver was in Belfast last week.

New

Memorial day, with its flood of wartime recollection, has a special signifi:ance

country’s

appreciative government this treasured badge of courage New England
is to be credited with a goodly percent-

an

age.
Some of these have answered the last
rollcall, but many yet survive, and the
Globe takes much pleasure in today
presenting the personal stories of a few
of them, outlining in their own words
the incidents in which they displayed
such conspicuous valor.
Generals and privates alike have received these medals of honor—standing
for much the same in this country as
the Victoria cross does in Britiau—for
when it comes to a question or personal
valor and patriotism, there are no distinctions of rank or class.
In many instances the incident in
which they earned this special mark of
commendation has left its indelible impress upon the recipient—this one shorn
of a limb, another bearing the scars of
bullet wounds, yet another bereft of the
power of hearing.
The act of congress, authorizing the
President to confer the medal of honor
upon soldiers or sailors who had particularly distinguished themselves by
acts of personal valor in the civil war,
was adopted in July, 1862, and was originally applied only to such noncommissioned officers and privates “as shall
most distinguish themselves by their
gallantry in action and other soldierlike qualities during the present insurrection.”
In 1863 the provisions of the act were
broadened so as to include commissioned officers, and it was made applicable to future wars as well. Some
of the most prominent officers_ in the
service, like Gen. Nelson A. Miles, Gen.
O. 0. Howard and the late Gen. 'V. W.
Blackmar have been recipients of the
medal.
Many of these heroic defenders belong
to a national organization, the Medal of
Honor legion, which was formed four
and which holds
or live years
ago,
annual conventions. It has a New Engand branch.
Following are sketches of three Maine
heroes.

CENTRE MOXTVULE.

Alfred Barlow of Yorktown, China, was
in town last week visiting his mother, Mrs.
Adelia Keller. ..Many of our townspeople
attended the Memorial exercises in LibertyMay 30th.Charles E. Thompson, proprietor of Mapledale farm, had the telephone put into his house last week Harry
and Isaac Paul are preparing to build a

n,inventions

in

Ha ldale

held June 2nd
and State
to choose delegates to the District
and
conventions to beheld in Waterville
on the 26th and 27tli

Republican

caucus

Johnson and G. H- Cargill were
obosen as delegates to the District convento
tion and L. C. Morse and W. J. Greeley
As the close time
the State convention
of
one-halt
on white perch is now oil nearly
were out
on I people, bull! men and women,
with
and
Sunday
for
them
Saturday
tisl ing
We have not succeeded in
fair re.-uhs.
to
this
them
of
one
up
getting a iip over
some
writing, but are living in hopes that
the
Nelson,
will >oon come our way.
butcher, the most successful fisherman here,
white perch
„a\s that success in catching
depends largely on the way you hold your
mouth while fishing.... Very many of the
these
►hings w buy at the grocery stores
kind oi a
ime- aie accompanied by some
\ -hort time ago one of our fain-re-,
fix >Mlll .i, a pound of tea and the premium
w'a> a pi. t--. The plate was good, and the
we
te a wu.- most as good as some poor haj
was
:.
ur -table, ami when that tea
hav
be m
o.• i;
.v*:vM,i that plate was sure to
of that kind we got a sample
I i! 1
sij;i
that
non ;,i ..Hi,-I grocer, and after giving
that the
ne of ti e family remarked
11 ;.|
a
with
automobile
an
give
*h u
llir. ;
7m ■;: i. 1 f 111;11 tea and that it was a sin to
manner.
.d water in such a reckless
p.>i!
(».

—

CKS1 RE.

I I I

Mis. ! tea remains about the same.... P.
Whit- and wife of Winteiport visited at
he home of their sor, Ii. P. White last
Wednesday.... Mrs. Herbert Maddo-.Ks has
;itf- ill_Mr. llustus of Belfast is
t,, _i
loing .{iiite a business on Oak Hill and
Ubeit Moody lias charge of the work
\ii>nzo Damm has moved home with his
at lie;.\ if red llustus and wife have
moved into the Sarah Cunningham house.
_Ethe,\ n Moody is with her aunt, Mrs.
E. A. Roheitson..." 11. P. White is repairRobertson’s barn.Ephraim
Mait
ing
Littlefield is having a new hardwood floor
ami in h;.- sitting room-Charles Jewett
of Winteiport was in the Center Friday
and bought two cow.- of E. A Robertson.
James ( unningham of Searsport is at
work for .Mr. Jennys, who is confined to
from the
the h< use and unable to talk
Ernest Pateffect.- o; a paralytic shock
terson aim wife of Lynn, Mass., are visither at M iss Louise Cunninging hiJo-hiui Littlefield of Waldo,
ham's... \ r
v. l,o -r opp.-d a sadiron, hitting ftie nerve in
her fo u hi A parah zing her lower limb, is
—

...

—

—.

i.ll..

<

1

J1

III- llil

f

1,

11

u

return to perfect health.
Grange lias tabled the question
hg the night of meeting until later
o,
.Mi" \Jaiy .Stevens, who is teaching
ii d 'trie' No. 1 and 2, is boarding at John
Horace Maiden and
Mon- a.Mr>.
daughtej "! Howard, J,’. i.,are visiting her
>;i;e: t>. Mi. and .Mi>. .Joshua Littlefield, in
Waldo.

wi.sli

...i i,i;,«-i

!

•I'

*:i

kmi.ui.

a Republican caucus held Friday evening, June i>t, delegates to attend tlie District, state, county and class conventions
.‘.oseu as follows: District convention
weni u Wi.t-j ville, June 2<>th, A. W. Fletcher
and < \de Allen: State c< nvent ion in Rorthunl .! .ite 27;ii, F. L. Fletcher, (>. 11. MeiC-‘!i/ie; class convention in Thorndike
June in, I iow ai d Show and Mett Chandler :
count} convention in llella-t, Aug. 21st, F.
L. Libi>\, R. A. I Hack and F. A. Batchel'11m delegates to tlie .State conven•der.
tion were unpledged and uninstrueted, but
Hie sentiment of the caucus was decidedly
;n favoi of Cobb, prohibition and enforeeThe town committee chosen
meir • *: law.
was as fohows: K. L. Libby, cha:rman, R.
A. !• letcher, secretar> ; F. L. Fletcher, F.
A. Bachelder, W. II. Kimball, 0. B. McKenzie, Bert Chandler... Misses Cora ami
Bertha Reynolds came from Waterville
Memorial day to decorate their lather’s
grave ,n the Mount burial ground and call
on relatives—Kerwin Reynolds came from
Bath Memorial day to visit relatives.
Mott Reynolds of Unity visited relatives in
town last week....W. A. Rage and family
have moved back to Brooks.Alonzo
Dodge of Idaho, who has been absent from
his native town for over thirty years, is
spending a few weeks here with relatives.

At
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TROY.

Mr. Guy Luce and Miss Annie R. Cook,
both of Troy, were united in marriage June
1st at the home of Brother Allen Rollins,
who performed the ceremony. Mr. Luce
recently returned from Hartford, Ct.,
where lie had employment. Troy friends
extend congratulations-and wish them a
long ami happy life-Carl I). Conner, who
recei.t.} graduated from a business college
in R.>rtland, is spending a short vacation
with his parents, Mr. ami Mrs. F. J. Conner
George F.stes has moved to Rittslield
and Mr. and Mis. Charles Gannett to Waterviile—Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins of Detroit
has moved to the Mersey house at the Center, where she will reside with her son,
Will Hopkins, our' new trader_A little
daughter came to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Thompson May litith and a little son
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Morrill May 24th.
-Mr. Newell Bagiev, a highly respected
and life-long resident of Troy, passed
away Monday morning, June 4th, at the
age of 8<> years. Since his health failed lie
and his w ife have shared the home of his
wife’s niece, Mrs. Loren Harding, they
having no children, and she has been to
them a loving daughter and they to her—
who was left motherless at an early age—
as kind, loving parents.
Mr. Bagley in his
years of strength held many important
town offices at.d w ith his wife was strongly
identified with the social and religious interests of tlie town. Funeral services were
held at the church Wednesday afternoon,
where for many years they had been constant attendants until failing health confined them closely at home—Mr. Fred M.
ii.....
‘VT..... V’’—i.
t___,
—

remembered Troy friends aud neighbors
with the announcement of his approaching
marriage to Miss Helene A. (Javond of
New York city. The marriage will take
place June 9tli.
Troy was the home of
Fred’s boyhood and here he was ever a
universal lavorite; his ready w it and genial,
social nature rendering him a delightful
'companion for old and young. For several
years lie has been on the Pinkerton detective force aud Troy friends have been
pleased to learn from New York papers of
his brilliant success in his work for which
he seemed so well fitted.
Constant demands for his services have made liis vacations few and very short, but Troy friends
hope that with his bride, who is a stranger
to all here, he will be able sometime during
the summer to visit old home and friends,
who extend to them thanks for kindly remembrance and best wishes for a life of

^happiness.

The funeral of Ulysses G. Coffin, who
died at his home in Unity June 1st, was
held at the Center church Sunday afterThe interment was in the Center
noon.
cemetery. The sermon was by Rev. C. W.
Ross of Unity, and music by Mr. and Mrs.
The beautiful lloral
Fail-bands of Unity.
offerings bore silent testimony to the love
and esteem of his relatives and friends
The District Sunday school convention was
held in Hannon Hall Tuesday afternoon
and evening May 20th. The meeting was
under the direction of Mr. Lufkin of Yarmouth and Miss Lucy Stock of Portland.
Officers were elected for the ensuing year
as follows: President, Mr. Varney, Unity;
Vice President, Mrs. B. A. Go wen, Thorndike; Treasurer; Mr. E. A. Carpenter,
Brooks; Secretary, Miss Hattie Tweedie,
Thorndike_Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Files
passed June 1st in Monroe and Winterport.
_Mrs. V. N. Higgins recently rec- ived a
letter from Mrs. II. M. Eddy of California
containing much of interest regarding the
Mrs.
Eddy’s home is in
earthquake.
Fresno, Cal. She had been visiting friends
in San Francisco and left there one week
before the earthquake.Mr. and Mrs.
Richard C. Higgins passed June 2d in
Brooks_The constant rain storms and
thunder showers give farmers a hard
chance to finish their planting—F. L.
Phiibrick met with a painful accident last
week, severely jamming t wo of his fingers
in a car door-The Now and Then club
will meet with Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Hamlin
next Friday evening—Howard Hurd and
little son went to Lewiston Saturday for
—
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attended the West Waldo Sunday school
convention in North Montville May 30th
Frank Cushman, Ed Bean, Merrill Gordon,
Dudley Tasker and Allen Goodwin went to
Belfast last Saturday on business.Mr.
and Mrs. Ira P. Alien, after a year’s absence in Massachusetts, are coming back to
the farm. They are in Belfast at present.
.Harry and Isaac Paul are building a
steam mill near Mrs. R. J. Poland’s. They
will saw long and short lumber.Mrs.
Clarentine Porter was very ill last week
with the grip_C. C. Swazey, Jr., of Newbury port, Mass., will spend the summer on
his farm here
John Boynton and family
have moved from the Kingdom to the Asa
S. Erskineand FI. B.
farm....T.
Thompson
Bean begun June 5th to collect cream for F.
Each will go on
Belfast.
Co.
of
£
J. Gerry
a different route from his home to Thornbe
taken to Beldike, when the cream will
fast by train_Mrs. Kitty F. 11 annum returned last Saturday from a trip to Massachusetts and Rhode Island.Mrs. Sarah
J. Sanford is visiting her daughter, Mrs. R.
P. Downer.

and Belfast last week....... The Baptist
here SatuiQuarterly meeting will be heldand 17th....
day and Sunday, June 16th
Mr. Charles Merriam will move his tamiiv
to Belfast sometime the coming week.
At
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HEEDLESS

ceased. Interment was in the I’ond cemetery... K. E. McCatislin has nearly closed
the trade with R. F. Jaynes for a lot of land
situated near the M. C. R. R. track_Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Babcock and nephews from
Vassalboro, who ha.e been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Elando Gerry, for several days*
who is seriously ill with diabetes, have returned home. They intend to move here the
first of July. At this writing the patient is
gaining. Mr. Gerry’s sister, Mrs. Melissa
Whitaker, is with them fora time-At the
last meeting of the Ladies’ Aid Society the
resignations of Mrs. W. G. Fuller, president, and Mrs. Ira Libby, vice president,
were accepted and Mrs. E. D. Chase and
Mrs. Abbie Mosher were elected to till the
vacancies. A good sized crowd patronized
the supper and $13.50 were realized. At
the next monthly supper ice cream, cake
and coffee will be served_Mrs. George
Grant and little sou William, who have
been visiting relatives in Bangor for several days, arrived home last Saturday_F.
A. Whitehouse, who has been station agent
for the M. C. R. R. for eleven years, is out
for a several months’ vacation anu Mr.
Killmau from Prospect is taking his place.
_An electrical storm which visited this
section last week caused considerable damIt struck a telephone pole on the
age.
Waterville road, splintering it quite badly
and stunning Francis and Chesley Reynolds,
who were returning home from school at
the time. Besides burning out the fuses of
the central office and disturbing the line
generally it also cut otf telegraph communication for a short time.

E. Fernald, of Winterport, Me., tellshis story in these words:
“1 enlisted in the 20th Maine volun- j
teers and was in every engagement.
From a private 1 was promoted to sergeant, first sergeant and first lieutenant.
For Infants and Children,
My regiment participated in the battle
of Peebles Farm, Va., Sept. 30, '64, and
led the charge across a field under a
terrible fire of grape and cannister. We
Bears the
V/J
captured one gun and 70 prisoners, inof
I
was
a
rebel
brevetted
Signature
major.
cluding
captain, for gallant and distinguished I
services.
Stock And Farm Conditions.
“I received a medal of honor for
taring, with my own hands, a rebel bat- 1
tie flag at the battle of Five Forks. My I
The Maine Farmer publishes reports
regiment was at the front of an assult of present crop, stock and farm condinnnn
snmo
hrpflst. works awl
as
wo
tions from all over Maine which shows
charged over the parapet 1 saw a Mag that better farming is being done, farm
still Hying and succeeded in capturing property increasing in value and that
it and, although bullets were Hying farmers generally are hopeful, it gives
thickly i did not get hit. The regiment the following report from Waldo Coungot the credit of capturing the Hag and ty : Grass very thick and looking tine.
J was recommended for. and received, Clover came through the winter in good
the medal of honor.
Xo winter-killing. Stock
condition.
“I was in every engagement of my now in pastures and feed good. Will be
regiment and came out at the close of about the same acreage of grain sown
the war with no disease whatever.”
More potatoes will be
as last year.
REG1.MF.NT IN
LED tils
VICTORIOUS planted, but not as much corn; but little

CASTOR IA
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at

Waldo
aie
Republican voters ofdelegates county
lu convennotified to meet by
on
the Court House, Belfast,

No Worms Since
Vsing This Remedy

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST ist, 1906,
at 10.30 o’clock in the forenoon, to nominate candidates f.T Senator, sheritl. Clerk of Comts
Register of
County Attoinev, County Treasurer,
Deeds, and Coiiiiiy Commissioner. Also to choose
other busitransact
and
any
a County Committee
said couness which may properly come before
venti u
bach citv and town will ne entitled 10 one delefor every forty
gate, and one additional delegate
lor Govvotes cast for the Republican candidate
ernor in 1904 and one additional delegate for
the last
of
in
excess
votes
more
or
twentv-flve
forty votes and one additional delegate for each
town that cast twenty live votes and less than
forty for the Republican candidate for Governor
ill 1904. Upon this basis the following allotment
lias been made:
Belfast.. Morrill .2
North port. 2
Bern,out.2j Palermo.3
Brooks.4
Burnham .. 3|Prospect .2
Frankfort. 4 Searsmont. 4
—5
Freedom. 3 Searsport...
Islesboro. 3 St ckton (Springs.3
Jackson.. ■swauvtUe.3
3,Thorndike.3
Knox
3
Lincolnville. 3
.5«aldo.2
Monroe
Montvllle.. 5i Winterport.7
Vacancies in any delegation can onlv be filled
by a resident of the city or town where the vacancfes exist.
The county committee will be in session at the
on the day of
Court House at nine o’clock a. m
the convention to receive the credentials. The
delegates are requested to present the same

WelchviIJe, June

Our three children had what we callWe began to give them
worm fits.
‘*L. F.” Bitters, and they have not had
This was three years ago,
one since.
and 1 have them on hand all the time
and give them to the children.
Yours truly,

ed

SWL'Clr IIH

CHARGE.

Order by the name and of the
autt,,r,

agents only,

MEN AND WOMEN

volunteers, serving

4wl4*

as captain of Co. A
for a time. On March 2.7, 1804, he was
to
command
the First Berdans
assigned
1'. S. sharpshooters. At the battle of
the Wilderness, May 5, 1S04, he was
captured by the confederates and held
a prisoner until March 22, 1805.
For gallant and meritorious conduct
at the battle of Sailors’ creek he was
promoted brevet colonel.
Gen. Mattocks received his medal of
honor lor most distinguished gallantry
in action at Sailors' creek, Ya., April (>,
1805. On this occasion he bravely led
a charge of his regiment, which resulted in the capture of a large number of
prisoners and a stand of colors. He
was at this time major of the 17th
Maine regiment.
He was mentioned in general orders
by his brigade commander for gallantry
at the battle of the Wilderness.
At
the close of the war he was breveted
for
meritorious serbrigadier general
vice during the war.
RECAPTURE ABANDONED GUNS.

j

The exercises were carried out as follows: At *30 a. m. the governor and
officers of the home, with a detachment
under command of Captain J. Warren
Richardson, Co. K,proceeded to the new
cemetery and dedicated the monument;
recently erected, and the graves of the !
departed heroes.
At 10 o’clock a. nr. the column was
formed by Adjt. L. IS. Cornins, assisted
by ('apt. Charles IS. Chollar of Co. M
and Sergt. Maj. William M. Savage as
aids and moved in the following ordffito the old cemetery:
Home firing detachment, National
home band, the governor and utlicers
of the branch, Cutler Post. G. A. I!.: j
Gen. Real’s command, 1’. V. V'.; William Tiffany command, U. S. W. V.;
Co’s A and M, 2nd infantry, X. G. S.

j

lating

his experience, as a result of
which a medal of honor was awarded
said:
him,
“It was at the engagement of Hatcher’s Run, Oct. 27, 18(54. I was then on
the staff of Gen. Hancock, 2d army
corps, and was returning from a distant
part of the Held, when I saw upon a hill
two Held guns which had been captured
from us earlier in the day. As near as
I could make out, the guns were practically unguarded, and it occurred to
me that they might be recaptured.
“I asked for a detail from the nearest
regiment, which happened to be the 1st
Maine heavy artillery.
We charged up
hill

hut.

ii« u'W

ii oa

rurl

flit*

mine

large force of rebels which had been
laying in the woods discovered the raid

and

opened such
were obliged

hot lire upon us that
to retreat in naste to
we
the foot of the bill.
“1 was much chagrined at the failure
jf the sally, the more so because I
knew that Gen. Hancock was watching
operations. 1 determined to make another charge, and called for volunteers.
1 was fortunate in oeing near the 1st
Maine ‘heavies,’ one of the greatest
lighting regiments in the union army.
‘■Again we charged up the hill. This
lime Gen. Hancock saw what we were
ittempting to do and ordered a battery
to shell the woods, which was done so
well that the rebels kept under cover
antil we were almost to the guns.
“The battery was obliged to cease firing lest they should hit us, and at this
the rebels charged out upon us. We
nad reached the drag ropes of the guns,
However, and a moment later were
fragging the guns down the hill, with
the rebels after us. Some chased us
too far and we made them prisoners,
together with a battle flag.”
a
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Schooner Yacht

WANTED-

high class magazine. Large Omm;
prizes. Write ,J. S. Tit A I \ Kit, •»
n

■

^.uare, New Yoi k. N. \
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ECONOMY:
BUY--

-TO

THE COLONIAL PAINT
Because tlie luauufactni-ci- places
every csin a State cliemist’s

on

analysis showing

its

ABSOLUTE PURITY.

COOPER&CO.,

L

AGENTS REX FLINT KOTE ROOFING.

Marcella J, Dow,
BMOOKS, MAINE,

imcu Dry and Fancy Goods,

Quick Desserts that grocers are !
now selling?
They are justly termed
“Easy to Make” as all ingredients are ia !
the package. Three complete products-* I
new

Millinery Department
-SOUR MILI.INERi#-

D=Zerta
D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
Dessert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
Cream
Ice
Powder, 2 packages for 23
cents. Five choice flavors of each. A
trial will convince you how easy it is to
have the finest desserts with no labot
and little expense. Order to-day.

Quick Pudding and

TO

THE

PEOPLE

OF

IIE! !

VICINITY

Owing t" the increase of niy opi
have been unahie to take ear*1 *>r
hired a Mr. Oeo. \V. l’eikin*. grn<i
and one of the leading eye Oght
New York City, and have also
testing department som** or the ho*t run lent*, and to advertise and in;:
some of the fiiji-st optical work the'
in this county today wc shall foi tie
do a--ld >psell cur regu! .:
glasses for only il.nn. .Make a!!
and wai rant all goods.

■

fr'

liner.

Borden’s

Peerless

J. FRANKLIN HA
S»7 High Street, UKLFA*

our

NoticE
UNSWEETENED-

pureTce

|

made with scrupulous
for those who
care

will return to Washington tobis duties. In this
Demand the Best
great body of lawmakers Florida’s disBorden’s Condensed Milk Co., N. Y.
tinguished junior Senator lias made a
national reputation, and his participation in the Panama canal discussions
lias marked him as a man of great ability, and he lias excited much favorable
jomment all over the country by the
ible manner in which he lias handled
die various propositions in connection
herewith.
The influence of Senator Taliaferro in
die United States Senate has been re♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
leatedly exemplified in his splendid
icliievements for Florida. IIis great
■vork for deep water for this port lias
: idded untold advantages to
the conineree of this city. The business interare grateful to Senator
Do not purchase any Timothy .'Seed that lias
; ests particularly
L'aliaferro for his great work in this
not got the analysis of the Maine State Kx1
can
be
he
on
relied
to
lirection, and
periment Station.
1 :ontinue to look after
all the interests
1 if his
constituents.—Jacksonville Me- Low grade Timothy can be purchased for
ropolis, May 20th.
thirty cents per bushel less than good

single

]

quality.

load of
Timothy that tests 99 per cent. pure. Also
best quality Red Clover, Alsyke Red Top
and Hungarian.

We

are now

taking into

store

30. Memorial
< lay was of more than usual interest
i his year, the feature of the day being
I lie dedication of the soldiers’ and sail■ irs’
monument, erected through the
■Sorts of the S. J. Oakes W. R. C.
vhich has been raising funds for a long
-i ime.
The monument is of handsome and
There is uo need worrying along indisiomfort because of a disordered digestion,
ippropriate design and is placed on the
Jet a bottle of KODOL FOR DYSPEPSIA, , oldiers’ lot in Forest Hill
cemetery.
ind see what it will do for you. Kodol not
I’he monument was dedicated with ap>nly digests what you eat and gives that
exercises,
Ex-AIayor
iropriate
I
George
ired stomach a needed rest, but is a cor1. Hunt presiding and Rev. Arthur II.
ecti ve of the greatest efficiency. Kodol reHair of the Old Town Universalist
eves iudigestion, dyspepsia, palpitation of
diurch delivering the address.
;he heart, tlatuleuce, and sour stomach,
Kodol will make your stomach young and
The Alemorial day parade was larger
lealthy again. You will worry just in the i han usual and was headed by the Old
that
worries
you.
jroportion
your stomach
:'own Nekaneget band. The fire depart4-!—
iVorry means the loss of ability to do your
nent, Modern Woo1"'"*"
test. Worry is to be avoided at all times.
Kodol will take the worry out of your 1 everal fraternal
< chool children were
stomach. Sold by R. II. Moody

THE' SWAN & SIBLEY CO.
Belfast, Feb. 20, 1900.—tf8

Call for Townsend’s

POSTALS
Direct

Photographs

*£orp PENNYROYAL PILLS
Safe and reliable, they
weakness, invigor, banish pains*
No remedy equeJs DR.
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sold by Druggists and Dr. Motts
Chemical Co., Cleveland Ohio.
overcome
crease

!

For Sale

by R. H. Moody.

dll

forms of In

with the best couipa
at the standard rat-

99, High Street.

SURETY BONDS for Cashiers
and Trustees.
Telephone Connection.

ani

itfl

New Custom

Harnesses.

CARRIAGf
iVarranted lirst class in

I have a large

stock of

carriages

of all

stylish,

linds on hand, custom and Western Carnages from the best manufacturers.
|
If in want please look my stock over be-

Comfortable an

1

^

purchasing.
Repository rear

j
*

^"('all

! SAAC S.

of Windsor Hotel, Belfast.
H

C

Repository

MAPLES,

Bn

MAPhFM

BELFAST & MOOSEHEAD LAKE

j1

RAILROAD COMPANY

s
5

at our

them.

ore
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Monument to Soldiers.

Town, Me., Alay

>

STOCKTON SPRINGS, Mt

6. B. MARSANO.

,,,

a car

We have choice Seed Oats. Also 2-Row Seed
Barley and nice clean Barley for feed.

Insurance Ag>
Writes

Parlors now open at No.

Beware of Imperfect Seed!

Do not take any that will test less than 00
per cent. pure.

HAMLINS

cream

creams.

*Seeds* Carriages

Deadly Serpent Bites
in India as are stomach and
iver disorders with us. For the latter bov, ver
there is a sure remedy: Electric
litters; the great restorative medicine, of
vliicli $. A. Brow n, ol Hennettsville, S. t'.,
ays: “They restored my wife to perfect
1 lealth, after years of suffering with dyspepia and a chronically torpid liver.” Elec;
ric Hitters cure chills and fever, malaria,
liliousness, lame back, kidney troubles and
; iladder disorders. Sold on guarantee by R.
j I. Moody, druggist. Price 50c.

POOR k SON, Drug,

manufactured. All orders promptly filled, both in and out of city. I
sell by the gallon, in bricks, or in

days,

morrow to resume

ire as common

SWEET PE

TO THE PUBLIC

Cream
|

1

4 oz. for 10c

l

United States Senator James P. Taliaferro, who lias been home for the past

Old

or

gentlemen

wish to hire or >*i
or part of June, for cruising aim
Hay, fishing, etc. .viii'-t have priva..
neat cabin, sufficiently roomy f«»i
sailing-master and necessary It.
cook. etc. Write, describing ful
lowest terms, per dav. week or fix
2122
J. HAKTON IvhY. im

cottage
Searsport
JAMES I'ATTEE.
I

Apply 10
Belfast, May 22d.

rnirn

i/nii

nME tuu

Senator Taliaferro of Florida.

j

Two

commissioned staff, veterans,'

members of the home under command
of company officers. After the decoration of the graves the procession was
reformed and marched to the home,
where the parade was dismissed.
In the afternoon the home band gave
a concert and in the evening exercises
Gen. (>.
were held in the opera house.
o. Howard delivered the address.

Following The Flag.
soldiers went to Cuba and the
Philippines, health was the most important
consideration. Willis T. .Morgan, retired
Commissary Sergeant U. S. A., of Rural
route 1, Concord, N. 11., says: “I was two
years in Cuba and two years in the Philippines, and being subject to colds, 1 took
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption,
which kept mein perfect health. And now,
in New Hampshire, we find it the best
medicine in the world for coughs, colds,
bronchial troubles and all lung diseases.
Guaranteed at R. II. Moody’s, druggist.
Price 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
When

few

re-

L

Small

HOOD’S, Advertisement Dept. 151,
Augusta, Maine

Girl Wanted.

grounds.

HALL

WANTED
Sloop

_

will go to pasture in better condition
A large number of
than for years.
Dairy
pairs of exen have been sold.
stock will not be increased. More colts
will be raised and more sheep will be
kept. Farms are going up every year,
and are being bought up by men from
other States.

infantry

Gen. Joseph S. Smith, Bangor, in

|' 1 Cl 11

MASON &

EVERYWHERE.

WANTED,

Will you work for us? providing you can earn
more money than if you work for some one else.
Wouldn’t you like to be become a stockholder in
our company if you could do so without any inconvenience to yourself? building for yourself a
life income, if so send us your full name and adress at once.
Address.

Tonus, Mi:., May 30. Memorial day
was observed at this branch of the N'aA competent gill for general housework, a
tional home for disabled soldiers in the good cook, willing to wash and iron.
Will pay
good wages. Wanted from June lath to Sept.
usual custom, all labor being suspended 15th
for work in summer
m

non

„

The MOST ECONOMICAL Pain!

The True “L. F.” -Atwood’s Bitters,
a household remedy for young or old,
35 cents a bottle at all stores.

__

M.;

0f

perience

MEMORIAL DAY AT TOGUS.

about the

Century

a

W. A. PRATT,

Per order of the Republican County Committee.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Chairman.
MAKE T. HODGE, Secretary.
Belf ast, Me., May 24, A. D l9ut>.

chards are very promising, no winterkilling as far as 1 can see. Some trees
being set and much grafting being
Stock lias wintered well, ami
done.

men.

lie enlisted in the 17th Maine
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Are the results of

Box 42. Welchville, Me.

promptly.

the

1

Gen. Charles P. Mattocks of Portland is one of the best known of the
Maine contingent of medal of honor

1903.

Liberty/..!!!. »|Troy.
il'iity.4

■

cap-1

2.

Dear Sirs:—

The Kind You Have Always Bought

1

Chicago, 111., Mrs. Mary C. Lawrence of
Denver, Colo., Harry M., Simon, ,Jr., and
Bertha E. The latter, living at home, have
ministered most kindly and patiently to the
needs of the aged mother, she also leaves
Curtis Mitchell of Unity, one
j or.e brother,
sister, Mrs. Lydia Whitten of .Massachusetts, anti one grandchild, Blanche L. Connor
of Lawrence, Mass.
Although the
family was somewhat scattered all were
present at the funeral. The services were
held at her kite home, Rev. C. W. Ross
speaking words of consolation to the bereavtd ones.
Many choice flowers as a
tribute of love and esteem were brought by
relatives and friends. Appropriate selections were rendered by the church choir.
The bearers were old neighbors of the de-

CAPTURED

FLAG.

r

Mrs. Janet Mitchell Connor, widow of
the late Simon W. Connor, died May lltli,
at the advanced age of 70 years, 4 months
and 10 days. Although she hud been in
failing health for several years her death
came very suddenly and was a great shock
to relatives, especially to the children, who
did not reacli home until after her death.
Mrs. Connor was born in Sharon, Vermont,
January 1, 1830, the daughter of Ezra Mitchell, and is the fourth member of a family
of six to pass away. She had lived in the
same house since she was 18 years old and
during her long residence in this town was
known and appreciated as a true homemaker and worker, with a cheery and hospitable nature, constant and loyal to her
friends. The closing of the brave, sxmpathetic and charitable life leaves an ‘influence which will be most tenderly cherished
in the hearts of the near relatives. Mrs.
Connor, who was twice married, is survived
by six children—one by her first marriage,
Arthur J. Connor of Lawrence, Mass., and
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Capt. Albert

Boardman of Bangor was the guest last
Mrs. Bert Stevens in
week of Mr. and
Unity—Mr. and Mrs. y. N. lliggins attended the Memorial Ba> exercises in
Freedom Max .">oth and were guests at noon
of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Libby—Mr. and
Mrs. Fred saywardof Burnham visited Mr.
and Mrs. George i*. Ward recently-Mrs.
Ann Knoxvles
visiting at the home of
Joseph Far well in Bangor.... Miss Edith
of
Waterville
Harmon
passed Max 30th
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Harmon... Miss
Ethel Howard of Waterville
passed Max ifG111 and 27th xvith her parents,
Mr. and Sirs. Ira A. Howard_Joseph
Higgins and daughter, Miss Bessie, attended tlie Free Baptist Quarterly meeting in
Mr. Higgins!
Jackson village June 2nd.
He is
was 87 years old the 2<Sth of May.
1
very busy this spring about his’farming,
sowing grain and helping to plant potatoes
and other seed, and although the season is
cold and backward has faith in the promise
of a “seed time and harvest.*'... Arthur;
Jackson passed Saturday in Augusta and
Wiuthrop... .S. A. Fortin ol Pittsfield, and
Mrs. George P. Higgins and Mrs. John
j
Morrill of Bangor were in town Sunday to'
attend the funeral of iheir nephew and
cousin, Ulysses G. Fortin. They were guests
Saturdax and Sunday night of Mr. and
Mrs. Beni. Ames-Asburx Harmon, who ;
has been critically ill, is improving slowly. |
Dr. B. P. Hurd is the attending physician.
UNITY.

gallant groups of their
defender known as the medal

to that

of honor men
Of about 2000 valiant soldiers of the
United States who have received from

MORRILL.

.—.: 11

of

[From the Boston Globe.]

—

reMrs. Elisha Brown, for several months,
turned to Jefferson last week....... Mrs.
Eunice Higgins ami baby front Hartford,
Mrs. St. 1,
Conn., is visiting her mother,
Wood_Mrs Winnie Simmons Allen from
with her
week
a
Massachusetts is spending
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Simmons....
Mr. Lewis Winchenback received quite
accident
severe bruUes from a runaway
last week.Kev. and Mrs. E. E. Morse
attended
Pearson
and Dr. and Mrs. T. N.

Goodly Percentage

Has a

Have Permanent Headquarter* I n Portland.
The Sunday school work in this State
the past few years lias made marked
rdvances. The total attendance in tlie
schools of the State is row lit ally a
million, and the number tf si l ids
about 1,200. The Maine State Si l c ay
School Association is the pioneer force
in this work and is the strongest interdenominational activity in the State.
Composed as it is of representatives
from nearly every denomination, it is
doing a work for the denominations
that they are not able to do for themselves. "During the past four mouths
the association has kept two expert
Sunday school workers in the field and
has held a series of institutes in nearly
all the counties of tire State, bringing
practical help and instruction to the
individual workers in the various
schools.
Not until recently has the
association maintained a permanent
office, but realizing the advantage of
being in touch with the centers of
population and activity, and the opportunity of extended usefulness, the committee felt that an office located permanently would bring the workers
both in city and country into closer
touch with the association and the
work it is trying to accomplish, by acquaintance and fellowship, and that it
would be possible to make of it a
bureau of information, as well as a 1
!
tion to all encaged in the work of the
Sunday school. Accordingly a large
and very pleasant room lias been taken
in the Y. M. C. A. building in Portland !
which will be in charge of the general i
secretary, who will endeavor to make |
it a harbor for the Sunday school forces 1
of the State and w ill he glad to we
come all who are engaged in the work !
of character building in any way
It is designed that the otiice shall he
equipped with samples of books, peri 1
odicals, and appliances of all kinds for !
the help of the workers, and that it
!
shall he a place where information may
he had of all that pertains to the Sun- i;
day school. While the general secre
tary is in the field much of the time it is
expected that the otiice will be open
and it is lioped that those engaged in
the work will accept the privilege of
using the association and its ollicers to
the fullest extent.
A cordial invitation is extended to
all Sunday school workers, pastors and
persons engaged or interested in Christian work, to call at the ollice, meet the
general secretary and become more familiar with the work of the association.
It is designed to make the State oliice a
source of inspiration and blessing to the I
workers of the State, and a bureau of
information where all Sunday school
questions may be submitted.
ro

Them.

..

Mrs. Cynthia Blood has returned home
the
from Massachusetts, where she spent
winter and spring with her daughter... Mrs.
Glidden, who has been with her daughter.

England

republican county convention.

MAINE SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION

Medal Of Honor Men.

FRANKFORT.

County Correspondence.

Clerk’s Office,
Belfast, Me., June 6,1906.
iNot.ce is hereby given that the annual meeting
f this corporation will be held at the Court
louse in Belfast, Wednesday, July 6, 1900,
t 10 o’clock A. M., for the following purposes,
iz:
1st. To hear and act upon the reports of the
ireetors, treasurer and trustees.
2d. To elect nine directors for the ensuing
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New and second hand. One fine
n, portable box. run one sea sc
h. I
ost. Call or address,
Holmes’ Mills. N

Telephone—78-21.
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ear.

3d. To act upon any other business that may
4W23
‘gaily coine.before said meeting.
Per order,
WM. II. QUIM BY, Clerk.

CXILlAlvY 8CH. YACHT
feet long. 13 feet beam, n f»*'
lass condition, Fnquire of
F. S. LOHI>. K
4W22
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nsurance

Solicitors

4 PPRECIATE the advantages of direct con
A
tract relations with their company. It is an
We
i ispiration denied tiie average solicitor.
1 lake a specialty of helping the agent do greater
1 lings, and w e put into his hands (a policy with*
c ut a fee) that w ill sell.
Let

us

tell you about it.

THE NATIONAL CASUALTY INS. CO.
Home Company, Portland, Me.
4w22
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RESIDENCE OF MISS

picturesquely situated
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.
row peninsula backed by
range that nearly crowds
the Waldo
The annual convention of
•o the sea, the line sandy
Bounty Sunday School Association was
roadstead
reseent-shaped
held at the Baptist church in Belfast, Fri-

ns!

...fo Triste, “i 1 ulf of Sad;11 ia Mountains, at whose
llo nestles, sends three

thousand feet up into

ve

hidden in groves of
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day, June 1st.
The morning session was opened with a
brief devotional service led by Rev. J. W.
Hatch, which was participated in by Rev.
1). L. Wilson, Rev. K. S. Philbrook and
others. President T. X. Pearson of Morrill
took the chair, and in the absence of the
Mrs. R. A.
and treasurer,
secretary
Porter of Searsport, Mr. Porter was made

mango trees, their tops
forests of red cedar,
niott'ed with the now
•.lions of colonial days.
whose floor is said to
with

the hones of

perished

here with the

wn

treasurer pro tern.
President Pearson then led the discussion
of the question “Why we have come,” a
number of the delegates giving reasons for
their presence, some saying that they were
in search of practical ideas, others to bene-

secretary and

vomito negro,
that fury with

known as
oi

any

fit by the presence of the State workers,and
others to carry back ideas to those at home
who were unable to be present.
The report of the last meeting held at the
M. E. church in Belfast was read by the
Mr. Porsecretary pro tern, and accepted.
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lie
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balance of $16.47 on hand. Ihe
disreports from the four newly formed
tricts were called for, instead of reports
from individual schools, as formerly. As
this method is q new and unfamiliar one*,
the reports were not as complete as it is
hoped they will be in the future. The four
districts are the Mt. Waldo District, the
West Waldo District, the Winnecook District and the South Waldo District.
A helpful discussion on Hard Problems
in Sunday School Management was led by
The boy question, the
H. M. Prentiss.
of unprepared lessons, the need of
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of the Carribean t-ea,
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..As northwest across the
ss." and you come to the
nail these waters—the
which belongs to
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aribbean Sea. The 1 hitch

a

remember, includes
mailer one called “Little question
mure men in the Sunday school teaching
and Bonaire,
vou

pronounced

is
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force, all were talked over.
Miss Stock, the State Primary Departelement Worker, took up the work of the
this
mentary grades, first explaining that
department has four divisions, the cradle
roll, the beginners or kindergartners, the
out on
primary and the junior. She made
the blackboard a model program for a session, explaining, illustrating, asking and
answering questions as she went on. After
her talk, the convention adjourned to the
to tlie
vestry, where dinner was served
visitors by committees from the Belfast

as

rali-sah-oh. All are govdtholder, assisted by a
Wilhelmary council.
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The afternoon session opened at 1.30 with
an address of
a praise service, followed by
welcome In Kev. K. S. l’hilbrook, and a
of \\ aldo.
response by Mr. J. 11. t illey
Miss Stock then conducted a very helpful
Primary and Junior conference, answering
all four demany questions hearing upon

all

witidows—houses of
s

Sunday -schools.

little warts of towers

,i

yi*

island of Ou-

miles one way and
It is
miles across.
a

coral reef, topped partments.

Secretary Lufkin followed w ith an informal talk on teachers' training, grading and
lie considers the
the home department,
requestion of teachers a serious one, and
gards proper training for the work as essential. He strongly recommended teachers’ meetings as a means to this end. Grading he thinks is essential to best results,
and he believes that a teacher should find
his or her place and stay in tt, while the
The
pupils pass on front grade to grade.
Home Department he also considered an
important factor in successful Sunday
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to
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Wilhelmstadt's deep

to

barely
dilapidated forts
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300
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with harmlessfront is the gaudily
covn, its wharves lined
-cs.
There are no two
Here near alike as to
color. Enormous cominms" of elaborate arseveral stories high,
windows and doors,
jowl with tiny, liat■ornered structures that
ited dry goods boxes,

.-sling

rated the graves of their comrades. This
sacred duty performed they marched back
to the church, where a memorial service
choir
was held, consisting of musicbythe
and an address by he*. L. W. Ross, who
has been the orator of the day for three successive years.
After briefly speaking of
the Bible story of David and Goliath, in
order to introduce the Scripture statement
that the battle is the Lord s, Mr. Ross
sp »ke in part as follows:
Great
“Circumstances make the man.
things have been achieved in this world
because of certain existing contingencies.
characters
Many of the world’s greatest for
the cirwould be unknown today but
cumstances which environed them. Oliver
from
the
descended
Cromwell although
to
was not born
House of Stewart,
of
offices
Engstep at once into the highest
and
advanced
he
land. But step by step
E. P. FROTHINGIIAM.
became a great warrior, a lieutenant general of the army, Lord Protector and greatest
ruler in the kingdom. This became possible because of the unsettled political conCONVENTION
dition of the English people and the perfidy
The Third District Republican Convention will and
hypocrisy of the king.
be held m City hall Waterville, Tuesday, June
“George Washington was a young noble26. 1906. at ll o’clock a. m.. for the purpose of
man by ancestry, not rich in this world s
nominating a candidate for Congress to be voted
goods, but in comfortable circumstances,
lor at the S'ate election, Monday, September 10,
llis educational qualifications and experi1906.
The basis of representation will be as follows: ence as a surveyor and in Bradoek s camhach city, town and plantation will be entitled to paign introduced him to the Continental
one delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for the
and made him commander in
for Governor in 1904 an ad- Congress
Republican candidate for
chief of the Colonial army. These circuma fraction of 40 votes in
ditional delegate: and
stances also brought him to the presidency
excess of 75 votes, a further additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city, town or ol tlie young nation.
“Abraham Lincoln was born in poverty
plantation can only be li led by residents of the
and had not very good school advantages,
county m which the vacancy exists.
The District committee will be in session i#the but
being liungery for an education he used
reception room of the hall at 9.30 a. m. of the day
to obtain it and round
of the convention, for the purpose ol receiving every opportunity
bv
round
lie climbed the ladder of success.
credentials of delegates. In order to he eligible
But it was his ability as a debater in the
to
participate in the convention, delegates must field
with Douglas that compelled a nation's
be elected subsequent to date of the call for this
convention.
reverence and bv bis wonderful skill in the
NS
JOHN SUM I
BY,
political field lie reached the presidential
I. W. BLACK,
chair.
W. H. WILDhS.
“But circumstances played a large part
F. G. KINSMAN.
There was the nain his achievements.
Dated Saturday. May 12,19(6.
tion’s great need of just such a man at the
helm of the ship of state. It was a critical
HOW DEBILITY SHOWS
period, with growing animosity between
and South, and with the evident neAnd Why I>r. Williams’ Pink Pills Are a North
cessity of putting an end to slavery. And
Specific for It. A Case in Watertown in beyond this the southern States forming a
Which a Pale, Weak Girl Was Made Strong confederacy must not be permitted.
and Well.
“U. S. Grant was a West Point graduate,
but he would doubtless have remained obIt frequently happens that when a person
is indisposed or suiters without there ap- not
required a strong-willed, persistent,
pearing to be any disease to which the de- fearless and unconquerable leader. This
cline in health can be attributed, that the
conflict, employing his talents,
great
term general debility is used t<» describe
brought his ability as a warrior and an exethe condition. People so afflicted are gen- cutive
to the nation’s notice. From a petty
erally not acutely sick nor are they well officer in the Mexican war he'rose step bya ml the result is a hum neriod of nnhaimistep to the office of commander-in-chief
ness
during which the patient drags over
700,000uteri. At Fort Donelson, Pittsthrough the duties of the day and tosses burg Landing, Vicksburg and in the Wildrestlessly by night.
erness as well as at Appomattox, his greatThe symptoms of general debility vary ness was manifest. And from the field of
according to the cause but weakness is battle he went to the White House as the
always present, a tendency to perspire and nation’s choice.
fatigue easily, ringing in the ears, some“Many old soldiers are greater men totimes black spots passing before the eves,
day than they would have been if there had
weak hack, vertigo, wakefulness caused by been no Civil war; for the great struggle deinability to stop thinking, and unrefresh- veloped them. Without doubt the nation
iug sleep. The cause of the trouble may be was called to account for its sins, sins of
the system or it may be omission on the
some drain on
part of the north, sins of
mental or physical overwork, sometimes | commission on the part of the south, for the
due to digestive dis-1 voice of the black man’s soul was crying innutrition
insufficient
turbance. In the latter case there is gener- to the ears of Almighty God.
ally a loss of appetite and a coated tongue
“A certain writer a year ago said: “From
as well as general languor and debility.
Sumter to Appomatox the whole land groanMiss I.uia M. Metzger, a stenographer, ed and earth drank the blood of loved ones,
living at 71 Mill street, Watertown, V 1'., I for young and old offered their lives freely
suffered for over a year from general for the defence of the Union. It was life
debility. “It was caused by overstudy,” for life, life for freedom, life for one inshe says, “and I had no ambition, didn’t separable union of states.
want to go anywhere, my food didn’t taste |
“The thunder of the battles of those years
good, 1 was run down, lifeless and listless. | of conflict shook the nations, and thrones
1 took medicines but they failed to help j and kingdoms trembled. France, England,
me.
Finally friends recommended Dr. : Russia were watching us from beyond the
Williams’ l’iitk Dills to my mother and she I sea
And a lesson was learned by the
for me. I took them for some j civilized governments of the world which
some
got
time and was entirely cured and have had no century of events had ever imparted.
no return oi the trouble.”
•‘In those dark days the common indusThe mother, Mrs. (ieorge Metzger, is | tries went rigid < ii in the North while
enthusiastic in her praise of Dr. Williams’ thousands of men were away at the front.
Pink Pills and says that they are her favor“Think of the splendid possibilities of a
ite t'amih remedy.
nation capable of such heroism. PossibiliDr. Williams’ Pink Pills cure debility ties in the lines of education, temperance
because they actual!> make new, red, rich reforms, industry, machanics, art, etc. And
blood, and as the blood carries nourish- I also think of the result and possibilities in
ment to all the organs and tissues of the advancing civilization; for it will without
body, nerves as well as muscles, the new i doubt, mean the enlightenment of the dark
blood stimulates the organs to do the work I continent through the education and culthat nature expects of them and normal j ture of the negro race, who will become the
health foiiow>. As the stomach is toned j Apostle of education there.”
up, indigestion disappears and greater
nourishment is derived from the food. The
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
nerves are revitalized and refreshing sleep
Not only is this tonic treatis obtained.
The following transfers in real estate
ment sufficient to cure debility but many
the blood and nerves were recorded in Waldo County Registry
severe disorders of
havexielded to its curative action. Fresh
for the week ending June 4, 1906:
,Pr, sufficient exercise and nourishing food of Deeds
Martha K. Grown, Belfast, to Clarence E.
greatly assist the pills in effecting cures in
Grown, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
all cases of debility.
Fred W. Grown, Belfast, to John C. KnowlThe pills are sold by all druggists or will
50
on
of
Swanville; land in Swanville.
ton,
receipt
price,
; be sent, postpaid,
Mary E. Bean, Monroe, to Rhodnah L.
cents per box, six boxes for s2.f>0, by the
Dr. William'* Medicine Co., Schenectady, Ilaswell, do.; land in Monroe.
Florence P. Belches, Winterport, to TheoN. T. Send tor free diet book.
philus C. Downs, do.; land and buildings in

A brief business session followed Mr.
Lufkin’s remarks.
Delegates were present from the Belfast
Baptist, Methodist and Congregational
schools, the Methodist and Congregational
schools in Searsport and from schools in
Morrill, Youugtown and
Park, Waldo,

■
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green-stone ridge,

t

the central one
brown fort.

the time and place for
The committee
the next meeting reported in favor of L nity,
the time to be left for the executive com-

rprised

to

find

mittee to arrange.
The report of the nominating committee
was unanimously accepted, and was as fo

topped
a

vast

mug here—nien-of-war,
vine the thigs of all
datives of many wellocean steamers which
at this port, native
cittom ferry boats collating people to differshore.
Being a free
the distributing point
.nt of commerce, quan-

lows:

President, Dr. T. N. Pearson, Morrill;
vice president, Harry M. Prentiss, Belfast
secretary and treasurer, Mrs. Mary Robertson, Belfast; superintendent primary department, Mrs. Harry Hill, Searsport;
superintendent home department, Miss
Beulah Phil brook, Belfast; executive com-

Williams, Searsport;
Mr. R.
Porter, Searsport: Mr. T. C.
from the “Spanish
Smart, Waldo; Mr. W. F. Langiil, Belfast;
very little in the food
Rev. K. S. Pliilbrook, Belfast.
the island, file people
On motion of Deacon White of Morrill a
United States, Europe
vote of thanks was given by the conof
Mates
Venezurising
ling
The island is noted vention.'to the entertaining schools.

mittee;

ceing bought and sold
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ig republics. Notwith- many of the delegates
The blouse that is made in lingerie style is a
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niiess of the soil amt obliged to return before the evening sespronounced ami well deserved
be
found in the pietty thin silk and wool ma-. iter, there is no mean
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terials as well as in lawn, batiste and the like.
;ng clone from CuraThe evening session began with a praise This one is trimmed after an entirely novel fashnt at a rate of :i0U,0(J0
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I service led by Rev. D. L. Wilson. A solo ion.
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Ideal for Summer
Wear.

Asst. Treasurer.

Treasurer,

This bank commenced its thirty=eighth

One of those rare Happy Thoughts
designer that is becoming to all

of the

fiscal year December 1, 1905.
its assets

timated market value of

as

tile

es-

81,532,932.31,
depositors of $203,"

regards
showing a safety fund
all its liabilities.
and
above
over
709.42
as

All moneys received on

deposit

will go on interest the

FIRST DAYS OF EACH AND EVERY MONTH
and on the first days of June and December of each calendar year there will be
a dividend of interest made up, which in the past has not been less than 3 per

cent per annum, payable the first Mondays after the same. All dividend interest
will be immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled
for at the time, will bear interest, the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits in this Bank

The New Idea

exempt from taxation.

are

This bank will be open for business daily from ft. a. m. to 3 p.
Saturday from 9 a. m. to 12 m.

10-cent Pattern
By mail, 12 cents.

except

m.,

FRED A. JOHNSON,

Saturday

JAMES H.

ROBERT F. DUNTON,

HOWES,

ARTHUR

The Advertiser of Facts

I.

BELFAST,

FRED G. WHITE, BEN D. FIELD, Trustees.

BROWN,
Belfast, December 1,1905.

UP-TODATE
MILLINERY

I

Dry

I

Ladies' Riding Caps

Lamson & Hubbard

|

Fashion,
2

SIGN OF THE RED AWNING

HIGH STREET,

I

|

Misses Moody 4 Co..11.,
-h*-i-»-i- »-I-

f-

Spring Styles
NOW
VV

NEW HARDWARE STORE
IN SEARSPORT, Situated
In connection with my lumber

at

I have added a line of

yard

I Consisting of

NAILS, SHEATHING PAPER, PAINTS and

HARDWARE

}

oils, carpenters’ tools,

general

line of hardware used for

building

Call in and look

NEW and CLEAN and PRICES RIGHT.

"

If

us over.

A'ours for business,

14

OR ANYTHING \ OL

MAY NEED FOR

1

i!(<I

My

purposes.

s

A. E.

—AT—

TRUNDY^

Dwight P. Palmer’s

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massa3000
chusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland.
•
Farms For Sale
describes hundreds in detail, with cuts of buildings;
“Strout’s List No. 15
one to 1000 acres, $600 to $20,000; many have stock and tools included; it is the most
^complete book of real farm bargains ever issued; with traveling instructions to
Preach property. Send today for free copy to nearest office.
9/in/)

335 Water

Mamas/

money-making

seaport.
Mr.

William

#

(f.
Treat, Stockton
young druggist, is a

Spring’s popular
native of Bangor, and a graduate ol
the Bangor High school, and the Bos
In October,
ton School of Pharmacy.
1305, he passed a successful examina

tion before the State Board of Pliar
He opened tin
macy at Augusta.
first drug store in Stockton Springs it
’November, 1905. His trade lias con
stautly increased, and it is safe to pre
diet that with the era of prosperity tin
town is entering upon, a brilliant busi
ness future is in store for him.
Mr. Treat is only one of the manj
busin essmen of Stockton Springs, hui
lie is a good representative of the push
ing energetic men, who are making
a

Ipuaaiuic

^icat

iutuic

It- is not too much to expect that the
Board of Trade there will have an im
portant part in the rapid development
of the business of the place, and that il
is to be one of the great terminals or
the Atlantic coast, no one can doubt.
The wharves at Stockton Springs are
of a kind to call for the doing of a greal
business, and are admirably fitted foi
the rapid handling of a vast amount ol
freight, and the business is already
large. Add to that the attraction oi
Stockton Springs as a summer resort
and its 'future is assured.—Portlanc
Board of Trade Journal.

OASTORIA.
Kind You Have Always Bought
Bun th»
jO

“T" 6&V0&S&C

tA THE TIME
TO BUY YOUR

Hal, Gloves, Iris,
Hosiery, Neckwear,

Mechanic’s Hall.

BUILDERS’
In fact, a

M CINE.

1906.

|

A Full line of

1 Goods

The

Winterport.

That marvel of modern up building,
Stockton Springs, will continue tlirougl
the coming months to attract genera
attention, all the more, because of :
nersistent rumor that the -Canadiar
P icific is to make it a terminal, althougl
the rapid development of the countrj
reached by the Bangor A Aroostook
would justiliy a very large plant at it;

No. 4153 of

women.

The last statement of the State Bank Examiner gives the

in

Masonic

I

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY, “Largest in the World”
88 Broad Street, BOSTON
150 Nassau Street, N. Y.

■"

Temple, Belfast, Me.

—...J

■'

Street, Augusta, Me.

Ebenezer Cobb, Searsmont, to Valorous
A. Simmons, do.; land in Searsmont.
Matilda M. Davis, Stockton Springs, to
Forest H. Partridge, do.; land in Stockton

■

|

President,

Camphor

) M. S. STII.Es, Brooks, .Maine.
{ EDWARD EVANS, Waldo, Maine.

Local Managers,

Moth Balls
for Putting Away furs
FOR 'ALE CHKA1* AT THE

j

City Dug State

COAL
for

I

Family Use
or our specialties.
We will gladfill your order for any quantity of
Coal of any size, and feel sure that you

is one

ly

Development Of Stockton Springs.

■

j

the season’s shirt-waists.

HERBERT T. FIELD.

WILMER J. DORMAN.

charmingly

most

*

William R. Ford, Brockton, Mass., to
Mareellus R. Knowlton, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast.
Einiiy ai. nun, wimerpon, u> Jimnei
McAuliff, do.; land in Winterport.
i Robie Meal's, Morrill, to .). K. Hickey et
al, do.; land and buildings in Morrill.
Manley Morrison, Clinton, to E. W. Heath,
Waterville; land and buildings in Burnham,
Emma B. Mansur, Monroe, to Lizzie M
Stearns, do.; land and buildings in Monroe,
J. K. Meats estate (by executor) Morrill,
to J. K. Hickey, do.; land and buildings ii
Morrill.
C. W. Parsons,Stockton Springs, to Janiei
L. Corson, do ; land in Stockton Springs.
W. 11. Pendleton, Lincolnville, to Ed ware
F. tJ phalli, Camden; land and buildings ii
Lincolnville.
Everard Russ, Portland, to Frank A. Al
leu, Worcester; land in Stockton Springs.
Emily A. spear, Montville,to X. C. Getch
til; land in .Montville.
Vandalia C. Tilton et ills, Waterville, ti
Sarah E. Shaw, Orlando, Fla.; land atic
buildings in X'nrthport.
George E. Walker, Monroe, to Cyrus C
Ryder, do.; land in .Monroe.

on

a

illustrates

THISthepicture stylish and popular of

Springs.

cottages surrounded
irdens. Over all is an Searsmont.

of picturesque drowsivooden-slioe quaiutness
nd.
Back of the town

ROBERT E. DUNTON

j

MANTON

and Chic.

BELFAST, MAINE.

DISTRICT

HINTS BY MAY

Coo/, Co m for table

BELFAST SAVIN6S BANK,

of the Union
inarching order in fiont
church inarched to the cemetery and deco-

the Hair” to Little
Dutch Island Named

Port of

MEMORIAL DAY IN UNITY.

BELFAST HOMES.

CURA CO A

will find our Coal, our Prices, and our
service very satisfactory at all times.

I

j

33, 35, 37

»»*♦.«♦»

LAMPS and FITTINGS.

RANGES and

Fat

FURNACES.

e

con

at

cents per

1-4

mission.

d-

n a

nd

goods of every de
scription. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a
postal card and you will re ceive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Sts.. Belfas
ly6

Friday,

Load car at Belfast every
other stations on Belfast

branch

every

HORSE
Not afraid of automobiles, kind
lady to drive. Also wanted to ex
top buggy for a canopy top carriage.

Saturday morning.

Cars leave Burnham junction every
F. L. LIBBY,
Monday.
B urnliani, Maine.
Telephone Burnham, 1-3

Attorneys
Bank

or

to Tel. 5-3.

Polite, smart and active
I !■ 11 house to house canvassers.
I ■■■f "Very liberal terms. Apply
toltlie Portland Flavoring Co., 208 Commercial St
tfl3
Portland, Me.

Mf
ft PI
VI fill

Law,

Building, Belfast,

Office hours 8 to 12

a.

m.; 1 to 4 p.

CAUCUS

Maine

m.

Evenings by appointment.
Robert F. Dunton.

||Trn

P. O. BOX 681

MORSE,

at

WAIl I tUi
a

tfT

DUNTON &
Savings

change a
Apply to

pound.

Farmers can save the speculators’
live stock on com-

Open Evenings.

it

your house

a

postal

or

call

us

and let us

j

TELEPONE NUMBER 62-12.
AT

THt;

profits by sending

MITC.iELL & TRUSSELL.
S

llogs

Yeal calves at top market price.

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

tA!

pipe

us

WANTED

ENAMELED WARE,

and safe for

Let

a

talk !o you.

WRINGERS,

STOVES,

Range

for the summer.

by telephone

TELEPHONE 8-2.

COPPER GOODS,

Gas

putting

us

Beliast, Maine

Front St.,

in

About

during your spring
house-cleaning. Drop

TiiB Swan & snitr c§,

JAP-ALAC

lilt

41 tf

Morse,
Notary Public.

Ralph I.

NOTICE.

The Republicans of Waldo are requested to
meet at the Silver Harvest Grange Hall on Saturday, June 9th, at 6 o’clock p. m., to choose one
delegate to attend the Republican State convention to be held at Portland, June 27th. Also to
choose a town committee.
Per Order Town Committee.

Waldo, May 24,1906.—22

Plienix House Stabies,
BELFAST, MAINE.
I have this week on hand over 20 head of all
kinds of useful horses, among them several pairs
weighing front 22O0 to 2900 lbs. One timely broken
laoy’s or gentleman's saddle horse. 1’rices range
from $40 to $300 each. Some of these hor>es have
been used in Boston. For sale or exchange; all
guaranteed as disposed of.
1 have several house lots in
Raal Fctato
IlCul LMdll. searsport village, for sale at
reasonable prices. One good sized dwelling house
with one-half acre of land 2 miles from Belfast,
It would make a
on the shore road to Searsport,
desirable summer residence.
Steam engine and sawing machine.
One six horse power portable steam engine and
saw table, all in good condition.
WILLIAM K. GRIN NELL.
Telephone 7-11. Belfast, or
3-13, Searsport.

LU.MV WORK
Done at No. 4 Peach Street.
Shirt Waists laundered at reasonable
Gw 19*
prices.

on

Miss Marie York lias returned from
weeks visit with friends in Camden.
Mrs. E. D. Bessey went to Watervill
Saturday to visit her friend, Mrs. R. B. Hall.

Every Thursday Morutngbythe

Publisbed

two

Co.
Republican Journal Publishing
CHAKI.S

s

A.

Editor and
i
1‘lLSBt l.v, ( business Manager

M. J. Dow’s nice pasture on Sprout Hill
is being filled with tine young stock as
usual.

advance. ?‘J.no a year:
X, V, i-n-Ti.iN TKBMX: in
cents tor three months.
si. hi for 'ix months; 50
one inch
risix,; Ti-hms: l-'nr one square,
A1 v,
cent, for one week and
in
non.
nisei
25 etuis for each subsequent
..

VimV,

Miss Maud Webb has become a printerangel in the oilice of tire Waldo County Ad-

Volmnn.50

vocate.

We regret to learn of the very serious
illue-s of Friend Omar G. Hussey of Waldo.
His sistti and children have come home.
Miss Grace E. Dow of the Brooks High
sell! ol is ill Boston and vicinity for a two
weeks’ recreation trip and to visit friends
and relatives.
Mrs. John Hobbs is acting as teacher in
the West Brooks school in place of Miss
Agnes Vaughan of Belfast, who has been
dangerously ill.

in
the beef trust is getting it

And now
the neck.

so rare as a

Nothing
out rain.

day

in June «ith-

_

As a trust buster President
is certainly a success.

Memorial Day was observed as usual. At
1.30 the procession was formed as follows:
A. K.
Orrington Hand, Warren Post, G.
W- R. C. on buckboard, school children,
the
citizens in carriages. They marched to
of
wharf, where the beautiful ceremony
the descattering flowers on the water for
observed.
ceased sailors and marines was
The prayer was ottered by E. J. Bowden,
then
Chaplain of the Post. The procession
where the usual
repaired to the cemetery,
which
ceremonies were performed.after
which had
they returned to L moil IJall*
tlie
for
been beautifully decorated
and listened
\ large audience was present
with close attention to the fine scholarly
Samuel L.
Lieut.
oration delivered by
was ofteted
Miller of Waldoboro. Prayer
musical
in Kev. .1. F. Schneider. Several
benediction
selections were given and the
haitt
nronounced by Rev. I. II."
the graduatThe baccalaureate sermon tor
school was delivered
the
ion
el
iss
of
High
s
V. A Luce at the Methodist
Rev
b
The audience
church last Sunday evening.
decorated by the
room was very tastefully
congreclass and a large and appreciative
sermon and
nation listened to the excellent
A fine selecfine music with deep interest.

Charles F. Bessey was in town Mondaj
business.

1900.
BK1.FAST, THURSDAY, JUNK 7,

Roosevelt

is
And now the Lewiston Journal
Hale.
Senator
scolding

<>lir rwiDDlp

ill'P

at 10.30 o’clock In the forenoon, to nominate can.
didates for Senator. Sheri#, clerk of touits
«'fci’tet of
County Attorney County Ireasuiet,
Deeds and County Uoinniissioiieir. Also Ito’Choose
a eoimty committee and transact any otliet busi-

foi

Belfast.0 North port.3
Belmont. 3, Palermo.. 3

Brooks.6 Prospect. 3
Burnham
..4 searsmont.4
3
Frankfort... 4 searsport.
4
Freedom .3!Stockton Springs..

Congressman Littlefield.

;
j.

:

7y7w. ex

S. Treasurer

died
a'former Kepublican leader, same
The
Ind.
Indianapolis,

■

V;v

senator Gorman,

<

one

of the

ratio leaders, died suddenly
Pen
D. C.
...s home in Washington.

at

week we had an item from an
encounter
an
ie concerning
Anothei
: tesli water dogfishfells of catching a fresh
••the clam holding the hook
mouth.” Has any out
oi
erpent in Swan Lake

1

N’
o

s,, ;

.,

wci

Montville.

Music

Fssa>, Kieetrieity.
Fs.-ay, I oast ot .'lame,

;

in

|

the most sucExcellent taste

|
$

fJnly

3 for 50 cents.

4
i
4
4

Mother

“

1 Lot

39

“

1 Lot

Towels, value 75c., sale price,

49

“

AGENTS FOR LEWANDO’S

French Dying &

Cleansing Company

1*0510>\

MASS.

‘In reply to your letter I write 3*011

4

and you are privileged
Last year,
to~ use
you see tit.
after having niy little girl treated by a
very prominent physician for an obstinate case of eczema, I resorted to. the
Cuticura Remedies, and was so well
pleased with the almost instantaneous
relief afforded that we discarded the
physician’s prescription and relied entirely on the Cuticura Soap, £uticura
Ointment, and Cuticura Pills. When
we commenced with the Cuticura Remedies her feet and limbs were covered
In about six weeks
with running sores.
we had her completely well* and there
has l>cen no recurrence of the trouble.
“In July of this year a little bo}' in
our famih’ poisoned his hands and arms
wifh poison oak, and in twenty-four
hours his hands and arms were a mass
We used only the
of torturing sores.
Cuticura Remedies,•washing his hands
and arms with the Cuticura Soap, and
anointed them with the Cuticura Ointment, and then gave him the Cuticura
Resolvent. In about three weeks his
hands and arms healed up; so we have
lots of cause for feeling grateful ior the
We find that the
Cuticura Remedies.

my

blight mentality.

1

a

|

1

...

experience,
it

♦
*

as

_

Standard
The

Patterns

subscriptions

at

rates, 5o cents

a

We take

Receive

agricul

There is a movement ou foot to have a
summer school for teaoliers here in Brooks
beginning July 9th and lasting four weeks
This would undoubtedly be of much bene
The Atlantic Monthly is an oasis ir tit to Waldo county, as instructors are fur
by the State, and it would giv<
■magazine literature One turns to its nished free
teachers who have not had the benefit of t i
pages from the profuse illustrations ol Normal school training, just the instructioi
other magazines with a sense of relief they need. TIte requirements are that wi
45 student teachers, those rvin
and line’s in them a literary quality, guarantee or who intend to teach, furnisf
have taught
both in essay and story, that is not free school rooms and tree text books, am
Out |
than S3 pet yveek.
characteristic of any other publication board at not motelias
taken the matter uf
Boat'll of Trade
frenzied
is
kind.
There
of the
nothing
and it is believed that the requirements i
will be complied with. Brooks is a con
or -yeyj’.ow:" nothing to undermine one’s
venient center, t he lowest railroad rate:
la::. ::t human nature and belief in the will be obtained and pupils can come fton
To
one
of
the
Belfast in the morning and return at night
ultimate triumph
right.
They can also come from Knox, Thorndike
s read it from the initial numbei
v,!,.
am
j Lnityandeven Burnham in the morning
1
1
1 1
11
If
] !
get home at night, while from Jackson, Eas
Monroe
parties cat
Thorndike, Knox and
easily drive in. Brooks is a nice little vil
noted
ii
Alii rich anil of many others
luge ami it will be a lovely outing for thus*
i
it is tube liopei
It introduced to the readim wlm wish to board here,
lit-eiatn
1
that the object may be consumated.
t
wliosi
for
the
liigl
Harriet Prescott Spofford,
would be a line opening
pu.
school pupils of this vicinity who can oh
Inrti. place was Calais, Maine, has pub
tain advanced ideas in methods of teacliini
It is a god
lishtcl many delightful stories by Saral
at small trouble and expense.
hai [
Orne Jewett, another Maine author, am send to those teachers who have not
the advantage of a normal course. It is de
charming essays by Mrs. Martha Bake
sired that the school boards ami teacher
X)uim if Waterville, who contribute! around us shall confer upon this matte
at once as immediate action is necessary
to the June number “Philosophy am
E. G. Huberts, Superintendent of school
Tramps.” In the same number Juliat for Brooks, will give any information d<
who wish to he er
Hawthorne writes pleasingly of “Eng sired. All teacherssend
in their names a 1
rolled will please
lish Lawns and Literary Folk,” am
once.

|

GOODS GUARANTEED

the reduced

AS REPRESENT

for him

ODD FELLOWS’

BI ILF AST, MAIN

BLOCK,

>MHtt«ttttmttttt»mf“^“““***************

>♦♦♦«

Belfast

single number, but to ex
press our appreciation of a magazim :
which maintains a very high literar

notice of

a

standaid and whose pages instruct am [

entertain.
BALLDALE.

Geo. Lamb, who has been visiting here
has returned to Lowell, Mass.Misi
<jrace M. White has gODe to Belgrade ti »
work in a hotel.There was a baptisn
here hist Sunday. Three were immerse!
and united with the church..... Rev. Mr
Brown went to Monroe last Monday an!
will be absent from here next Sunday—
Charles H. Vose went to Lowell, Mass.
May 30th.U. F. Erskine is paintinf
Robt. Ellis’ house.There has been bill
lr
very little seed put in the ground yet
this vicinity.. .Geo. Miles of Portland visitlas!
ed his grandfather, C. M. Plummer,
week....The West Waldo Sunday schoo•xmventioii met at the church here. May 31st,

of Ointments for Catarrh That Coi
tain Mercury,
sense or sine
as mercury will surely destroy the
whe
and completely derange the whole system
Sue tl
surfaces.
mucous
the
entering it through
articles should never be used except onprescrip
the
as
damag
physicians,
ions from reputable
will do is ten fold to the good you car
Catarrh Cur
possibly derive from them. Hall’s
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0
contains no mercury, and is taken interna 11;
mucous su
acting directly upon the blood and
s Catarr
faces of the system. In buying Hall
is taken n
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
Ohio,
by F. «.
in
Toledo,
made
ternally and
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price,,75c. per bottle.
Take Hall sTamily Pills for constipation.
4w'20
Be

^

H4VF

WP

MATINEE SATURD4

^

|

Rings, Wedding Rings.
Stone Rings i!^'

__

REPERTOIRE

\
:

held in Wing’
At a Republican
hall A. B. Ripley and V. A. Simmons wer
chosen delegates to the State convention
A. G. Casw ell and D. B. Cobb to the distnc
convention, and C. S. Adams, A. B. Riplej
and M. 0. Wilson to the county convention
The following were chosen a town commit
tee: A. G. Caswell, chairman; C. S. Adams
clerk; D. B. Cobb, V. A. Simmons, G. H
Clark, T. M. Simmons, G. N. Cooper.
caucus

Thursday Evening Red River
Friday Evening Prisoner of A>
Saturday Evening
In the Heart of

Saturday Matinee

NECKLACES—which are very fashionable.
BROOCH PINS-ln Solid Gold and Gold filled.

Rip Van

W

PRICES 10, 20 AND 30
Seats

BEAUTY PINS-in the latest style.

sale at the usual pun

on

Belfast

WATCHES and FOBS.

••

11

Opera

W. J. CLIFFORD..

LOCKE FS and CHAINS.

5 DAYS/

GOLD BEADS.
FANS.

Dramatic Coo

EVER CAR-

THE MOST COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF SOLID SILVER

JUNE n

KEYSTONE

GIFTS FOR JUNE BRIDES

In a new and pleasing

;

rt\

_

A

FULL STOCK OF CUT OLASS JUST RECEIVED.

CHOICE PIECES OF HAND DECORATED CHINA.

.National Bank .of Belfast

ONVX,

MARBLE,

bronze, iron,

BLACK

A

PLAYS
COMP
VAUOE

FEW

CLOCKS IN
WOOD

HOLD, SILVER AND COPPER.
I

Big Vaudeville

6

POPULAR PRICE

safe and sound place in which to deposit \ our Woney.
$1.00 opens an account. Interest compounded twee yearly.
is

a

Pay
»

3 %

on

Savings

Solicit your

w

are

to

protection

Total

IWM.

Accounts and
all matters
attention in

—->-WE

can

DIRECTORS

Clarence E. Mdntlre,
Thomas E. Shea,

Chas. P. Hazeltine,

Winfield S. Panllstaa.

'•ale

at

•sO. CENSED LMBA11

RtPAIR*^—

!

Sewer Construction

WANTED
lady

compositor; one
Simplex Typesetting

Experienced
competent to operate
Machine preferred; otherwise
a

I
1
1
B

one who would tie
willing to learn to operate and justify said machine. The pay will be satisfactory to right perAddrese at once.
son.
Box 129 Augusta, Maine.
2w23

WANTED
Good pasturage for a two-year-old colt.
No wire fences. Apply to
DR. K. SMALL, Belfast.

Box Ofl'U’' Nl

(Jndertak

Under
June
ed

to

an

Proposals.

order passed by the City Council on
T am hereby authorized and instruct-

Caskets, Robes and Br
Calls answered promptly eithTelephone at house and oftiet
Ambulance for moviug the
—-

a

FULL LIN

►

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH Stand do developing, printing, et<
Films for any size or make of
room free to all.

4,1906,
advertise for sealed proposals for building

Main street from Church street to
Congress street, and also on Cedar street from
Main street, to end near Franklin street, as per
a

'•>'

R. h. COOMBS A

^"We also carry

1

:

Thomas W. Hitcher,
Elmer A. Sherman,

on

-AN l)-

H, J. LOCKE & SON,

Over $132,000

C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.

fully

the market.

on

WATCHES, (
1 We do first-class work and guarantee it.
CLOCKS,
POSITIVELY NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.
JEWELRY, (

i

be found in the State.

Pen

most

♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦•«

Burglar Proof Safe Deposit Boxes. No

Responsibility

Wm. B. Swan,
Robert F. Dunton,
Asa A. Howes,

guaranteed

High Grade Bonds

Have on hand
for sale.

better

We sell “WATERMAN’S IDEAL” FOUNTAIN PEN, the

give

the most prompt
every detail.

Rent Fire and

Seats

Accounts.

Check

prepared

B. SWAN, Pres.

SEAKSMONT.

:

IN

COMElf

HARCOURT

BR4CELtTS=-An article that short sleeves make necessary.

Earnings!

H

K.

Charles

Diamond

••

NIGHTS

:?

RIED.

ware

lev

Ho:

Opera

For June Brides Commencing Thursday.

since.

HP

:

<♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«♦♦

\V. J. CLIFFORD.

THE SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
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there is a remarkably strong story en
It wai
titled "A Writer of Words.”
not our intention, however, to write i 1

ever

»
4

JAMES H. HOW 'ES,

John D. Rockefeller recently remarked that he earned his
first $1.00 by digging potatoes, but that $1.00 has been

working

prompt and careful attent

4

four earnings today
Source
your

i

ORDERS

year.

*•

Save Your

___

MAIL

Designer for June is ready for you,
SINGLE COPIES 10c.

*-

approving

i

~

Says:

A HOUSEHOLD STANDBY”

■

of
urges tlie formation
tural clubs among the boys.

$1-90

one dozen to a customer.

29

“CUTICURA REMEDIES

j_Goodwill

also

I

“

19

Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, Linoleum

“The town of llrooks is said to have :
This is quite a con
s, ,,:e mahogany.
hoard of selectmen who neither smoke
CADDIE E. v AKLETOJi
t'bee
of
stores
chew, drink or swear, but we have an ide;
t.
the old-time
Lodge, K. of I’., will hold their
J that the town will lind out what their fault
Deacon Crocker, David Longfel are before they are done with them.” A t j lirst memorial service Sunday afternoon,
|i
J
of ]\ bull.
Rev. 1. 11.
the presen
least one of our citizens decided that he ha< 1 I June 10th, at the K.
jow and others. Evidently
found out. At the close of the annual tow; j \Y. Wharff will deliver the memorial adis
up-to-date meeting,
n in Machias
Sjiecial invitations have been exwhen they were re-elected, two o f d.ess.
tended to Frankfort Lodge, also the one in
ta nii g the old-time reputatioi j them unanimously, (the chairman was no r
in..;
.in^ ot imr most di.-timruished am 1 | Prospect and the public in general are correfinement.
and
-nita. 'y
I
:
invited: if stormy the services will
highly respected citizens slowly drawle 1 diaih
June 24th-Mr. and Mrs.
out as a tired look spread over his hones t be he'd Sunday,
smith are ."pending a few weeks 1
Jason
animal report oi A. M
then)
thre
elected
have
face. “Wall, they
I with their daughter and family, Mrs. I>. L.
fools again."
e Commissioner of Agri
M
,
Foie of Hampden.
a I
I
Well, we have something that we hav
.71 pages, contain
vin- me ot
!
needed fot a long time, and that is a hat
APPLETON.
and
encouragement
tcrest
:
j
,
Leander staple
ness main r and repairer.
Memorial Day exercises were held in i
“The farmer!
of patent head haitei fame has leased
a
uer savs:
U nion church at 2 p. in. Rev. G. A. Cliap- i
and begun bnsi
o j shop in the Miller building
share
fair
a
...
ave
enjoyed
o
1
y
Now there is no need
man delivered an address that was listened i
ness in Brooks.
A year of unsur I tying ut* our harness with rope yarn, for it
:tv."
to with the closest attention by an auWe
t
business.
at
the
is
alt
hope
expert
tin
of
dieuce that filieil the church, Rev. C. A
M.-perity to tie farmers
| make a permanent resident of him, too. W Purdy of Searsmont
Cuticura Remedies are a valuable
assisted, opening the
is noted by the 1'. >• Secretary | learn that he has no family left and isalon
household standby, living as we do
meeting with prayer, and closing with the
we have several rathe
Now
world.
in
the
is
undoubtedly
|
"Maine
•:.ore
twelve miles from a doctor, and where
benediction-M. E. Hanley and wife, who
nice widow's in town, some id them wit! ,
have been living in Rockland tiie past tliree
it costs from twenty to twenty-five dol...
be tlie agricultural sectioi
homes of their own, who are not past sm
years, have moved into their tenement over
lars to come up on the^ mountain.
of theoppi
A,,.. Her soil and climate an S ceptibility to thp blandishments
the Davidson store which lias been newly
site sex, and we hope that our Board ** [■
Respectfully, Mrs. Lizzie \ incenfc
and
becom
are
papered
painted. Mr. Ilanlev has solil
The farmers
;vor.
ii. ...
Thomas, Fairmount, Walden’s Ridge,
| Trade will see to it that he become his
house
in
here
Rockland....Cyrus'J. Perry
i:fd to the possibilities of on: attached to some piece of real estate
Term., Oct. 13, 1905.”
,,,_■
'lias installed a soda fountain in his store
I
Complete External and Internal Treatment for Every
..At a caucus held bv Hie
\\
were fortunate last week in receivin,
There lias never been < i
;.v.
Republicans
Humor, from Pimples to Scrofula, from Infancy to Ape,
Reso.va
social cull lrom Hubert 0. Leach u I | May 2j;h, Harrison C. Rarse and G, H
consisting «>f Cuticura Soap, 2.V., Ointment,
:
tie history of out State whet I
time
4
(in form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c. per vial
w
in
ent,50c.
hi
Rage were elected delegates to the District
! Thorndike, the famous inventor, ho,
of 60), mav be had of a!! druggists. A single set often cures
sc 1
were
and Mate conventions, and were instructed
.•■.■•.cultural
people
77th year, is living quietly here in tii
uli
else
fails.
Potter
cases
win":
ti.p
the most distressing
Drug
& Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
to support
Bo'rn in England he yvas brought t
lion. Chas. E. Littlefield for
country
......
ur Torturing, Disfiguring
y alive to tie development this
GoT Mailed Free. "How to
country when a lad and educated in ou , Cungre."S.
and The Urcat Skin Book."
I’rmors,"
al
as
agricultural resources
0f
schools, trained in the technical business o [_
thirty year
Confirmation ot this state a plate engraver, and lor over
I.-.
was the trusted official of a large railroai
!|.-—%
be seen at every band
,i
I),,-- :
company. He has associated w itli the mos
and with the ablest busi
A:,,encouraging fact noted by tin * highly educated
His invention
this
of
itiei)
ness
country.
at j
commissioner is that statistics show
| are numerous and in various lines, but nt*
power
increas-d income per cow front tin quite an extent dealing with the
electricity. He ought today to be enjoyitij
He also calls attention tc
creamer,es.
Some of his lates
an income of thousands.
Mr. inventions should be in the hands of sum
ti.e increased production of grain.
wealthy promoter, for there is no questiot
oi
t.ijit.au refers to the introduction
Waldo county should bi
as to their merit.
become the
the State nor
into
studies
uii
uial
proud to have within its limits a citizen o
-agrit
such
ability,
Ht
distinguished
move.
the
of
income tomorrow.
sc bools,

rsnal

cents ;

Towels, value 50c., SPECIAL sale price,
Towels, value 50c, sale price,

1 Lot

]

j

—

OIM\

Fan* on, thou sacred Light.
Ti:e gloom of life to skirt,
()!i on in liuiiestv and niiirht.
Illumed and star-begirt.

9

,1 Lot Towels, value 25c., sale price, per dozen,

4

—

1 dream sweet dreams of heaven.
But naught more fine I see.
Than ibis quick mind to mortal given,
This matchless quality.

_

1 Lot

Little Girl’s Obstinate Case of
Instantaneous Relief
Eczema
Cuticura—Little
Boy’s Hands
By
and Arms Also Were a Mass
Grateful
of Torturing Sores

Our great America,
From king and kingdom free.
Vet crowns one sovereign, grander far—
A.

4
4

COViDLIMBS

Asenatli Annie t arleton
Rutl. Yi.une
Howard Hollis Crunnun

Hail, queen «>f all desires,
siuer heaven and earth weiv made,
A mind to nope with wisdom’* fires
And mount from grade to grade.

1

4

nUNHInb »

| CiUK'eriing Diplomas.
Benediction.
L ASS

Towels, value 15c., sale price,
Towels, value 25c., sale price,

1 Lot

4

I

I
i
! Valedietoiy.

yet.
drug store that
! The ingenuity of the Staples-.lones com
'1
h«
a
city.
largi
I bination is shown in the grandchildren ;
credit to
in Master Bernard .Staples, grandson of “Ike,
; , -• .;e was finished throughout
the famous carriage maker, got the automo
,,k. with handsome show i P;i*-* craze and has constructed one wit!
iUcliiaf
,1.1m II Gordon’s as a model that does hin
The
ate glass.
d
ases
It is wel 1
: credit a> an embryo mechanic.
la- week reports the#peuing mam- and painted*, has a brake, steerinj I
ha; I ;ij.] a rat us, is numbered, and scares th>
.so.e in tiiat town which
..
oi jlmi-c.- after the most approved fashion
j doors walls and ceilings
Imitations by the other boys are beiiij
wit!
ot
glass
eases
i.w
1 pulled out.
plate
.te,
Something like the following appeared ii
i... :
plate glass windows ant
tin the Somerset Reporter some months ago
and the finis', throughout

4
4
4

—

jnpz Bovingtmi
Kuth Agues Mellon, gh
Prophecy.
i.
Fiances
Musie.
l.aura Florence Spur., ns
Fs-ay .lamaiea,
Flssav, luiliculties Overcome.
Benjamin Monroe 1 rot
Flssav. Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Mildred Sarah 11 :.!ui
-n
Eva Christine .h
K—tv. Common Birds.
til
Russell Hall. Miss Ivy
Musie, Piano duett.
\ a: :.-y
Harold
Reuben
F-say. Japan,
F rances Mane l.o ree

aiid

&
&

has returned home...-Mrs. Charles and A!daua Gilman have leturned to the home
Rev. and Mrs.
farm to spend the summer
K. A. Dinslow went to Jefferson Monday to
attend tlm funeral of his aunt, Mrs. Avery.

...

|

4

Mrs. Sarah Mryant, who has been at Fred
Miller’s, Searsmont, the past few weeks,

liutli Frances liver
Russell 1 luuim-lf,m
Blanche Marian Belches

■

&

SOUTH MONTVILLE.

of

Towels at Less than Wholesale Prices while they Last

X

cancies exist.
The County Committee will he in session at the
Court House, at nine o'clock a. m., on the day ot
the convention to receive credentials of deleTotal number <>f oelegates eligible to
gates.
seats in the convention 94.
Per order Democratic County Committee.
P v GREER, Chairman.
s' \v. SII1BLES, Secretary.
Belfast, May 28. A D. 1S0»>.

F-say."Philippine Islands,

I

X
X

77

4

w
Morrill.3
Vacancies in any delegation can only be filled
the
vawhere
by a resident of the city or town

Sale of Towels, j

June

Y
T
Y

Liberty .Bj Unity.43
Lincolnviile. 41 Waldo.
Monroe. ;< Winter port. 4

ltev. J. F. Schneider

k«av. Forestry.
HjStorV,

1)

John 1!. Gordon has the first automobih
|books and people with horses must
be on the watch for ;t. T1 e hoi -ses, how
ever, do not,as a class, seem much fnghteji
ed with it in the village. It is on the nar
;s tin
row outlying country roads that it
most dangerous aud all parties should ex
beei
have
Thencare.
ercise reasonable
several automobiles about the village, bit
not even a slight accident has occuned a

|

Ma.'lii.m some years ago
; the Maine Press Assurprised to find there a

t 'tort

Prayir
°'le"
Saiu'afiMT*8

e

j
Y

r>;Swaiiville..3 T
Jackson.^Thorndike. 3 J

and the occasion
cessful tliev have ever had.
in
and a good deal of work was displayed
was
the decorations, and the long program
A large
i carried through without a break.
words
crowd assembled to witness it and
on e\et> sine.
heard
were
of commendation
The order of exercises was as follows:
Miss Louise Eveleth. piaubt
■March

a reCo. F. ot tile 1th Maine is to have
and out
union in Brooks June loth
an enjoyable ocit
make
to
trv
will
people
whose
! casiuii to the boys. L. L. Barlow,inembei
| death mis recently reported, was a
F. of tlie old 4th Maine, instead of
i another as was reported.
Memorial Dav passed off according to tilt
schedule here. The inarching was finely
I d0.
The band was out in fine trim, tin
Is,I Knights acted as escort, the childrei:
I were beautiful in tlieir gala attire, the ole
in
veterans put the best foot torward right
ne
time to till- music, liev. J. W \ aughaii
loca
the
livered mi admirable address,
eiioir furnished nice song', Hie Msterliooi
furnished ice cream, collie and cake, hih
everything passed of well.

Y

Islesboro

consisting^

was one

Y

..

HOWESj

—TOWELS—j

contvhicli may properly come befote .aid
Each city and town will be entitled to two deleereiy titty
gates, and one additional delegate
votes cast for the Democratic candidate tot Govfoi
ernor in lot4. and one additional delegate
the last
twenty-live or more votes m excess of lot
each
titty votes, and one additional delegate
town that east twenty-live votes and less than
flity forme Democratic candidate for Covein
in 1904. Upon this ba-is the following allotment
has been made:
ness

tion was sung by a quartette,
•
K Mm
him.
Mis.
Mr and Mrs. C. R. Lougee,
to venture favorably impressed by
were sung oy
It takes courage nowadays
returned
have
and
Joshua Treat, and solos
wife
and
Tilton A. Elliott
Bucksof
Ames
Miss
straw
a
out wearing
from tlieir visit to Washington, D. C., I nil- Miss Marie Wardwell,
hat._
Miss Hazel
and other leading cities of the port and Joshua Treat.
adelphia
the
a
at
organ
for
£4,000
m Brooks.
land Miss Wardwell presided
John i» Rockefeller paid
country and are quietly resting
Elder H. B. Haskell was in
was
|_Presiding
and
congasolene
A Republican caucus will be held in the town Thursday and the first quarterly
passage to Europe
and a
June 9th, at
ference was held in the afternoon
advanced 0 cents a gallon the same day. High school room Saturday,
p. in. to elect delegates to the Congressional I preaching service lu the evening....Lestei
die last
the \\ aluo ( oun- convention in W'aterville, the class couven- ! Nickerson was at home from \\ atei\
The current issue of
r,„brief visit, remaining over
tiun in Monroe, and the county convention
is
and
a wuu«
in Belfast.
Memorial Dry.... Mrs. Annie r.
tv Advocate is decidedly spicy,
last week, and
to the local legal
was at home from Portland
M. J. Dow has leased his homestead farm
came down
specially interesting
F.
Atwood,
James
her son,
Mrs. L.
to ],. A. Baelielderand will give his personfraternity and the politicians.
from Pangor to spend Sunday....
al attention to liis store this season. 1 his I 'V Fernald and children arrived troin >e\\
his
duugh
that
fact
dele- j„ necessitated by the
will spend the summer
looked i York last week and
Lewiston has elected Littlefield
tors, who have to quite an extent
i months with her parents.... 1 he graduat....
;ie Auburn chose Swazey dele- after the business, are now occupied in I
of
the
grammar school were
ing exercises
decid- other directions.
in l nion Hall
; held on Saturday evening
j
gates l':>e contest is practically
it Would be.

SATUROAY, AUGUST 4, 1906,

!

H.

JAMES

An'conven0
conven-

Tile Democratic voter*
in
hereby notified to meet liy delegates
tion at the Court House, Belfast, on

...

Hon. Kendal! M. Dunbar was in town
last week looking up his interests as a cantemisniur

Waldo County Democratic Convention.

WIN’TERPORT.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

[he Republican Journal.

..

72 MAIN STREET, HI’ 1 1

sewer on

plans of Parks & Wheeler.
Such proposals must be received prior to 7 p.m.
July 2,1906.
The City Council reserves the right to accept
any or reject all bids submitted.
MAURICE W. LORD, City Clerk.
3w23

'¥ii
A

tlie

SUITE OF NEATLY FURN I"
modern conveuteneies, pb*-1'

3w23*

v

of Court and Miller
Apply to
M
23 Miller Street.
s

corner

reasonable.

1'

ifltNEWSUt

uMSUEKS* NOTICE.
of The Journal are on sale at the

rl

.<

post office.
At the post office.

At the
kings.
At

1.

store of

the

H. \V.

1

of D- J. Dickens.
•searsport, Miss E. M. Hall,
,u. J. Dow, Brooks, are authorreive suhseriptions and adver-

M,,rc

The grocery store of Herbert E. Bradman
t t o. at the corner of Main and Washing011 streets was entered by burglars Friday
light and the cash register rifled of its conents. The thieves made an entrance by
owering the upper sash of a back window
When Mr. Bradman
md climbing over.
dosed his store early in the evening he expected to return and remove the money
Torn the cash register to the safe, but he
ivas detained aud did not go back, consejuently there was more money than usual
He does not state how
n the register.
uueli he lost. Nothing else was missed.

Journal Publishing Co.

n

be

no

the Unita-

services at

At-Sunday,
nitarian Conference will be
June 10th, 20tli and 21st.

l

says he has planted his
lish spawn and ducks’ eggs.
t>t savings bank is paying its
-ge

:

i<,nal dividend to depositors.
McDonald has the material on
a new dwelling house at 43

The announcement in an out-of-town paper that Mr. Herbert E. Ellis has tendered
lis resignation as superintendent of schools
but it is a regretable fact
s premature;
hat he intends to resign and that Belfast is
Mr. Ellis is now- in
:o lose him as a citizen.
helmsford, Mass., where he was called
mine weeks ago on the death of an uncle,
Martin Bobbins, and whom he is to succeed
u the real estate and insurance business.
Mr. Ellis has been a most successful teacliir, was for several years principal of the
ipper grammar school, but recently completed his first year as superintendent of
schools and had been elected for a second
:erm to a position be has most ably tilled.

street.
,.f young people spent part of
very pleasantly at the Lord
..

River.

tt'e

amily reunion will beheld
Mrs. George \V. Frisbee, Con-

bail

June -’1st.
l
will meet with Mrs. FI.
ID.gli street, tomorrow, Friday,
•"o’clock.
i

r

trts

arrangement "f Saturday
•...
the Wal manufacturing

begins this week,

mting offices of Miss Grace E.
\V. F Lang ill will close Saturn>

during

the summer,

claimed letter remained in
office for the weekending
that is f-»i Charlie Smith.

idien.ce witnessed the producwitlt William Lawrence in the
at the Belfast Opera House

AY. P. Thompson, F. A. Greer; alterF. AY. Pote, C. B. Hall, Henry G.
Harden, A. E. Hutchins, J. F. AYilson,
Heorge 1. Keating. Fred AY. Pote was auhorized to secure a steamer for an excurioii to Bangor for the State convention.
lates.

I >lo<i.

brush on the back lots on the
1 by Cedar, Bradbury, Constreets has been cut out,
t'viiig tlie \ ew from all the

M.AIU'H

Brown and Miss Esther C.
;aded and seeded the grounds
r.^idenees on which the Frye
former!} stood. When the
it will be one of the neatest
has bought of 1ft. C.
mill in East 1 Belfast and
:he building and machinery to
: a -hurt distance away and
! e’lgage quite extensively in
el.

|

••Iterations.
;>ers

|

meet

topics lor stuuy

win

j

oe

Myth-Makers of the Mediter**Recent Discoveries ill Crete.”
rcted

>inotations.

made their appeal-mall person to which some
n- are attached is a common
have

streets.

■:11

Nearly

grade

every

Jolll) A.

the usual sentence by Judge
days in jail and $100 and costs
uid in default of line and costs 60 days adlitional, from which judgment AA'arren took
in appeal to the next term of Supreme Julieial Court with C. Ilervey Howes and
Fred Al. Staples sureties for >200 each. It
will be remembered that Sheriff Carletou
’eceutly seized 15 half barrels of ale at the
Maine Central depot billed to J. >., StockAt a hearing on the
on Springs, .Maine.
ibel of Hie above liquor in the Police Court
>n June ith, no claimaut appearing, the
roods were ordered destroyed. The same
imposition of the liquor was made in the
wo seizures at Daniel Magee's at
Cape
Jellison.
Yesterday Deputies Hurd and
Ellis searched the saloon of Jesse M. Staples on Main street, but found no hard
uni given
Bogei s of

si a

Urn

SKI/.VUK ( ASKS.

A'arren, proprietor of the Commonwealth
Hotel in Belfast, was before the Police
'ourt June 4th as a result of a search and
;eizure made by Deputies Ellis and Cuddy
ast Saturday evening. The officers found
wenty bottles of lager beer and other eviIcnce showing that liquors were sold on
AA'arren was found guilty
he premises.

neighborhood.

of Seaside Chautauqua
with Mrs. B. Robertson,
-treet, Monday afternoon,

ANI>

|

do

combination of its own ! iquor.
.ming graduations, and class ! X) w Ai>vl.nrisi mknts. Fred A. Johnonii.g to be not unknown in the son, Masonic Temple, has received more
lew summer goods, including the new lingerie parasols, new white linen suits, new
his
can,;h‘!>:e, K>.p, announces
jatiste waists, wash silks, etc., and is otfer'pilnation for county attorney
n_r special
bargains in these and other
r»g Republican county couveu-j ines... Carle and Jones will
begi n a series
i the office for one term and j_
)f sales at 9 a. in. Niturday, Juneuth, with
| uity usage and his official j
9 cent sale of new and desirable goods, to
entitled to a renomination. \
Continue June 11th.
Tuesday morning,
various candidates for other
June 12th. a 19 cent sale, to continue that
ave not as y et been authorized j
lay and Wednesday, will begin,ami Thursthem.
lay, Friday and Saturday. June 14th, 15th
The special
ten and three of Belfast’s ex- j md Kith, are SO cent days.
cottages on the shore of the bargains for each day are given in our ad;.h\ -pend more or less time in
j vertising columns—Dorothy Dodd shoes
Mayor Duuton and ex-Mayors ! 'or graduation at The Dinsmore Store....
Uihnson and Leudall T. Shales i Annual meeting of the Be fast A Mooshead
at the Battery, and ex-Mayor i Lake K. It. Co. July 0, 190G—You can
>ank by mail with the Waldo Trust Co
poor has a cottage near Little
See illustration of May Manton patterns,
..or Dunton is having an addisold by A. I). Chase A Son-Save your
Ni his cottage, and Mr. Poor has
cottage shingled, a new and ‘aruings by depositing them in the City
.tnua built and general
repairs National Bank of Belfast—F. A. FoUett A
e
■ion carry every Edison gold-molded reccottage and stable.
Six teams wanted at
>rd in the cataiog
Maine
Central
on
the
time table
J >nce, to haul lumber at $4 per day Suite
for rent.
rooms
furnished
Apply
ffect Monday and will be found >f neatly
A.
o Miss E. C. Frye, 23 Miller street
al place in our advertising colthe best cakes and
V. Howes & Co. have
ere is little change in the trains
25
soda
for
and
3
cents;
packers, pouuds
h except that the down train at < iommon crackers 5£ cents per pound by the
also three makes of milk chocolates.
ixed, instead of straight passen- )ox;
...Good pasturage wanted for a two-yearetofore, and arrives in Belfast
>ld colt....The City of Belfast advertises
It relieves the regular
nr later.
James
or sewer construction proposals
d. Howes, Odd Fellows’|block, advertises a
.11 of much of the local work and
(une sale of towels at less than wholesale
e their freight six hours earlier.
irices while they last.
crews remain
substantially as
nductors, 0. W. Clements and C.
engineers, C. F. Shaw and Percy
.t

;.lor

|
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—

—
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and

very

unsatisfactory

Piano of
It pays to buy a good
reliable dealer.

1

me

Dramatic Co.

...

ii iip

...

mli, with

will open

flw. Mhflpn

new

TRY

exon

j

F. L. Cailler’s Genuine Swiss

Memorial Day in Helfast. Memorial
Day was observed this year under most
favorable weather conditions, although the
lateness of the season prevented the usual
floral display, and apple blossoms, heretofore so freely used, were conspicuous by
There were no out-door
their absence.
sports, flags were half-masted, all business
places were closed at 1 p. m. for the remainder of the day and the public offices,
banks and factories were closed all day. In
the morning details from Thomas II. Marshall Tost placed flags on the graves of
veterans in all the cemeteries in Helfast
and in the adjoining towns of Helmont,
Morrill, Northport and Waldo. Nearly .too
graves were thus marked, of which ICO were
in Grove cemetery, Helfast. The procession
was formed
and carried out the line of
march as announced and as it passed one
could but recall the changes of a few years.
The veterans march no longer, and C omrade At once, 6 teams to haul lumber. $4.00
Win. II. Sanborn, who for many years ofper day.
ficiated as drum major, occupied a seat on a
GEO. W. PARTRIDGE.
buckboard. At Grove cemetery a hollow
square was formed and the Grand Army
services performed. The procession then
returned to Memorial hall and disbanded.
The Opera House was crowded as usual for
the evening exercises. The decorations con
sisted of flags, bunting, arms, drums and
other military paraphernalia, with a profusion of flowers. The program was carried
out as announced, the Helfast Hand contributing most inspiring music. The additions to the roll of honor for the year
numbered live, making a total of 33<> names
on the roll.
The additions this year are
Parish L. Strout, Samuel F. Mevens, Samuel
Whitmore, Joseph II. Pistes, Levant L. Harlow. The singing and flag drill by a class
of young misses under the direction of Miss
Lillian Spinney, was a very pleasing feature
of the evening. Major Hen. Pitman of Lynn,

Letter to Duplex Roller

most

prominent

paint

Bushing

Belfast.

P. S.

Mason and Hall sell

111

is

75

JUilC

For Raincoats

us

the

chandise.

|

the

Do

justice

yourselves

just like

at

Shirt Waist Suits

l

New i-aces,
White Goods,

Straw

th

with a
excelled

lengths,
Rug fasteners, lining
Fringes. Carpet Terry, or
tilling in Ex->uper Tapes-

of all kinds, short

MAY TIANTON PATTERNS lOc.bymiil I !c
CATALOQU5S 10c., by mail 14c.

SON, Te,e&T

A. D. CHASE &

0i«°5

$1.00 each.

try and Plush.

CHASE’S CORNER.

|

M>MMW

j^

our

are not

new.

reg. 15c
“
15c

9c
9c
9c
0C

loc-

‘‘

25c

was

Vinegars

25c

«

100 Doz. Glasses

05c

50 Glass Vases

15c

V

Wringing Bowls
Bowls, Pitchers,
Plates,
Nappies,
c*

!>■:

20c,
Steel Fry Pans

15c

75 Yellow

for this sale

Agate

15c

Basins

In her eyes untidy or unstylish shoes take away all
one’s charms; they stamp

11
11
I
I
|

being—well,

we

must not

quite

the charm
Every girl who can appreciate
is sure
of a pretty foot, the DOROTHY DODD Shoe
Let us try on a pair and see what a
to please.
feet.
difference they make in the looks of your
say that.

Papers Needles 0C 2 Spool"
9c lidding S|.1 silk 9c

2

9c

Hooks and Kves
"
we

e

to enumerate the

beg"1

cannot

shall

dc

Agate

9c
3C
0C
0c

“

J
yds.

Beautiful Mercerized

place

on

sale

on

>

9c
9c

Thread
Lards

9C
anety of goods whid,

these dates.

Sauce Pans

iv

Kettles

15c

9c
9C
9C
9C
0c
0C

Tin Basins, 35c Size
Tacks, 12 packages
25c dz

Tea

Spoons
DessertSpoons

Uwodz
1 Lot Nickle Ware Cottee and Tea Pots, Crumb
Tray and Brushes, Bread Trays, Covered Pudding Dishes, Nut Bowls, Mugs, Soap Dishes,
Towel Racks, regular 15c goods for this sale.

Wednesday.

day Tuesday

19c yd

Waistings

*

9C

25c

Whisk Brooms

was

Cloth Brushes

was. 25c now

Hair Brushes

was

25c

now

Combs

was

25c

now

Stationery

was

25c

now

now

19c
19c
19c
10°
10c

_

..

100

yds.

Per

s

something that will

p*

I*!

I

NOW

FOR
19 Dress

The Dinsmore Store

1

Do not ask

j

us

to

Goods charged—charged
Records in stock.

v ases

was

25c

now

1 Lot Iron Candle Sticks 25c to *2.u0 your choice

ea°b

CROCKERY

but

39e

1

pair

DEPARTM ENT.

..

__

39c
nr.
1 umblers
39c
11
1 ltcl,er8
39c
Space doesn’t allow us to enumerate the different bargains
for each day we shall make the best possible bargains for
n,

,,

you.
Just

39c

A

uaya.
fine Lisle Hosiery

T
LDoz. Quart hruit Jars

oOc

39c

ocmj.

Do you know you can get your
in Black, White or Tan for

,.

19
19
19
19
19

thv_

a__

oaiuruay,

50u

We have selected and placed in one pile
Skirts a little out of date but all good matenal. Prices were from $3.15 to *5.00
This Sale

■

now

rA

Come as
Do not skip any one of these sales.
in itself.
Extra help will be employed so we may
fully looked after.

g

now

30c

,,

«

interest customers wear-

ing Top Girdles. We shall in these three
days sell The R. & G. Top Girdle, Hose
Supporters attached for
Besides the Specials enumerated, any and all 50c
goods go for

S\\

25c

was

‘‘

...

Here

was

Window Screens

“

1 Pc. each Brown, Blue, Blk, Mohair, 50 in. wide
'2 Pcs. White Mohair, 30 in. wide
oq
V eilings in all shades
d9c

19c

Yellow Ware Bowls

aim

_

39c
39c
39c

Damask Table Linens

19c yd

Pictures

in

rnursaay, rriaay,

days:

Specials

42 yds Bleached Table Damask
Ba6k Combs, Side Combs, Bracelets, A eekwear, H.osiery, Undervests, Gauze Pants, Corset Covers,
Cotton Pants, Belts, in fact all 25c Goods will
'>e sold for

DEPARTMENT.

*i

f
ft

" bite Tailored belts

9c

12th, begins the 19c. Sale.
Tuesday Morning, June
for these
and

II
I

1ft \
lift \

9c ‘■•ael.

••

2 Face Cloths

0C
0c
0C

15c

1 Lot Side
Meek wear

worth from 15c

to

9c

DEPARTMENT:

CROCKERY

paint.

of roses, brides and
sweet girl graduates, the
girl of truly refined tastes
may be known by her shoes.

t! i> sale
cadi

1 Lot back Combs, limited number
M hite Emb. licit"

Stop

and Think what these Prices

soon

after 9 o’clock

give

as

as

good service

mean

to you !

possible. Each one a success
as possible.
Mail orders care-

CUT ON OLD GOODS.
9 Rain Coats

were

from $6.00 to $10.00

now

$3.98

Wrappers-not
large sleeves
''
,,
*1.2o Goods
now
Regular
79c
$1.98
as
All
advertised
sales.
sold
above
for
cash
of
goods
only,
change conditions
We sell EDISON PHONOGRAPHS ou EASY TERMS, 2000
at regular prices.
AGENT FOR McCALL’S PATTERNS.
Nice Percale

J
V

A
A

Drummers Samples
in Carpeting

sizes—:V2 to 40,

5

Z

Domestic

Z

our

9

fine imported

Japanese straw',
selvedged never
by tlie (trientals.

Our yearly sales on these
goods testify as to their
popularity with trade. All

X

Made

article.

imported
from

I)

in

state, and for beauty
and make it far excels the

Brand Waists and Suits.

Wrappers

A

display
matting made

own

the Acorn

;

Z

this week

We shall
a

|

Matting #

riAOE IN MAINE.

New Belts,
Combs.

by this store, we are receiving almost daily new
waists and suits to show

I

WHOLESALE PRICES

New Hosiery,

9
9

^ETONSUIT^

Length

Kibbons,

To take the place of the
large sale of waists made

j
jj
!<

W

yard.

A BEAUTIFUL

Kid Gloves,

9
g|

only
75c. per

Goods,

Dress

-AND-

Buy

Z
Z

Fancy Trimmings,
16-Button

the trade.

Colors go through to the
baek. Cut from the roll

Heatherbloom Skirts

to look at our

Shirt Waists

J
J

|

Corsets.

15c
1 Lot Dresden Ribbons
5,000 yds. Val. Laces from 1 to 3 in. wide, Job Lot,
2 yds. for
bought from Manufacturers
0C
1 Lot Cotton Torchons, 0 vd. pieces
9c I,*ece
All Ginghams, best quality
0C .vd
1 Lot Ladies Blk Hose, sizes 9 and 91 (no outsizes)
9c .pr

“

•

Inlaid

Beautiful
Linoleum

Royal Worcester

stock before buying.

!J

I

Will appeal to you
the home made.

the trade a large assortment of the above mer-

1 Lot Remnants White Cotton

50

A
A

75c.

GRADUATES

This store offers

is'here.

White India Linen

50 Glass

mer*

Chase’s Corner

Undermuslin

And Umbrellas

yds. Figured Organdies and Muslins
yds.

l/WI-

UIIU

chamlise sold at

IMP BRIDES and

II

The Season

j
J

This continues all

r-_
month

glance

u

some

this sale
COO

105

■

one

than

If

w

BIGGEST BARGAINS OF ALL—SPECIALS.

as

If unable to
on

OJ

ter

Specials for Saturday, June 9th and 11th.

can.

5HOE5

at a

being displayed.

find what you want elsewhere call

location in

Co.

If you do your business that way, you are
a fellow with us and one of a thousand.
A few mean men in the course of a year
will abuse our trust and put us to loss;
but 999 iu 1,000 will tell their friends how
true we are, and our paint is.
That’s what
has made us the largest paint concern in
the world. It is our best advertisement.
Yours truly
F. W Devoe & Co.

GRADUATION

—

now

I
/-SO

ncth3

intended to get off a lot of old hard goods—on the contrary cut counters will
We have been corresponding and buying goods for a long time
desirable goods.
We
have taken advantage of the Stock Taking Sales of some of the
for
these
Great
Sales.
preparatory
We have
the benefit we have received, with our customers.
will
and
divide
Houses,
largest Jobbing
made extensive preparations, and think we have goods enough to sell as advertised—however, they cannot be duplicated, and first comers will receive full benefit.
These sales
be loaded with

BELFAST, MALM-:.
Dear .'sirsYou are makers; so are we.
You know what you make; you know all
about it. We know our paint as you know
your goods.
We know what it is, how it acts, what it
does, how it lives, and how long—the conditions being favorable or unfavorable.
It is fair that we take the risk of it every
way ; but we ought not to risk any use or
abuse of it.
C.inh draw the line. We are dealing with
We are strangers lo them as
strangers.
they are strangers to us.
We want to be trusted by them. We trust
them first; that’s the way to get trusted.
We trust them to paint with a fair degree
of common paint-knowledge and care. We
expect to be trusted to furnish paint as
good as paint can be, and to last as long as

and moving pictures. Popular
•ats on sale at box office Monday.

Norfolk June 2nd for Searsport.

|

s

The

is

wear

I

ki

uauics

m

iiuvcmes

At 9 o’clock, Saturday, June 9th, we shall open our doors
for a Series of Sales, commencing with a 9c Sale.

Mass., the orator of the day, spoke in a general way without notes of the deeds of valor
of the Union soldiers and of the good work
done by the women of the north, who gave
both aid and inspiration to the men at the
front, lie referred to the Sons of Veterans
as the boys who must foliow after and perpetuate the memory of the boys who are fast
passing away, lie drew vivid pictures of
the scenes when the call came for troops
and of the sacrifices made, told of the trials
of the soldiers in the lield and expressed his
high appreciation of the manner in which
their memory is honored each year.

_•

'Jin

Chase’s Corner

»j»

__

laieai

i lie

CROCKERY

a new

San Miguel, while proceeding
mita Gorda to Baltimore. She was
■ at the time to save her from sink1 is in a bad condition. She was sold
mted states marshal’s sale. The re:
lie made are extensive—Schooner
1
Seitz, Capt. A.lzo M. Carter, sailed

nr»«

IIIIOO

CARLE & JONES
9c. 19c. 39c.

■

umer

VUIIIIUL

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!

,ud new vaudeville. There are
leville acts, which include sing-

■

WH

9 o’clock TUESDAY MORNING.

a

Jtfms. Schooner Willis *fc Guy,
ied a load of stone from Swan’s
New York, is having a new foren at that port, and will load coal
The threethe Pendleton Bros
liooner Wm. B. Herrick arrived
from Xew York with soft coal for
fast Fuel & Hay Co., and began disMonday at Lewis’ wharf. As she
; the whole wharf the steamer Rock■oi to make her landings at the wharf
As but three lay days were allowed
•'us discharged from two hatches.
1 he four-masted schooner Harry T.
rd arrived at Bath Saturday from
re to
repair damage done in a colthe Virginia capes with the Ger-

■

Plain White, Pink and \V bite, Blue and White, Black
and White. These will not be cut from until

1 N.nca

plays,

Belfast,

75 Main St-,

Me.

I

tr

Music Store,

Opera House.
uig the Ilarcourt

■

a

DRY GOODS, SMALL WARES and CARPETS

I

PITCHER’S]|

200
This, ThursComedy Co.,
ree nights’ engagement with a
Saturday, appearing in “Red
-oners of Andersonville,” “In
t.f the Klondike,” and at the
atinee,“Rip Van Winkle.” The
highly spoken of by Maine
the specialties between the acts
be worth the price of admission,
ole some line moving pictures.

instrument

Hyler’s Milk Chocolate,

er,

annual readjustment of sala<-t office Department, based
•of business done in the ret!a Belfast postmaster gets

work

cheap
Cheap material
cleverly covered up with adul- j
Piano look
terauts make the
J
HEALTHY. tempting and 1
a little while, then th.
for
f
good
insidegoes wrong, end the pure i
chaser finds himself with a g

Peters,the Original Milk Chocolate,

I > Ottoman,

card showing the locate alarm boxes call on C. (r.
High street. They are for
ii as long as they last,
neat

n Adulterated
j
Pianos

Milk Chocolate.

AY. P. Thompson; alternates
Austin AY. Keating, C. E. Stevens, Fred T.
Howard, Elmer 0. Ilall, George A. Leavitt,
District convention .1. P. DunF. L. Cook.
on, G. G. Abbott, AY. E. Jones, I. A’. Aid-

evening.

s

Silver Star, which has undergone quite
tensive repairs, and Saturday she went
the Castine and Islesboro route.

Hkmockatic Caict/s. The Hemocrats
if this city held a caucus at the court house
ast Saturday evening to elect delegates to
lie State and district conventions, lion.
IVm. 1’. Thompson presided and Maurice
i\. Lord w as the secretary.
The following
lelegates and alternates were chosen:
Mate convention \\. II. McLellan, B. F.

n>t

,•

Steamer Notes. The Golden Rod enter
ed upon the following new time table Jum
tlst: Leaves lirooksville at 6.30a. m.; Casi ne, <1.45; Lime Kiln, 7.10, arriving at Belfast at 8 a. in. On the return trip in the
morning the steamer will leave Belfast at
S.30 a in., for the above landings. In the
afternoon the steamer leaves lirooksville at
2.43 p. m.; Castine, 3.15; Lime Kiln, 3.45, arriving in Belfast at 4.30 p. m. Returning
leaves Belfast at 5 p. m. for above landings.
On Sundays the steamer comes to Belfast
and connects with the steamer from Boston.
.Speaking of the new turbine steamer
the Eastern Steamship Co. is to build for
the Boston and Bangor route the Rockland
Opinion says: “It is probable that, before
long, the passseuger and freight business
of this line will be done by separate boats,
in that case the big steamers will not go to
Bangor at all, passengers bound there being
transferred at Belfast to small but swift
river steamers.”.The steamer Cimbria,
recently withdrawn from the Bangor and
Bar Harbor route and which was fitting for
the excursion business, is to go on a route
between Boston and Nahant, aud as the
Verona has also been sold Bangor is without an excursion boat. The Barbours have
the contract to run two boats on the BostonNahant line for one year with the privilege
of renewal for five years if they desire.
They will begin their season on the new
route June 10 and run until the middle of
September. ..Steamboat inspectors Cousins
and Blaisdell of Bangor were in this city
last Thnrsdnv and insnected the st.enmur

The Senior class of the Belfast High
.chool gave a very pleasant and successful
lance in Memorial hall last Tuesday evenug.
Keyes’m chestra of three pieces flirlislied excellent music, and the floor was
n exceptionally good condition. Ice cream,
< :ake and
punch were on sale, and the orler of twelve dances was much enjoyed by
lie young people present.

BtLrAM.

3

__
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We have 108 members in good standing.
(We should have five hundred). Seven are
non-residents.
By vote the annual dues
have been collected at the close of the year,
and great credit is due our faithful and
efficient collector, Mrs. U. W. C'larkT who
lias within the week handed in a little more
than eighty dollars as the result of a few
days’ work.
We have held 20 regular meetings, with 4
by special call. This does not include meetings of the committees.
The meeting today formally marks the
close of six years’ work by the Belfast Imptovement Society and surely our aim has
been that to which one might well devote a
lifetime and be proud of having done it.
Ours may have been a hard road to travel,
but all the milestones have been marked
“progress.” Like the pebble tossed into
the sea, the ripples ever expanding wider
and wider, so, too, our work has grown and
The
our community has reaped its benefit.
need of such an organization is the strongest reason for its continuance, and to you,
dear faithful few, who may not live to see
our city what it might be, but to whom
tribute should be given for rendering it
possible for our society to achieve all that
it has, is given the incentive to still pursue
those same high ideals and to leave behind
us imperishable monuments of our endeavor.
Let us remember, however, that only
as members are faithful in attendance upon
regular meetings, in willingly doing what
is assigned them, in loyal cooperation in all
measures that receive the support of the
majority, can the best good be accom-

BELFAST IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.
ImThe annual meeting of the Belfast
in Room 5,
provement Society was held
and
Memorial Building, Monday, June 4th,
Mrs. C. A.
was called to order at 3 p. nr by

rilsbury, President.
from
The bright skies and sweet breath
to the memthe southland brought cheer
new year s
bers as a good omen for the
work.
business
The routine and unfinished
came the
were readily despatched. Then
aud treasurer
reports of the secretary
vote
which were adopted and by unanimous
ordered printed, as follows*:
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

the BelTo the President and Members of
fa>t Improvement society:
I
Following the custom of previous years
sixth annual represent you herewith my
oeen
notable,
has
perpot t. The past year
for continued
haps more than any other,
and
labor and struggle with little result,
bii <>t good
each
count
to
vet we propose
that comes min our work as gain and
speedilv lorget any seeming set-bacKs.
\N e cel tain iy have the wisdom of npenea
difficulties
experience in dealing with man)
which will be invaiuabie to us in future
too, that in the
have
learned,
\Ve
plans.
we
work of promoting civic improvement
o. opmust be ever possessed with a spirit
timism ami the ability to see over present
trouble to the end in view.

to you the trust with
which vou have honored me since the orgamzatiou of the society, I aesire 10 express
to you all my sincere thanks for your uniform patience aud kindness. It would indeed be a cold heart that would not respond
to the sympathy and cordial, though I fear
often undue appreciation, 1 have received
at your hands.
I congratulate you upon the many steps
taken in the right direction and the present
excellent working condition of the society,
if it be possible that you need an antidote
for any symptoms of discouragement, let
me advise you to read Helen M. Winslow’s
very entertaining serial story, “The President of Quex,” now being published.

luw hei*oniP

ii,„t

»-

plished.
In again returning

the

pleasanter to the eye than Vefme
anu
ganization ol out society six }ears ago,
some of the improvements inaugurated by
us are of lasting benefit.
The major part of our time and strength
has been spent during tile past twelve
months ,n trying to forward the laying out
and ornamentating of the city park, and the
result has been what might well di>couiage

or-

have,
however,been endowed w ith great faith,and
realizing how far reachiug is our aim,have
overmoved steadily forward,determined to
We have not been
come all hindrances.
able to obtain the city council's consent to
wliat might have been done at this tune
w ith great advantage, but a good beginning
and
was made in the purchase of the land,
k
the appointment alter two years of a pai
commission who promise to cooperate with
is
encouragus in a helpful, generous way
Hie soing. It w as at first thought best for
ciety to assume the expense of completing
it
the!
nnglu
the work the present season,
be enjoyed by the generation now on the
stage, but a constitutional clause against
means
any indebtedness beyond available
appropriation has
prevented this. A smalltrees
imotliei
and
been voted for suitable
It is
provements will speedily follow.
bundprobable that the driveways will be
ed this season. The south side will be encouncil.
the
of
city
vote
as
closed
per
it the advantages of a park, properlj and
tastefully laid out, could be realized by all
those citizens having at heart the growth of
our city we are certain that we should not
lack for aid to push on the w ork.
When one reads of the results accomplished by improvement societies in other communities wi ll not one-tenth the natural
beauty of our own fair city, it would seem
a comparatively easy task to further such
a

iess

heroic band of

w in

kers.

We

Kespeetfully submitted,

Elizabeth L. Brackett.
%

TREASURER.
To the President and Members oi the Improvement Society:
1905.
Receipts:
REPORT

OF THE

Cash on hand.$216.15
3 00
Fourth of July prize.
Net receipts musicale.117 15
7.36
on
Interest
Savings deposit.
6.52
Net on bath-house rental.
00
101
from
dues
secretary...
Membership

A

CRITICAL^

and trying to look two ways at once
suddenly, in the midst of the sighs
and the groans and the growls, a voice
rang out. It was the voice of a strong
As Raised by Israel in the Wilderness, and man in
1
authority: “As a citizen
in
never
have stood, and as a citizen or
Echoed by “the Thirsty Multitude”
executive, I never will stand for nullithe State of Maine.
fication of law. 'I had supposed that

PERIOD The Great Drink Question,

IRTELLIBERTWOMEH PREPARE
Dangers and Pain of This Critical Period
Avoided by the Use of Lydia E. Pinkbarn’s Vegetable Compound.
How many worealize that
the most critical
period in a woman’s existence
is the change of
life, and that the
anxiety felt by
as this
women
time draws near
is not without
reason ?

If her system is in a deranged condition, or she is predisposed to apoplexy
it is at this
or congestion of any organ,
time likely to become active and, with
make life
a host of nervous irritations,
burden.
At this time, also, cancers and tumors
their destrucare more liable to begin
tive work. Such warning symptoms as
diza sense of suffocation, hot flashes,
ziness, headache, dread of impending
evil, sounds in the ears, timidity, palbefore the
of the heart,
a

sparks
pitation
variairregularities, constipation,
ble appetite, weakness and inquietude
are
promptly heeded by intelligent
the period
women who are approaching
of life when woman's great change
may be expected.
We believe Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound is the world s greatest remedy for women at this trying
period.
ComLydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

ture,

iuv

ig VH

and

use

of

intoxicating

worthy,

The
three million dollars a day.
bill of this country now amounts
to lour million dollars a day; and for
the
years past strong drink lias cost
nation upwards of three million dollars
In that terrible conllict somea day.
thing like halt a million.men were killed or injured. The ravages of intemperance are equally fatal. In this time
of peace and prosperity an army of
men approximating one hundred thousand in number is slain annually by the
rum demon.
Nearly three million boys
out of every generation go into the saloon’s hopper of death. And what solution shall be brought to this question?
Is it possible to compromise guiltlessly with such au institution? There can
be only one answer: economics, morality, religion, all demand abolition,
which is “enforced prohibition.” lie
who advocates anything else stains his
hands in human blood.
The children of Israel were journeying from Egypt to the promised land.
They bad been miraculously delivered
from the bondage of Pharaoh and led
through the waters of the Bed Sea; but
after three days in the wilderness they
forgot their great deliverances and their
liigii destiny, and began to complain.
“And the people murmured against
Moses, saying, ‘What shall we drink?”’
And their murmurings leave echoes in
the doleful words of discontent which
There
we bear at the piesent time.
s in lecd a remarkable similarity to be
tract d between the complaint of the
ancient people in the wilderness and
the growlmgs of the liquor fraternity
and their sympathizers in the State of
Maine to-day
We, as a State, have escaped from the
Egypt of a legalized trailic. We leit the
dark laud of the rum Pharaoh, and
crossed the sea of temperance legislation in lS.il, when the prohibitory law
Before this law received
was enacted.
the signature of the Governor on June
2nd of that memorable year, there were
fourteen distilleries in the city of Portland, and whole slop loads ol molasses
were converted into rum which was
sold at six cents a pint. "Drunken-

cost

What is CASTORIA

only

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

high-1

iiiiuisiers,

oi

GENUINE

CASTORIA
Bears the

Signature

ALWAYS

of

....

j

1,.

_

eties and their leaders, of the sober,
as a class? Xo; tar
from it’ It conies from tlie man behind
the bar and the great ‘-association'' behind the man behind the bar. The rumseller and Ids crowd to a man want to
ft comes
get free from prohibition,

(Jod-fearing citizens

The Kind You Have Always Bought

the thirsty multitude, high and
low. but mostly low, who want, conveniently at hand, the means of satisfying

from

their
ous

In Use For Over 30 Years.

beastly appetite. Let the notoriliangor resubmission convention

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY.

A FIND'

A New

Cigar from

Porto Rico.

j

value,

j

selling

1
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flavored,

Mild,

popular—they
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wits
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terits influence.
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very near when, deprived of their sop for
E. F. Fairbkother,
in- through tiie arid wastes of nullifica- he allowed.
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F. A. Greek,
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In the mid-winter, following a general
eyes
was em- we should present
a scientific treatise. Mr. Adams makes
against this modern Moses, saying, farmers.” An expert writer
movement by like organizations, a petition
which are upon us the spectacle
A Thousand Dollar’s Worth of Good.
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his points through the medium of little
“What shall we drink?” And such a ployed to prepare articles for publica- world
w as sent to Congressman Burleigh asking
real
The
and
sin!
danger
such
folly
“I have been afflicted with kidney and clamor!
“Hack to Egypt!” they say, tion. The same tactics were employed of
The Republicans of Morrill are le
him to use his influence for the preservation human interest stories. After reading
and
tiie
corrupting
from
not
is
corrupt
or
at
meet
the
to
Orange Hall in Morrill
liquorstegomyia bladder trouble for years, passing gravel
of Niagara Falls and a very courteous and it one knows all about
“why have ye led us into this wilder- in Rhode Island. A wholesale
it is, nor day, June 9th. at 7 o’clock p. m., to •«
stones w ith excruciating pain,” says A. H.
and how his attacks may be met. Mr.
favorable reply was received.
lleturn to us our dealer in Providence wrote about the rum machine, cruel through
ness to die of thirst?
1st, to choose a
business:
following
henchDuring the year we have continued the Adams prophesies that this country Thurnes, a well known coal operator of bottle and us to our bondage.” And way the campaign was handled. lie yet from the greedy and carnal
president said meeting; 2nd. to el.
Buffalo, O. “1 got no relief from medicine
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men who turn its cranks, hut rather
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that
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local option, and the other great party Steffins lias recently drawn, the sum of and righteousness
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When
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like
a
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—the party of Lincoln and Grant and $(i,0u0 to take care of
space at all times in The Republican JourPkk Okokk of Tow n t
worth of good.” Foley’s Kidney Cure will
sav so, and pray so. and act accordingnal and our continued thanks are due the
Morrill, Mav29,19U>.
McKinley—confounded, sucking its committee. “In addition,” says the
must go.
cure every form ol kidney or bladder dissaloon
to
staff of this most excellent paper for the aid
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cost
“it
$31,000
ly,'the
with
shoes
fear
same authority,
I thumbs, shaking in its
R. H. Moody.
ase.
and encouragement thus received.
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•Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant-. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea ami Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

eternal contempt.
It is well tor ift to pause to enquire
who ait* making this cry, “Back to
Egypt.” Is this the clamor of the
er institutions
of learning and their
teachers, of the churches and their

liquor

female organism, and builds up the
weakened nervous system as no other
medicine can.
«
Mrs. A. E. G. Hyland, of Chester*
PinkMrs.
to
a
letter
in
town, Md.,
ham, says:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
I had been suffering with a displacement
for vears and was passing through the change
of life. I had a good deal of soreness, dizzy
very nervous. I
spells, headaches, and was commenced
treatwrote you for advice and
s A egetable
Pinkham
E.
ment with Lydia
I am happy
and
as
directed,
you
Compound
to say that all those distressing symptoms left
the
me. and I have passed safely through
**
change of life a well woman.”
For special advice regarding this imto
portant period women are invited
write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass
E.
of
Lydia
She is daughter in-law
Pinkham and for twenty-five years has
free of
women
sick
been advising
charge. Her advice is free and always
helpful to ailing women.
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prohibition,

liquors. A more terrible slavery than
physical servitude is threatening the
nation. At its height, tlie Civil War

“O-

ai,ca

sale

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
/)
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/•ccccAMi
Allow no one to deceive you in tliis.
All-Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

kind that many counties enjoy today
and many more might enjoy under the
control of local oilicials were it not for
political corruption, is the best and
most satisfactory method to regulate
So
the liquor problem in Maine.'
spoke Governor Cobb to the members
of the I leering Club and the citizens
of the State. Never a more manly and
courageous address; and if the Republican party doubles in its tracks and
deserts the brave and consistent man
whose views it endorsed with such
gusto and whom it elected to the chief
magistracy ot the State by the handsome majority of twenty-six thousand,
that party is doomed to defeat and is
of defeat, but aiso of
not

A question of equal, if not greater,
importance is before the nation today.
This question involves the manufac-

eves,

puu UU

my election, it it meant anything,
meant a protest against nullification;
and it was for tliis reason that I confidently expected legislation to remedy
it.
1 believed that the Republican
party would keep faith with the people
and that it would stand on its platform
because it was right to do so> W hy
not be fair and honest and give enforced prohibition a chance to show
what it will do for Maine. I am opposed to local option and license, but
I bebetter that than nullification.
the
lieve that enforced

[Sermon by Rev. E. S. Philbrook of the
Baptist Church, Belfast, Sunday, May 26,
1906.1
In the year of our Lord 1861, this
country was agitated by a great question
which threatened to rend the nation in
twain. Should the institution of slavThis mighty question
ery continue?
crowded all other questions to the wall;
and over it nearly three million men engaged in a bloody conflict, which lasted
four years. In its solution, immense
treasure was sacrificed and rivers of
blood were shed. Toward the close of
the year 1862 President Lincoln issued
that immortal document the emancipation proclamation which liberated four
million bondmen and abolished slavery
root and branch. No compromise with
such an iniquitous institution could be
made. Abolition, or “enforced prohibition,” was the only remedy which
could avail.
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comes

nervous-

and general iil-nealth. Why? Bedbordered stomach does not permit the f«>ol to be properly digested, and
its products assimilated by the system.
The blood is charged with poisons which
come from this disordered uig-stion. and
in turn the nerves are not fed on good,
red blood, and we see symptoms of nervousness. sleeplessness and general breakdown. It is not head work, nor over physical exertion that Oik's it. but poor stomWith poor, thin blood the
ach work.
body is not protected against the attack
of germs of grip, bronchitis and consumption. Fortify th£ body at once with Dr.
a
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
native medicinal
rare combination of
roots without a particle of alcohol or
ness

r.

ok

Load to

cause a

acts of a powder boy
A COLORED MAN.
X

Heavy

Along Vith dvspeosia

The Journal:

absence from home
tumid it time to look
and had to become
the hoe," and as his
ap'd right for doing any
uid Ids lingers had beir

—

compelled to wait
lions had changed beas

dangerous habit-forming drugs.

A little book of extracts, from prominent medical authorities extolling every
ingredient contained in Dr. Pierce's

But
with my articles.
iving returned to its old
lt

Golden Medical Discovery will be mailed
■Bichard's himself again.” free to any address on request by postal
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
or letter.
oeed to bore the readers card
Buffalo. N. Y.
of
active practice convinced
but with the assurance
Many years
Dr. Pierce of the value of many native
ut for a short time.
roots as medicinal agents and he went to
a. o. .T.
great expense, both in time and in money,
to perfect his own peculiar processes for
:■ you last the siege at
rendering them both efficient and safe for
!
tonic, alterative and rebuilding agents.
(
\
had been raised.
The enormous popularity of ’’Golden
we
were victorious had1
liition been fully known l scientific
compounding and to the actual
T
! 1 HiifrT.
medicinal value of its ingredients. The
Since my last
■'crent.
publication of the names of the ingredients on the wrapper of every bottle sold,
:ttcii 1 have run across
full assurance of its non-alcoholic
ports that should have ; gives
character and removes all objection to
at in corroboration of1
the use of an unknown or secret remedy.
there made and 1 iieic ; It is not a
patent medicine nor a secret
It will be remem- one either. This fact
cm.
puts it in a class
ntioned the gallant act j all by itself, bearing as it does upon every
rs Mate McKeever ;n I bottle wrapper The Badge of Honesty, in
the full li"t of its ingredients.
;•
.el natteries in a small
The "Gulden Medical Discovery * cures,
itches to the fleet below
weak stomach, indigestion, or dyspepsia,
.'the hist vessel hereaciitorpid liwr and biliousness, ulceration of
-purt .lohu Farron, from
mach and bowles and all catarrhal afto
letter
:i.e following
fections no matter what parts or organs
Dr. Pierce's
the licet at Newheru:
may be affected with it.
Pleasant I ’« I lets are the original little
:
HN Fahhox,
liver phis. Iir-t put up 40 years ago. They
>
11vei. April 1. i'*:h,
I regulate and invigorate, stomach, liver
and bowels.
Much imitated but never
to
Captain I equal*--). Sugar
igiveably
coated and easy to take
rs. run the lire of the ! as
One to three a do^e.
candy.
to communicate with ;
s
are to get him gun- !
knew how to handle such a craft, and
i-.auitiou at all hazards'
him with a
has asked me if 1 could furnish
Commodore II11
of men who were familiar with
tuition and is hard and coup;e
I told hint that I
that k;nd of a craft.
der the lire ot two rebel !
thought I could: that we had « n board
s
being completely rid- tin*
or colored
two
contrabands
ship
-ter --ays aii is lost unless j
who had run aw;iy from their
men
come to our aid at once,
masters and had come to us and asked
At
us to take them on board the sl ip.
-.-pectfulA, etc..
h McKiuaki;.
that tune it was not lawful to enlist
Mate T >. S 1. uiisiana. slaves in theseivice: but as these two
were smart, active fellows we had kept
■I. I\. 1 'avenpo:t.
them on board to take the place of
1 .it d Waters of X C.
men
whose terms ot service had exfrom Commander lien-j
giving them food and clothing,
pired,
>
1 i v to n l’tmlico | w l :d. w as all
■-..■■ c
they asked lor. and inX
Me 1 iiannid. t
deed ail they had evei got.
When I returned on board ."hip I
.'Sible '-inch shells from |
<
apt. Lyon s request Known to
the tightest | made
are
ui
(Japia;:; valtonsta!l and suggested that
possibly conceive ot.
,•
send the two colored men to take
eii lighting the Rebels :
i.position on the scow as Cnpt. Lyons
n.ist two days.
ui requested.
He informed me that
I ire 11 ub is absolutely in
a."much as they were not a part of
undci i ilie umunitHH,.
.pVcrew he could not order them
l 'nless
send her some;But if they would volunteer I
:. s are taken soon, and j to
to our relief at; coma put them on board the scow.
comes
have looked upon the They both gladly volunteered to go, so
Ci .nniodore IIull for I set them on board to await the orders
l
ot Captain Lyons, it lie should be
RkN'IIAW.
driven in. but in the event of his
1.,
X. I
April
holding his own against the enemy a
incidents enough during ! boat should be sent tor them from the
were beleaguered ill the
ship at daylight. You remember that
nan >w
Ltn.cn
scapes, etc., 1 .il iij> iu:i
nji. i-,i
ting for a week it 1 at
was driven in by the enemy and took
tonicle them all: but I refuge on board the seow. where the
i'll.y two of the many I paity defended themselves gallantly
rlie-p wpfit
Mpr«nn<; I
with’the 12-pounder howitzer they had
::-■ iis on hoard ship. < me ! on
board as long as their aninnition
••del "V ami tl e other a i lasted.
But when that was expended
I Hiring
the Mist day of : they were at the merry of the enemy
came on board of us i and then
only means of safety was to
y at 11odman's i*uint. j get the scow away from tiie banks of
ho w aid bouse passed the river into the stream and under
ugh the storeroom, the ! the protection of our guns.
But when
iptaiu’s cabin, going they undertook to get the scow away
ei: 1
Ikheads and part itions, from her moorings they found a dilliwas
ce
expended and it culty that they were wholly unable to
aeek at tin- liter part overcome until this noble colored man.
.loolig the
gUUs' Clew of Joe Barnes, came to the rescue. When,
wno were
walking tile late in the afternoon, the seow came
md alio :i three leet alongside in charge id Master's Mate
I a as stainin g divcting Wilkinson
r the
Commodore Hail,
the gull.
with its dead and wounded, we noted
:
hoy. a lad about I'.fteen the absence of this man. doe Barnes,
.'e
w
g.
duty it was while and
aptaiu Lyons with streaming
:■.!-h ti e
;iit luges tI'oill
eyes told ti e following stoiy:
11.ag /ine to the lirst loader
’■•W! il we found that our ammuni1 iie
saw
shell and tile in- tion was expended and we could light
i
iIjbeil it and though no longer and the Hebei shots were'
amis to a blister threw it making sad havoc among us. we made
cm port and it exploded the
an effort to get away: but to our -•>•!
o.ie! ed the wliter,
steniation found that we were un.ib.e
t neeii for the quick action to get the scow clear ot her moorings
it would have exploded on The inboard of the
painter was a chain
king sail havoc among that and was securely bolted to the bow ot
md piobably causing my the scow. This chain was about tour
it having stopped so near feet long.
A chain was used instead of
ying at my very feet when a rope on account of the rope dialing
ip and threw it out of the off in a short time. Into the outboard
end of the chain was spliced a rope for
ad of more than ordinary the purpose of making the scow or
II is name was (morse lighter fast to the shore, and this rope
d his rating on board ship was nude fast to a tree on the liver
: a .Mil class boy.
His praises bank. There was no way of getting
gi out the ship and lie was the scow adrift except by cutting or
lor that day. nor did it end casting off that rope.
The enemy had
her the siege was ended a1
approached nearer to us after we had
drawn up and signed hv the j ceased firing and w ere slaying us at a
■1 all the otiier oiticers of the fearful rate, though we were protect.mending his appointment to ing ourselves as best we could behind
i.
academy at Annapolis, the walls of the scow. In my despair
i,.proved by ti e Admiral and I called out, some one must cut that
:etary of the Navy and the rope, and the man that does it dies!
cers came to us admitting To my shame I confess that ! had not
.it institution in due time,
the courage to do it. Then up rose
when the papers readied us this colored man saying: ‘If some one
'i
that or some other cause must die, it may as well be me!' Seiziently insane and at times ing an axe he sprang on shore and with
g maniac and we had to put
one blow severed the rope, thus setting
tmight jacket. The whole the seow free, and instantly fell dead,
disturbed tiiin seemed tu be j
pierced by Rebel bullets."
it slieli overboard before it |
Such w as tlie story told us by ( apt.
,'i killed all in the after part
Lyons. Their escape and rescue by a
lie was taken to the I boat from our shin was told in mv last.
-pital at .Yewbern, Dr. Ilil-1 At the close of the siege, on landing at
ship's surgeon, going with Rodman’s Point, we found the poor
o
mteiested was he in the negro lying w here he fell, and a paper
made application to lie tacked up on a tree containing these
e
detached from the ship words:
d t" the hospital, where in
"Yanks! we leave you two bursted
;o' succeeded
in bringing guns and a dead nigger w ho tel 1 in an
a
i light.
But his nervous affray lighting for his equals."
lii-eii so wrought up that it
'1 he thought has occurred to me, how
i.e could not bear the exmany were his equals m making sacriioard ship and the doctor fices’ for others.
As a slave, lie had
lie did not spent his life for otheis and as a freediiis* discharge,
the service empty handed. inaii he had given his hie in order that
lu-comingknown tlirough- others might live. To my mind he had
ad run a purse of money was no equal except the Christ, and even
him on board each ship in lie did not go voluntarily to the crucihumble but noble
■mi, iieaded by the Admiral fixion as did the
i he ilag sliip raised about colored man, doe Parties.
e
entire squadron about
During my four years of busy life in
Hildreth accompanied him the United States Xavy in the war of
iniiis
the Rebellion events succeeded each
appointed
guardian,
money for him, procured for other in such rapid succession that
nited States pension, and many of them had been forgotten and
fore Dr. Hildreth died, about among them this one, though indirectago, lie informed me that ly I was the innocent cause of his
uton was one of the most death, until about a year ago it was
-pected citizens of Hartford, brought to my mind in a somewhat
singular manner. While attending tire
t was one of the most heroic'
Grange meeting in this village a young
noble deeds ever performed school girl was reading a poem and as
man.
Those of you who read such tilings are somewhat common in
ill remember uiy mentioning our granges I did not give it the atten'dock on the iirst morning tion that L should, perhaps, and sat
garrison had become invaded reading a newspaper in the back part
Dels I had been sent out to of the hall, well out of sight of the
line to interview Capt. most of the members, until the words,
Hie i!7t!i Massachusetts, who ‘•Rodman’s Point" caught my ear. That
line, to learn from him in brought me to attention, and to my
tion we should fire in order astonishment I found it to he a beautihim the most aid; and that ful poem on this very subject, written
I me that we could be of no by some one in Western Massachusetts,
him; that lie thought lie the home of the 27th Massachusetts,
•I Iiis position until morning, some of whose members this colored
lie added that, in the event of man had saved by the voluntary sacri-a.’ driven in and on board the fice of liis own life.
You may be asor scow, lie had no men that sured that I was somewhat affected
.,
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and when she had completed tne readI took the book, reread the poem,
and told the story of the noble fellows’
sacrifice, and when I got through if
there were any dry eyes in that company I failed to see them. When I
concluded to write this sketch I wished tor that poem as a suitable finale,
I
but have been unable to find it.
went to the young lady who read it, to
obtain the book containing it. but she
said she did not have it, or know the
name of it. as the piece was selected
for her to read by her teacher. J went
to the teacher arid found that the book
belonged to her brother, who had it
with him at his home in Colorado, and
so, to my great disappointment, I am
unable to produce it.
•T O. Johnson.
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$. Wasson of Kittery, author of The
Green Shay," and a charming essay,
by Mrs.
"Philosophy and I ramps,
Martha Baker Punn of M aterville,
author of that delightful book of essays,
"Cicero in Maine."
Pen and camera nave thoroughly
with the
acquainted the outside world
material effects of the California earthquake. The mental effects of the experience have not hitherto been re-

corded
The Youth's Companion of
June 7th is able to offer such a record
in a contribution bv 1 rof. >> llluun
Janies, who. at the time of the earthquake, was ieeturimz at Leland Stan1 be Harvard proford University.
fessor of philosophy evidently iejoiceu
that, if there must he an earthquake,
he was in it, since he was enabled to
confirm or readjust bis preconceived
theories at first hand.

For Over Sixty Years.
Old and Wei.l-Trif.d Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
thw

entitled "The l'ote-

enres

wind colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by
druggists in every part of the world.
Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.

Gilson

Wiltet's

-Adventures of

a

is concluded

in

Special

Correspondent
Infuriated motorist Jo waggoner, who the June number of the National Magahas made him stop)—W hat the Dickens did i
with
zine.
half a dozen bright sketches,
horse
is
not
you make us stop for? Your
j
Denmark to
Naw, she’s no illustrated, ranging trom
frightened"
Waggoner
“Affear. But I just didna want rna rew hat Burniah. Joe Mitchell Chappie's
fairs at Washington” is, as usual, a
tae be spoilt we’ dust frae your auld
rumbler!—Punch.
breezy budget of personal chat, freely
illustrated. There are fiction stories by
A Guaranteed Cure for Files.
Miriam Sheffev, Wm. Forster Brown,
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
C. M Tyler
Piles. Druggists are authorized to refund L. II. Hammond and Judge
A. A. B.
money if PA/O olNTMKNT fails to cure and poems of high grade by
—

in 6 to 14

days.

Cavaness,

50c.

Harriet

nunuRiAn.

rui

hitney IHirbm,

I’aee. Horace rl ran be1.
The Old Soldier- Yes, sir, and I can tell i Curtis Hidden
Frank Putnam and Krnest Mctiaftey.
you that I’ve had six horses killed under
Pooh! that's The Home department is running over
me in war.
The Motorist
!
nothing. I’ve had a dozen pedestrians kill- with timely hints and suggestions for
ed under me.—Pick-Me-Up.
housekeepers.

DR. KENNEDY’S

idiiucueiu.

In an interview with The Lewiston

loving remembrance of Jessie,
daughter of the late Josiah and Mary
Sargent of Alton, Me., who died May
7, 1906, aged 22 years, 10 months.
In the death of Miss Jessie Sargent.
Maine loses one of her efficient teachers, the community an earnest Christian worker: but tiie loss to her immediate family can never be measured.
Possessed of an amiable disposition,
energetic and ambitious, no service she
could render her loved ones was too
menial, no labor irksome, as her tasks !
were all lightened by her unselfish love. ]
A
graduate from Castine Normal i
school at 2C years of age, she was not
willing to let that preparation for
teaching suffice, but after teaching and
studying for two years, was about to
enter the Training School for Teachers
She contracted
for a course of study.
measles in .January, and after a severe
with ambition
and
sickness recovered
beyond her strength resumed her work,
onlv to fall a victim to quick consumption. She fully realized the hopelessness of her condition, but unselfishly
bore her suffering with patience; among
her last thoughts planning pleasures
for her friends, whom she knew she
would never meet again here. A devoted daughter, a loving sister, a faithful friend has gone to her reward. The
svmpathv of friends is extended to the
bereaved relatives.
May the purity
and sweetness of her life be to them a
In

Productions of two Maine authors
current number
grace the pages of the
of the Atlantic Monthly. They are a

An

snfhmi

ill

News and Notes.

Sun, heartily endorsing Congressman
Littlefield's candidacy for renomina-

j

|

Remedy
Favorite

tion, Hr. Geo. C. Chase. President of

Bates College, said among other things:
"He has the integrity, the simple habits. the fidelity to the time honored traditions of domestic and social life, so
dear to the people of Maine, that eminently qualify him. whether in our own
State or in otir National Capital, to be
one of their recognized and honored

is hacked by over 3’i y ars of
remarkable success in the cure of
Kidney, Liver and Blood •.roubles,
and the diseases peculiar to women. Not a patent medicine, but
a prescription used by Dr. David
Kennedy in his large and success
ful practice long before he placed
it before the public. The formula
is in keeping with strict scientific

representatives."
Staples

is

Candidate.

a

Senator Liudley Murray Staples of Washington does not propose to be side-tracked
by any movement looking towards the
nomination of another candidate for senator by the Democratic party for the purpose
of capturing the labor vote. Said Senator
Staples to the Star yesterday: “I am a
candidate for Senator and shall remain one
before the convention and expect to be
nominated by the Democrats and endorsed
Rockland Star,
by the labor party.”
June 1st.

principles, and many physicians
Of the highest standing have prescribed Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy for
their patients. This statement can be proved absolutely. We have never e a rned that Favorite Remedy will cure all cases of Kidney, Liver and Bladder
diseases and associated ailments, but the fact re-

mains that it has cured many cases practically abandoned by phvsicians.
Do you suffer from any dangerous svmptoms of
Kidnev, Liver and Blood troubles? Have you pain
in back,«loudy urine with sediment,pain in passing
water, constipation, skin eruptions, etc.? If so,
don’t delt.v, but use Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy at once. You mav have a sample bottle
and booklet containing valuable advice mailed absolutely fr<e by simply writing Dr. David Kennedy's
Sons. Ro ldout, N. Y. Mention this paper. Large
bottles $1.00, at all druggists.

—

To Cure a Cold in One Uay
Take LAXATIVE HRO.MO Quinine Tablets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
cure.
F. \V. GROVE’S signature is on each
box. 25c.

lasting benediction.

The family accompanied the remains
to Sears port. Me., being joined at the
Frankfort station by her aunt, Mrs.
Julia Sargent White, and her cousin,
Lewis. K. White of Winterport. The
interment wits in the family lot. near
the former home of Mrs. Sargent.

Kineo

be perfect health without pure
Burdock Blood Bitters makes pure
'l obes and invigorates the whole

Can't

:

system.
“Does your congressman do much work ?" I
“We don't expect him to work,” said
Farmer Cor mussel. “We jest hire him to !
take the blame when thing** don't go to suit ;
Us."— \\ ashing ton Mar.
'Tisn't safe to be
Thomas'Kcectric oil
tell what moment

can

without, Dr. 1
house. Never
accident is going i

day

a

;iie

;n
an

happen.
“Why, Mr. Kin x," sai I the landlady
the new boarder, “yam have let a piece

National interests have the foremost
i.i the June Atlantic. The leading
article is a vigorous and timely discussion of the questions that are certain
to be brought to the iront at the coining
Hague Conference. It is written by
Benjamin F. Triiebh'od, Secretary of
lhe arthe American Peace Society.
ticle on the Distribution of Wealth is a
the
aristocratic,
of
masterly exposition
democratic
the socialistic, and the
theories on this subject. Socialists will
The Oregon experiment
not like it.
with an equal suffrage referendum, to
be tried in June, is the subject of a
suggestive article by Frank loxcroft.
He thinks we should*’‘go slow” in tinkering with constitutional safeguards.

j place

to

to
of

butter fail m your’v rlee!” “1 did it on
purpose, Mrs. Jlasher," replied the new
“1 believe in compelling the
boaider.
strong to assist tin* weak."—Chicago Daily
Tunes.

There is as much important and enterthe world that will at
reading in Mc('lure's tor June
taining
>kin
in
once stop itch in ess ot
any part
111 a volume,
At any j as one would expect P- find
of the h.idy : Doan's tv.tment.
let alone a single number of a magazine.
drug store, 50 cents.
The leading story is -Buried treasure’
“Well, for ex“Papa, what is satin
by Stewart Edward White, which comhow
me
er
asks
moil
when
ample,
your
bines romance and reality most sugmuch I've won at the p: ay er-meeting."
gestively and which m»es with a swing
Mothers msi tlieirdieai foi “that terrible reminiscent <>1 >tevenson. Other fiction
second summer" wl,e;
they have Dr. in this remarkable number is “l line
Fowler's 1 tram ot W iid Mi aw berry in the Sammie.” a
great Decoration Day story
N turn's specinc for bowel comhouse.
by Charles Fleming Fmbree; “The
plaints ot -'very sort.
Strange Adventure of Pilin’’ by Kobeit
1
Dyer—I d.m't believe lie wants to work. McDonald: “Post—An Kclio" by George
live.?-— Wfi\ dii. ':'; lie
■;: a abor 111». •. .'
Allan England, and “lhe Sewing-MaBrooklyn Lite.
chine Sion” by Frank IP spearman.
That l.ittle Fain in Your Back
l imed to an Airican
The poems are
l he
threatens your Kidneys. It allowed to go j Chant” by Bosalie M. Jonas, and
on a iittle \\ hile you will surb-r throughout ! Sea Witch
P. C. Pickthall.
Marjorie
by
Dr.
David
Take at once
tlie entire .-\steni.
The June number is reniarkbly illustraIt is the !
Kenned} > Favorite Denied}'.
ted by such artists as Andre Castaigne,
most certain cure known for the treatment
nf all diseases of the Kidneys, Liver and
Blood. Write Dr. David Kennedy's Sons,
Romiout N. V., for free sample bottle and
medical booklet. All druggist' SU'O.
The June number of liecreatiou is an
With all his mighty intellect.
excellent one in every respect, continuMere man can never hope to know
W hv women must clean house or bust,
ing the steady improvement shown in
The leading article.
recent issues.
Although the house is clean is snow.
News.
■•With the Free in Arizona," by Julian
—Chicago
much of interest
relates
Constipation makes the cold drag along. A. Dimock,
about the Navajo Indians and is illusGet it out of you. Take Kennedy's Laxative
Hone} and Tar cough syrup. Contains no trated from remarkably good photoopiates. >old by li. 11. Moody.
George Carling’s article,
graphs.
“Trying Out a Motor Canoe." while
If you can't be a gentleman,
instructive, is at the same time a good
Then ii'} to be content
To got as hear it as you can
story. There are two illustrations from
be
a perfect gent.
And
photographs. “Calling on the Marsh
I "iii>\ ille Courier-.Journal.
Birds," by Bonnycastle Dale, is the
Tilt sworn statement of the manufactur- story of the author's photographing
the shore birds of Canada: it is illusers protoets } on from opiates in Kennedy’s
Laxative Hones and Tar—the cough syrup trated from excellent photographs of
that drives tlie cold out of your system.
In “Girls on a Houndthe wild birds.
: M-ld h} li. 11. Moody.
up," Florence S. DuBois relates the experiences of herself and her girl friends
Two things there are that women
when they accompanied the cowboys
Will jump at in a trice.
of a Montana ranch on a round up.
These things ale: —Hash conclusions
And timid little mice.
There are many other readable articles
Philadelphia Press and several stories,and the illustrations
The sinoerest tribute th.it can be paid to are line.
is imitation. The many imita1 si.perioiit}
It isn't often that you get hold of as
tier.' of DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve that
good a story as Stewart Fdward White's
are now bmore the public prove it the best.
Ask foi PeWitt’s. Good for barns, scalds, “Buried Treasure." in McClure's for
chafed skin,; eczema, tetter, cuts, bruises, Jline. Here we have a good, old-lashionboils and piles.
Highly recommended and ed, romantic adventure yarn. The setreliable. Sold by IL 11. Moody.
ting is happy and the characters are unintimate Friend—What was the breach of usual, and tiie action moves along like
senatorial courtesy of which you accused a limited express train. The title sugSenator Grabail? Senator Grafton (fiercely)
gests the main motive, but this treasure
Why, the scoundrel approached the inter- is buried in about the most inaccessible
work
for
_5
ests I represent and offered to
place in the world, somewhere back
per cent less legal expenses than they're
from the beach in Lower California.
paying me!—Puck.
The man who has the map is an unWhat’s the good of keeping from him
scrupulous sailor named Handy SoloAny good things you may see,
man, who has no conscience and only
That will lift his load of labor
one hand. In place of his missing memLike Rocky Mountain Tea.
ber he wears a long,curved, sharp-pointR. II. Moody.
ed hook which he uses with more evil
a
little
can’t
ain’t
dat
“Here
brag
nobody
effect than another man would manage
bit about something,” said Meandering
a gun.
He persuades three
“Dat’s right,” answered Plodding a knife or
Mike.
search
Pete. “Take you an’me, fur instance. We miners to accompany him in the
abor riots, do for pirate gold. By this time you are
never get mixed up in no
murder
for
the
cold-blooded
we?”—Washington Star.
prepared
which follows and for the horror of the
Don't be fooled and made to believe that
rheumatism can be cured w th local appli- long tight against thirst and hunger
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea is which ends in the escape of the sailor
ances.
the only positive cure for rheumatism. 35 and the bare rescue of the others. For
sheer dramatic force there hasn’t been
cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.
in a long
When the baby talks, it is time to give a story that could touch this
Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea. It’s the time.
greatest baby medicine known to loving
mothers.
It makes them eat. sleeo and
Stimulation Without Irritation.
K. II.
grow. 35 cents, lea or la.nets.
In case of stomach and liver trouble the
Moody._
proper treatment is to stimulate these organs without irritating them. Orino LaxaThe Missing.
tive Fruit Syrup aids digestion and stimulates the liver and bowels without irritating
Hut, all! the graves which no man names or these organs like pills or ordinary cathar- •
knows;
tics.
It does not nauseate or gripe and is ;
Uncounted graves, which never can be mild and pleasant to take. R. II. Moody.
found ;
Graves of the previous “in ssing," where
Don't Talk Business to Death.
no sound
Of tender weeping will be heard, where
croakers are a curse to any comThe
goes
No loving step of kindred—0, how flows
munity.
And yearns our thoughts t > them !
The man who goes around prophecyknows her wilderness;
ing dull times, raising a spirit of busij Hut Nature
There are no “missing” in her numbered ness doubt in the mind of everybody, is
the bogie of all business.
ways:
In her glad heart is no forgetfulness;
You can talk the business of Belfast
Each grave she keeps, she will adorn, ca- to death. You can build it
up to a liigh
ress,
a cheerful outWe cannot lay such wreaths as summer degree of prosperity by
look.
lays,
As you yourself touch the situation
And all her days are Decoration days!
try and see if you cannot personally
Helen Hunt Jackson.
pursue three rules:
First, pay your bills.
You cannot induce a lower animal to eat
Second, look on the bright side of the
heartily when not feeling well. A sick dog
situation.
well.
and gets
The
starves himself,
stomach, once overworked, must have rest
Third, invite the man out of your
the same as your feet or eyes. You don’t place who talks dull times to you.
have to starve to rest your stomach. KOThese three rules pursued by enough
DOL FOR DYSPEPSIA takes up the work
will bring good times.—Revised
for your stomach, digests w hat you eat and people
from
the Jacksonville, Fla., Metropolis.
gives it a rest.* Puts it hack in condition
again. You can’t feel good with a disorderDeath From I-ockjaw
ed stomach. Try Kodol
Sold by R. II.
Moody.
never follows an injury dressed with Bucklen’s Arnica Salve. Its antiseptic and healAn Alarming Situation
ing properties prevent blood poisoning.
results
from
of
neglect
clogged Chas. Oswald, merchant, of Kensselaersfrequently
bowels and tomid liver, until constipation ville, N. Y., writes: “It cured Seth Burch,
This condition is un- of this place, of the ugliest sore on his neck
becomes chrome.
I ever saw.” Cures Cuts, Wounds, Burns
known to those who use Dr. King’s New
Life Pills; the best and gentlest regulators and Sores. 25c at R. II. Moody’s drug store.
of Stomach aud Bowels. Guaranteed by R.
II. Moody, druggist. Price 25c.
OA8TOHIA.
<

Oily

oi.e

remedy

in

1

j

—

<

cure by acting directly on the
sick' ports without disturbing the rest 01
the system.
No. 1 for Fevers.
Worms.
No. 2

••

t

'.he

io >ks of

e

kitchen.

Specifies

No. 3
No. 4
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
Null
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. Id
No. 19
No. 20
No. 27
No. 30
No. 77
In small 1 ottles of

that

the kitchen is the best room in
W y not have a
the house.
ranee that not only bakes weii
but a.Ms to

HUlyirnKtiTo

inad£

Often the remark is

|

—

blood.
blood-

Ranges

KINEO RANGES

Teething.

with

their

wortv.

r. c

attractive

p.cas

h kc’.

tht

to

’.j

evr.

JOHN B. STICKNEY,

Diarrhea.

Coughs.
Neuralgia.

AGENT. BELFAST.

Headaches.

M ♦

—

Dyspepsia.
Suppressed Periods.

»

v

!-■

./

r.

«.!,

«.

j.y

—

NOYES & NUTTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Whites.

Croup.

BA N G O H

The Skin.
Rheumatism.

M A I N E

Malaria.
Catarrh.

Always

Whooping Cough.

The Kidneys.
The Bladder.
La Grippe.
pellets that finite vestjj
At
Druggists or mailed, 25c. each.
pocket.
'W-Medical Guide mailed free.
Humphreys’ Med. Co.,Cor. Williams John Streets,

Remember the- Full Name

Rromo

Laxative

Quinine
Two.

Cures a CoM in One Day, Qnp m

(8.

■

2Sc.

Box.

or

—

j

FRED ATWOOD,

—

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests

what you oat.

Bean the

“*7

^ATtl0

Kind You Have Always

Bought

.»! Estate

REPRESENTING OYER FORTY-HIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass. Tornado Insurance. Steam Boiler

i

Insurance and Inspection.
Security Bond* for Cashiers. Contractor*. Adu >tr;it :'
Correspondence solicited, lioai c»t:ite bought ami >o'.a.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

If you eat a
are caused by Indigestion.
little too much, or if you are subject to

attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
Indigestion causes the stomach to
swell, and puff up against the
expand
heart. This crewds the heart ar.d interwith
its action, and in the course of
feres
time the heart becomes diseased.

(i TRIPS .1

WEEK TO ROSTOV.

Digests What You Eat
trlaljorBOMB^laeJ

Commencing Monday. April

Steamers D-.tv.■ Bt hast for Bo-e
ad Rockland d »fTy •••-.
Sum!
For Searsport and Hamp den i
days and Sundav at 7.4a a. in.
for ltueksport. U interport n
except Monday, at 7 4.3 a, m.,
steamer.from Boston.

Knox
Thorndike.
I'nitv.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton—
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CALVIN A 1ST 1 N.
President and <»eu*l Manager, Boston.

I-

Book BIH

Portland

.L Jo

....

Watery !m.
Bangor

7
7

—

00

1 "

j» ] ;

00

Benton. t7 o«;
Clint::;.
f7 15
S J7
Burnham, nej art.

Cnity.

7

1

06

M

A

d-j

-.‘Jo
10 20
in 45

4
1
F
4
4
4

5

jg
M

21
Jl
fit

,0

S

Thorndike.
*02
1 1 1 (
5 17
Knox.
.0*11
illlii
5 2o
d 25
Brooks..
11 Jo
5 40
Waldo... tv* Jo Ml 45
t-5 f 0
1 45
* 1 1 7.5
id 00
City Point.
V4 no
12 05
8 05
Belfast, arrive
TFlag station
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
35.00 from Belfast and all station* «.n Branch.
Through tickets to all points W* st and North
west, via all routes, for sale l*v Lkwis Sanhobs,
C.EO E. EVANS,
Vgent, Belfast.
Vice President and (ietiera! Manager,
F. E. Boothbv. (ien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
..

_AN LI-

covers

•:

7

...

land

,.

POTE. Agent. Belfast

| Books loose in the

20

14-

Warerviiie.•

.n.

All cargo, except’live Mock, via tlie steamers
of this company, is insured against tire and marine risk.

MAGAZINES BOUND.

p>

>

m
i-

Monday, at '.an a. in.
From* Hampden and Searsport Moi:-:.\>.
ties,lays and Friday**.
From Bangor, via Winterport and P.neksp*
daily, except Sunn .ays, at l.an p. ni

FRED W.

I’M
:

'i

REPAIRING.

Upholsterer

r.

v

7

Bangor.

<

>

7

..

^-iSjKETl'KMNt;.

I

Belfast

«n

From Boston daily, except Suinla\, a:
From Rocklau I.' via Camdeti. unny.

I ?repared at the LahI oratory of E.O.DeWitt
A Co., Chicago, UA.A.

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

30. 1306.

1

|

i„S%!,V!S
replaced, from l«>

cents up.

JOHN S. FERNALD,

***

26 Miller Street. Side Door, Belfast.

G.C. LOWER
First-class workin
all its
inar.

branches, such

as

Turkish and Plain
Suits
Pa r I o r

Spring Edg Couches. Carriage and Sleigp
Trimming, Mattresses Renovated. Boat Cushings. Gluing, Varnishing and Cabinet RepairClllllj*
ing.
SHOP ON MAIN STREET,

WANTED!
SALESMEN.

j'miK
Write for

particulars
Tin*

R. G.

<11

ls|

CO

E. E. BROWN

Dr.

ISANOOl!,
Diseases of the

OF

in

Eye.

Ear

and Throat,
| Has taken Room No. 2, * Odd fellow*’bloek, and
Nose

Wanted

on<la\. Oiliee hour.* 10
will be in Belfast every
a. in. to o p. in., and 7 to 9 p. m.
Refers to Dr*. (.'. B. Unit. Liberty; Adelh.*rt
Millet!. Searsinoni ; 1). 1’. Flanders, Kimei Small
3otf
nd S. W. .Johnson Belfast.

SUMMER BOARD
By thousands of Brooklyn people. Can jou
take a few? If so, list youi house in the
BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE FREE INFORMATION BUREAU, for which purpose a printed Blank is provided.
The service of the INFORMATION BUREAU
Will Cost You Nothing

TO RENT
north half of tuk timothy
house at the corner of Chureli and
streets, formerly occupied by Mr. Win. M.
Randall. Has all the modern conveniences. Ap
MISS MAUDE E. BARKER,
ply to
Or CHASE & DO A K.
Belfast, March 29, 1906.—13
CHASE
The
Miller

The Brooklyn Eagle is the best advertising medium in the world. It carries more

resort advertisements than any New Y"ork
paper. It stands PRE-EMINENTLY" at the
head.
An ADVERTISEMENT in the Eagle
costs little, but brings large results, because the EAGLE INFORMATION BUREAU is constantly helping it.
Write for listing blank ami Advertising
Rate Card. Address

NOTICE.
I this day give my minor son, John A. (Hidden,
the balance of his minority and will therefore,
pav no bills of his contracting or collect any of
J. I). G BIDDEN.
Ids’wages.
Frankfort, Maine, May 28,1906.—3w22*

this
2ml8

see

CAR

Parlor Par. Parilooi

SERVICE

June 4. 1906.
to

Stockton and

—
Train 1* 2 (Daily
l.c.i\e Cari7.11 t. 111.. 11 oil It et, 9.1.7
bou 7 15 a. III., l’l'i-- i’ll'
Hi owuv:!I.- 12.if. p.
in
a. m.. dilliuneket i!.p'>
.■ _•
in
Milo 1223 p. 111. I
south I
12.4s p.
in
:>-r «» <1 b’un mill I’• a: 1
.•omifctiim will, tra
go 1 i, North Bangor !._'«■ p m. > <•, -uii',.-i i;m wit',
t*!« clfic* car for Hath:
Northern Maui--.hi:
tion 150 p in. 1 iii.iking
i.-fci c.imu'ciiou with
Maine « eutral K II. t.»i p.ut! ml arc I', -a
Stockton 5s p. 111.. S'uii -pm 2.45 p. in.

Pailor

Train

Par,

Sear-port and
< 'arl bou.

>t«»ckloii

to

I. -nv< SearsvI>a ly \e.-i t ''V.uay
in. st*-ck: m
10 p. 111
N01 tbci 11 Maui
5.l'» p. in
unking ibrocr e uin-'elion
with Manx- Centra! II. II from o-ton ucl P-ntlaml). North Bang-i 5.2*. p. in
eonm-eting with
elc arie car from Bangoi •. S*. 1: Lagrange 3.55 p.
m. (onneeting with train from Bangor ami Old
Town i. dm* Brow 11 die 4.29 p. m
Miilinoeket 5.50
p. 111., lloillton 7.2.) p. in., Presque Is|e S.59 p. III.,
Caribou 9.25 p. m
Ticket Agents of t hi Company will seeure for
passengers upon application accommodations 111
Parlor and Sleeping Pars from their station.
YV. Nl. BROWN,
P. P. BROWN.
Gen’l Pass'r Agent
Gen’l Superintendent.
29

>

p.»rt 2.oi» p.
.1 uuet

on.

LOTS.”

COTTAGE

Any size from a few hutulre I feet to 175 acres
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
Saturday Gove. Fine view of nay and islands. I
also have a large list of city property and farms
all sizes and prices. Send for hook.
F. S.

Real Esta

e

Age

;t

HOLMES,

.Belfast, Me.

Second hand hack, top furry, open surry,
KYI
AND EARLY PROP
BUILDINGS
buggies and harnesses for'sale at a IVY land; ten acres pasture, a never dry spring;
five acres wood, in town of, Prospect, Me., near
bargain by the
quarries. House, barn and wagon shed. Terms® asonable: $300.00 down.
Address
J. E. SPRAGUE, Frankfort, Me.
r2ml5*
BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY.

open

Brooklyn, N. Y.

PARLOR

Beginning Monday.

FOR SALE

INFORMATION BUREAU,
BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE,

PULLMAN

s»*ai*»|mrt
•*\
i*t Sunday

to

Malden, Mil**.

3m 13

Opposite Shoe Factory, Belfast, Maine.
Specialist

Mention the paper in which you
advertisement.

-:

HKI. H.\

••••.

I had stomach trouble and was in a bad state a* 1
had heart trouble with it. 1 took Kodol Dyspepsia
Curator about four mouths ar.d it cured me.
D. KAUBLE. Nevada, 0.

tha

ioli«»w
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Aftereatlr.g, myfood would dist-ess me by making
c-.-come very weak.
my heart palpitate and ! w:u
Finally I got a bottle of Kc ::1 anr it gave me immefew
bottles
1 am cured.
a
After
relief.
using
diate
MRS. LOR1NG NICHOLS, Penn Yan. N. T.
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run as
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what you eat. takes the strain of!
of the heart, and contributes nourishment,
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion. Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucoue
membranes lining the Stomach and Bigestive Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach.
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On and after June 4, IVdMJ, trams connecang
Burnham and Watervillo w:'l: tlirough tram*
for and from Bangor, Watem!.-. r ••‘an
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SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Castine
town

was

in

Tuesday.

!

In
George Overlook played for the trance at b<
Arthur Moore’s last Tuesday evening.
Miss Jennie Clifford visited Miss Etta
Park in Park last Saturday.
j d,
Henry Kneeland of Searsport was in this ”
!
vicinity recently buy ing w ool.

Mrs. Prudie Putnam who instructed them
Excellent music was
n their rehearsals.
furnished by Keyes' orchestra of Belfast.
After the entertainment a social dance was
field in which a great number of the young
people participated in.
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Thoss who are gaining flesh
and nrength by regular treatment with

I

>

Scott’s Emulsion

}

}

j
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repairing his st n e, licenses issued in the port "f Searsport and
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Capt.
Th<'Mrs-»n. In 1Toy. May 26, to Mr. and Mrs
theij home Friday.
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The steel bridge at the Sprague Coal ! Capt. Jonathan G. Park, sch. Rambler of
Those who have nevertritd a checking account
1 .ant a: Mack's Point was hoisted into ; Boston, 132 tons: Capt. Jacob Cliitord of
In Penobscot, May 2t>,
C1 *kr 1 n luu’.ivs -n.
position Thursday, May aist.
Prospect, brig Montecello of Piospect, 143 do not appreciate its conveLienees and advanH. Collin ot Penobscot and Miss Nina 1
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how
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matter
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New York. May 30 Cld, sell. Sarah I Davis,
Ma.nmni.-Skkkkn-. In Be’mort. June ad. by
Theophlis Eaton of Searsport, sch. Alfred South
A
arge crew of men are engag d in iayioi ea-deri port; 31. >!d, sell. Nim\\
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P. Sliorey. aged 77 years. 8 mouths, Ji> da\ s. lni .rclm.-e tui ni-bings and orh-r material* home in Mt. Vernon, N. Y
early iasi I ton.New \oi k (and sid 3oth for faiilla); du, sells II
tel lllelit in Waldo.
New
York;
Boston;
Iheoline,
Gilkey,
loi the Par Point iP-a.-e which is being
|
week, feeling somewhat improved m health Georgia
Tka« kv. In Northporr. May J7 Hiram Tra.-ey,
I
i
June 4, eld, seh. Etna Boston.
ct*i:sti’ I'ted at Penobscot Park.
b\ ins short sojourn here in his native
I aged 33 years anil 8 months.
Fernaiulina. May 29. Ar, sell. Edward Stewart,
Boston.
Jacob
M.
town.
seh.
Haskell.
4.
ar.
Sail Juan;
James >. >! >f The po-toll police force,
Gulipoit. May 29 Ar, seh. Mollie fe. Book, Caracc n.panied
\h. and Mrs. E. >. Libby have rented the ! denas.
by h> wife and daughter,
( e; •: ude. ;t; ived 1
M
Mr.
owned
Everresidence
street
Ma\
li
by
Chu:
ol-t,
hui.-day,
Mobile, May 31. (. Id. sells. Henry Crosby. San
a:.a aiest"pp.ng with Mrs. C. A. Webber.
ett sraples, Jr., and wiil occupy it as a
Juan; Scotia. Havana; June 1, ar, sell. S. M.
boarding bouse, still keeping the house they Bird, Port Tampa.
1
apt. Jam-'- p. Parse of the steamer
Newport News. May 29. Sld,seh. \oung Brothare n at present for the same purpose, their
hr. 1 '!*•!, idiu lilt— been .-pending severai
31, sld. sells. Edward T. Stotesbury,
ORGANIZED 1874.
increasing business demanding more room ers. Boston;
w
i
Searsj oi t ; Gov. Powers, do.
lamiiV,returned to New York
constantly.
Norfolk. May 29. Cla, sen. Edith G. Folwvll,
M< 1.*!a> v he. e hi.- steamer ;s readv f saa
sell
Helen
G.
June
sld,
Puma
Gorda;
2,
Seitz,
: P« Ito Jl.co.
Tie* Current Events Club met Wednesday
instead of Mrs. Searspv rt.
Ti.e Kp-v.-rth I>ague will give a recep- with Mrs. Elmer Thompson, the latter
Savannah, May 28. bid. sell, Wm. H. Sumner,
AI
vah Treat, as appointed,
being New York.
’•
haim Mr>. H. W. 11 ill a:
he
i-a i- d to Bangor to attend commencement
Newburyport. Mass May 30. sld. sell. Henry
M-tho-i -t
v-cp thi-. Thursday, evening, at the University of Maine, where her niece, li. Tilton, eastern port.
*"
1" o'emck.
A musical program
;5',:
Port Heading, May 30. (Id, v-'h. Humarock,
Mi» Helen Garritv, takes the degree of
he.- b-eo arranged.
Cliaileston.
A M.
Galveston, June 2. Ar, seh. Maggie G. Hart,
ih
wi.a a back steamer Pay Port, 1 apt.
Mrs. E. F. Staples left last Friday to visit New York.
*-■>. ..i rived >timla\ from
N-wWilmington. Del., June 2. Ar, sell. Inez N.
Newport
he: >:>ter, Mrs. K. s. Giant, and family, in
u :
oa. lor 1
11. >prague A Son and was
Carvei, Brunswick.
their new home in New Haven, < onn. She
June 2. Cld, sells. Lama M. Lunt,
Jacksonville,
'.r.ed at Mack's Point.
j
‘-lie began d;-will be absent during the month of June, Havana; Metinie, hockland.
hdgiiig Monda\ morning.
spending some time on the homeward jour- ! Puma Gorda, Fla., June 2. Ar, sell. Winfield
1SSUKES ABSOLUTE SAFETY A SI)
Schuster, Boston.
M. an ; Mrs. F. W
Liam, who left New ney with her brothers in Xewburyport and ! S. Puma
In port, sell. W ini
Gorda, Fla.. June 2.
j
ik h\ steamer Apr:; nth, arrived at Laiambridge, Mass.
THE PRACTICE OF ECO SOM
1 fled S. Schuster, from Weymouth, Mass.
‘•'oa, Kquado,, April ..nth, where Mr. Liaiit
! Mr. Henry I. Hall of the firm < f Alden I Hvannis, Mass.. June 4 Passed, sell. Sarah
—inp»o\ r-«i ,ts master carpenter for the
L.
New
York,
(to
Davis,
cischarge).
returned
to
his
home
Boston,
Spear's >ons,
wnerican Development
Company.
FOREIGN POUTS.
Siondav, aftei spending a week in town
Mr. i lioina- L. Decrow purcdiased a line
with liis family, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Montevideo. May 21. Sld. bark John S. Emery,
Mrs. Hall and son Wooster, New York
Everett Maples, Jr.
pud of draft horse? weighing gp'Hi ih-. d
In port, ships
A
K Lrmiiei, last week.
Newcastle, N. S- W\, April
Mr. Lrinnen is ! 1 iem \ will remain for a time h uger, as
Tillie E start uck, for Honolulu; Emily heed,
to her usual
: -p".- *.g of a great
AS Li UlAVAEJiS TAKES.
many horses m this ! Hie braving air is restoring her
for San Francisco.
V
’list at present.
>ee his ad. in The
stood health.
Sydney, N S. W\, April30. In port, ships Mary
JoUUia;.
j Mr. and Mrs. Herman G. Ilichborn of J.. Cushing, tor Newcastle anil Honolulu; S. D.
It gins first of each month, comt
tiom Ballard, (arrived 23th) tor HonoI
a; mid dealeis will cominue the
ambrhke, Mass., who spent .'Sunday here, Carleton,
pi ice i
lulu via Newcastle; Wm. H. JVlaey, from Tacoma,
M
il 1 ..L-^ loot
poundtd May and Mi rth,hr.
cei
per quart through •! une, j
(an ived 21st).
for ;i tiding trip, had line luck and Tuesand August, instead ot .*i cents per
M A li 1N E MISCELL A N Y.
It is to b- hope.] day sent some delicious >amples of their
juait as hi former \ears.
;
y ntr tit} os i ts o f a n y a mou t a n tl
tnat tiie quality of miik will improve with
.•ateh»-*> of trout to the Dr.’s cousin, Harry
Boston, May 31. The seven-masted seh.
Thomas \\. Lawson, Capt. Elmer Crow ley
II liichbmn. The tr«»ut left Greenville in
(fi'er you FltEE of charge any
in command, sailed from the roads yestertlm morning and at 10-20 reached town and
\
ass! si once yw may want.
i'"!- iiian 1 aiic\ iii;' 1 crew of the >ears- wore >orvod for dinner that day.
for Newport News and will probably
| day
W atei Works has canpieted laying
j"
not be seen at this port again for years, she j
Last 'rimrsday another party of 125 Juliualej
111ai11> on Kim, J!e>t--rvoir, Romt n deposit in this bank.
town and proceeded to a
an- arrived in
>t*»tie ajnI l moii stieet>, ami the water ha>
| puny, and alter having her cavernous hold
beei; I limed on mi hydrant use. Tliey are
■vamp" built on the upper part of Sylvan divined into compartment* for the transpur- j
1 hoy made a queer procession laa* 'v inulling their extern section down on
street.
tatiou of oil in bulk she will run between
ion with bundles, mattresses, pails, etc.
Main street lo tin* .Stockton line.
Texan ports and Philadelphia.
Due party of thirty or more were literally
Washington, I>. C., May JO. MassachuAt a Republican caucus held .June 5th the
JAMS P.
IRANK I.
i
ihevitig ;ho injunction “take up thy bod setts and other New England Mates receive
to .owing delegiUes were chosen to the Remd’wa'k,” for each had a mattress, folded considerable sums ot money in the sundry
publican state convention, to be held in uni bound on his shoulders, while all set civil
Treasurer.
President.
appropriations bill reported today:
Portland: r. 1. Pendleton, I!. K. Colcord
-;) tor their resting place at the top of the
Boston has a lion’s share, $000,000. Other!
and K. K. stiuson ; to the district convention,
iill at a dog-trot, llow long would our
to he held in W'atervilie: ,J. N.
ppudleton, Ymeric n workmen endure their accommoF. I .Mortland and .James P. Nichols.
lations and their fare? It is a good object
h.-.-oh to all and ought to make every true
11m (a annual schoo] closed Friday, .June ! \merican bless his lucky stars that lie was
1st. alter ;i pleasant term of ten weeks, I
under the glorious “Stars and
turn
taught b;. Miss Abbie C. Chase. 1’npils ! 'tripe.-,’’ with all its great liberty and
not absent one-hail da\
were as follows:
mtri ti>m means.
Manuel Romero, N'-homiah RouUton, ,Jr.,
Tax the Women of Belfast the Same as
j
Artliui suilivan and Alphonzo Wagnei.
Saturday might have been called a “red
Elsewhere.
Absent (»ne-half day only, sally Dow and
e ter” day in town as it witnessed our first
Leslie Young.
‘strike.”* The Italians working on the
water
struck
for
the
for
reunites
pipes
Hard to attend to household duties
A syndicate is being formed to build a
li-iher pay and shorter hours. They were
With a constantly aching back.
foot bridge at the mouth of Opeechee stream
Si.50 per day for a ten hour day
eeeiving
from tlie Porter mill right across to Birch
A woman should not have have a bad back,
itid demanded two hours less a day with
Point, formerly known as the Breakwater. tn increase of 25 cents and to be furnished
And she wouldn't if the kidneys were well.
This w ill be a great convenience to people
vith rubber boots. The dissatisfaction was
Doan’s Kideny Pills make well kidneys.
living on Water street, steamboat avenue, , laused by the arrival of a fresh lot of
Here is a Belfast woman who endorses this
and also to summer visitors desiring to
talians, who had been led to expect they claim:
make a short cut to the steamboat wharf.
vere all to be “bosses” with extra pay, and
You spent it—and somebody else put it in
Mrs. V. A. Maddocks of ‘26 Cedar street, Belfast,
The Memorial exercises opened here with 1 lie trouble was finally adjusted, the former
Me., says: “Before I used Doan’s Kidney Pills
1 nen returning Monday forenoon to their
an overture by the Bradford
Band
Military
vork at the old rates, while the agitators the pain in my back was very annoying, and I
at the Soldiers’Monument in front of the
I
Why don't you put your own money in
vere discharged and returned to Boston,
could also see that my kidneys were in a disOdd Fellows Hall, after which the proces!
riie trouble in such cases is not so much ordered condition, and knowing that to neglect
the liank for yourself—why let otliers save
sion, composed of veterans and school children, marched to the Village cemetery. 1 he wages which are paid by our American my kidneys was dangerous I got a box of Doan’s
The invited guests, infirm comrades and ! lontractqrs, but in the way the Italian Kidney Pills at the City Drug Store. This remeassociate members went in carriages. At 2 1 abor contractors cheat and rob their hard- dy, I am happy to say, acted very quickly and
^ *>er Cent Interest on Savings Deposits.
Vw
^
p>
mf*
vorking, ignorant countrymen of their soon the backache was relieved as also were the
p. in., a very interesting oration was deother difficulties. 1 have beard many other peotamings.
livered by Maj. Benj. Pitman of Lynn,
ple here in Belfast speak about Doan’s Kidney
Mass.
Pills and all report that most beneficial results
NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.
WALD0 TRUST
may be derived trom using them.’’
The drama given by the graduation class
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fos^
W. F. Ellis is seriously ill at the home of
Broil
Masonic Temple. Bellast, Maiue.
*•'
of '(*7, S. H.S., in Union hall Friday evening, ] lis
ter-Wilburn Co., Buffalo, K.Y., sole agents for
M
son, Fred Ellis, Jr.
the United States.
♦June 1st, was attended by a large and apno
take
D)an’s—and
the
name
Remember
and
Charles
Maurice
Ames
Lindsey are
preciative audience. Each part was adother.
mirably' taken and Errpat. erpdit. is iIiip tn < loing carpenter work in the village.
W. Lai rabee of Rockland was in town
May 1st on business.
Miss Guida C. Iloiner spent Sunday with
her parents n Bucksport.
,i. F. Spellman has a crew of men planking the steamboat wharf.
\

ARE MERE TOLD.

jj.

have arrived at this store and are

Lingerie Parasols embroidered

in

ready n
eyelet ,c

work, new white Linen Suits, cut in the latest fashion, new 1.,
Batiste Waists just placed on sale, and our sale of Wash Silks a
a most tempting program for the women of this vicinity.

■

_^

j?

T!ie new

inspection.

!

!

goods

More new summer

f

_

■

m

Dressing

1

I-

You'll appreciate these parasol v
the time of year to >elect from a
fresh stock replete with a'
Plain White I. liens, Kiubioob
Fiirure'l I.mens, White > 'ks, W
with C'olor-.i Fouler, beautiful
Kyelet ami soiitl Km bi o ler>,
thut\ styles to choose lioin. L;

1

>

....

1

■

......

.1

-4

Pay Your

I

SI.37

—

Bills

?rm

50t
We hive bought of the Burton Price Co. of New York over
wjlks. some at exactly HALF price, otaers at a big reduc.a'i
others
are
values—there
these extraordinary

|

50 CENT FOULARD and ,
FIGURED CHINA \\ ASH
1
l
SILKS 25c. per yard. \

CARRY EVERY

of Colors, cheeks
Figured China Wash Silks in a good assortment
absolutely fast colors, for this sale.

Gold Moulded Record

NtVVsT

Windom Taffeta Silk

$1.00 quality

We have also secured

more

i

black),

of that

special

5.125 pc

36 inch Steel Gray Pongee.

_■
yard.

New 25 Cent toline Waistings at I21 Cents per

ya
have just bought front a wholesale dry _.is house about
..Is hav- been so o a
Koline waistings at exactly half price. 1!.
we ow
aat an entii**
but
closing
card,
cents
by
-live
per
twenty
l,.s'. They are "7 inches wide and every lb: -ad warranted latest Kmet.
tek
hanipa gne. White,
Colors are Light Blue. Pink, Alice Blue,
m foi.
and as 'eng as they last you can have
| > (
We

F. A. FOLLFTT & SON,

at

■

»__

•-

YYT

■

_

v,

...

.BEST.

.36 Inch

Black Taffeta Silk at

>

•,

a

Ol’HKRS I P TO SI ID PKll YARD.

—

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

_

75 CENT WASH SILKS FOR 4Qc.

■

SHIP

cents per yard, for
price
tills sale only.

,r

^EDISON*

|

fUlLr,

oaie ui oiiko

mi[)uruUii

...

Searsport National Bank.

to So.o

COMK AND SKK I'll KM

Extraordinary

1

r*

T

•

T

1

wasn ban van

TWO M W STYLES

s

At 1.50

..

*•

o.

■11

-!.• n*it t" c'.t.
lliic I. eli Milt
inch l«’\ cc.it, two siiic I ci tc>.
new sleeve, ten r
piece skirt, bias
felils arnuml bnttcin, priced leu at

\\

•Jii

■

>■

$4.50

^

//

/,•

1

\

—

1

,

V

V

1

<

At

$9.50

White Linen s uit, is inch box coat,
wide strap trimmings front and
back, !l\ front, patch pockets triinmed with tab welts, 7-gore skirt,
double box plaited back, fan plaited pannel front, two rows wide
strapping around bottom—a very

I. L Howes & Co

stylish

--

suit.

S9.50
--

..

COVERF COAT BAKOV

COVERT COAT BARGAIN

Is your si/f iit*i

1-oS, 26
!•* vour size here?
inches long, fly t'r-mt. satin lined.

stravi'M'L'.tin

NOW $6.49

WAS $9.00.

1

•*?
scr,

J. 1
.i

WAS $11.50

New Belts

...

r\

—■

liiioii.

NOW S

Muslin Underw

1

new white eiubmidered belts in a number of
different patterns, gold or silver buckles
SPECIALLY PK1CEI* at.

^rwvial at
Or
01 “t.

oprilal

The Adele Ritchie Belt.

One Dollar

INTEREST

.1

PENDLETON,

|

I

___.-I

j^^Where

is the

Money

thej

A
iMMl*
|L

COMPANY,

SpecidPCorset Bdriidin

j

New Fanc> White liatiste Corset, font
hook, boned with non-rustable wile,
regular T.‘> cent value.49l

^

..

New Bolero Jacket $ 1,2r>
s\\ jss Muslin, ft«-lit, b n 1.
trimmed with lace insert mu

100 New White Batiste and Lace W
Better

Styles and Better Values than Elsewhere.
We have secured from out*
ing waist manufacturers «»f
extraordinai \ lot oi new Mat
Wai>ts. The\ cone- in the \. ;
ami materials, at •: ■•or.sid'
class \vorkiiiaiislii|> are pm
low.

xv

j

New White India Lawn Wais
Five tucks front ami back,
insertion, button m
sleeves--a good *-.mn waist t

of lace

New White Batiste Waist at
1

Bjl
'*""MhR|
Jl

High neck, yoke « ;
lace insertion and i.ym
fine I lambnrg ins.n * at, r;
with Hamburg beading an-i
sleev< vitl I \
a't*
w itil lace, ext ra good

75 CENT VALUE -UK*.

|

NICHOLS,

oh

■

TAXES

|

Cambric finished > >:r.•
and fro n t, 11
and ribbon, elbow sleev.

-•

WESOUCIT

NO

New Night Robes $l.2o

New Nainsook Night Robe

in white noii-slu inkable duck wiui d«*
taehable gold buckle...
50c.

■

1

300

Five White IkitUte Waist, I
enciene lace insertion, set
pattern, hack live of t
sleeves, trimmed with Yah
insertion, attached collar, a

&

New Net Lace Waist $3.73

Made-over .lap silk, pointed
insertion,trimmed with point

attached lace collar, elbow
sleeves, only.

1

FRED A. JOHNSON*

IIII
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